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Software systems are ubiquitous in today’s world and yet, remain vulnerable to the fallibility of human programmers as well as the unpredictability
of their operating environments. The overarching goal of this dissertation is
to develop algorithms to enable automated and efficient design and analysis
of reliable programs.
In the first and second parts of this dissertation, we focus on the development of programs that are free from programming errors. The intent is not
to eliminate the human programmer, but instead to complement his or her
expertise, with sound and efficient computational techniques, when possible.
To this end, we make contributions in two specific domains.
Program debugging — the process of fault localization and error elimination from a program found to be incorrect — typically relies on expert
human intuition and experience, and is often a lengthy, expensive part of the
program development cycle. In the first part of the dissertation, we target
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automated debugging of sequential programs. A broad and informal statement of the (automated) program debugging problem is to suitably modify an
b This problem
erroneous program, say P, to obtain a correct program, say P.
is undecidable in general; it is hard to formalize; moreover, it is particularly
challenging to assimilate and mechanize the customized, expert programmer
intuition involved in the choices made in manual program debugging. Our
first contribution in this domain is a methodical formalization of the program
debugging problem, that enables automation, while incorporating expert programmer intuition and intent. Our second contribution is a solution framework that can debug infinite-state, imperative, sequential programs written in
higher-level programming languages such as C. Boolean programs, which are
smaller, finite-state abstractions of infinite-state or large, finite-state programs,
have been found to be tractable for program verification. In this dissertation,
we utilize Boolean programs for program debugging. Our solution framework
involves two main steps: (a) automated debugging of a Boolean program, corresponding to an erroneous program P, and (b) translation of the corrected
b
Boolean program into a correct program P.
Shared-memory concurrent programs are notoriously difficult to write,
verify and debug; this makes them excellent targets for automated program
completion, in particular, for synthesis of synchronization code. Extant work
in this domain has focused on either propositional temporal logic specifications with simplistic models of concurrent programs, or more refined program
models with the specifications limited to just safety properties. Moreover,
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there has been limited effort in developing adaptable and fully-automatic synthesis frameworks that are capable of generating synchronization at different levels of abstraction and granularity. In the second part of this dissertation, we present a framework for synthesis of synchronization for sharedmemory concurrent programs with respect to temporal logic specifications.
In particular, given a concurrent program P composed of synchronizationfree processes, P1 , P2 , . . . , PK , and a temporal logic specification φspec describing their expected concurrent behaviour, we generate synchronized processes,
s
P1s , . . . , PK
, such that the resulting concurrent program P s satisfies φspec . We

provide the ability to synthesize readily-implementable synchronization code
based on lower-level primitives such as locks and condition variables. We enable synchronization synthesis of finite-state concurrent programs composed
of processes that may have local and shared variables, may be straight-line or
branching programs, may be ongoing or terminating, and may have programinitialized or user-initialized variables. We also facilitate expression of safety
and liveness properties over both control and data variables by proposing an
extension of propositional computation tree logic.
Most program analyses, verification, debugging and synthesis methodologies target traditional correctness properties such as safety and liveness.
These techniques typically do not provide a quantitative measure of the sensitivity of a computational system’s behaviour to unpredictability in the operating environment. We propose that the core property of interest in reasoning
in the presence of such uncertainty is robustness — small perturbations to the
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operating environment do not change the system’s observable behavior substantially. In well-established areas such as control theory, robustness has always been a fundamental concern; however, the techniques and results therein
are not directly applicable to computational systems with large amounts of
discretized, discontinuous behavior. Hence, robustness analysis of software
programs used in heterogeneous settings necessitates development of new theoretical frameworks and algorithms.
In the third part of this dissertation, we target robustness analysis of
two important classes of discrete systems — string transducers and networked
systems of Mealy machines. For each system, we formally define robustness of
the system with respect to a specific source of uncertainty. In particular, we
analyze the behaviour of transducers in the presence of input perturbations,
and the behaviour of networked systems in the presence of channel perturbations. Our overall approach is automata-theoretic, and necessitates the use
of specialized distance-tracking automata for tracking various distance metrics
between two strings. We present constructions for such automata and use
them to develop decision procedures based on reducing the problem of robustness verification of our systems to the problem of checking the emptiness of
certain automata. Thus, the system under consideration is robust if and only
if the languages of particular automata are empty.
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Part I
Introduction

1

Chapter 1
Introduction

Software systems today are increasingly complex, ubiquitous and
often interact with each other or with the physical world. While
their reliability has never been more critical, these systems remain
vulnerable to the fallibility of human programmers as well as the
unpredictability of their operating environments. The only solution
that holds promise is increased usage of meta-programs to help
analyze, debug and synthesize programs, given a precise characterization of reliable program behaviour.

1.1

Motivation

Human programmers are fallible. As a natural consequence, programming
errors, or bugs, are as pervasive as software programs today. Bugs are annoying at best, and more often than not, end up affecting the productivity of
both software developers and consumers. Occasionally, bugs lead to system
failures with disastrous consequences, especially when they show up in safetycritical, mission-critical or economically-vital applications. Examples include
infamous bugs in medical, military, aerospace, financial services and automotive software. One of the first quantitative studies of this problem estimated

2

the annual cost of software bugs in the US to be 59.5 billion dollars [96]!
Besides human error, software systems often grapple with yet another
source of undesirable behaviour. We live in an era where computation does
not exist in a vacuum. Most computational systems interact with a user or
the physical world, or/and, consist of tightly integrated, interacting software
components. An inescapable attribute of such complex, heterogeneous systems
is uncertainty. For example, real-world images handled by image processing
engines are frequently noisy, DNA strings processed by transducers in computational biology may be incomplete or incorrectly sequenced, text processors
must account for wrongly spelled keywords, the data generated by sensors
in medical devices or automobiles can be corrupted, or the channels between
system components in a networked power plant controller may lose data packets. Left unchecked, such uncertainty can wreak havoc and lead to highly
unpredictable system behaviour.
Given the ever-increasing sophistication of the operating environments,
and the complexity and pervasiveness of software systems, the problem of unreliable program behaviour is likely to persist. The only solution that holds
promise is the one provided jointly by the formal methods, programming languages and software engineering communities. Summed up simply, their somewhat paradoxical solution is — less dependence on human developers, and
increased usage of meta-programs to help analyze, debug and synthesize programs, given a precise characterization of reliable program behaviour. This
computational approach to development of reliable programs has proven to be
3

effective in many domains [59, 71, 104, 121]. However, much work remains to
be done.
A typical process of ensuring correctness in existing or evolving software
code, involves an iterative cycle of error detection, fault localization and error
elimination, that ultimately converges to a correct program. Tools based on
model checking [27], static program analyses [51] or dynamic program analyses
[118] have helped automate the process of error detection to a large extent.
However, the process of fault localization and error elimination — also termed
as debugging — continues to rely on expert human intuition and experience,
and is often a lengthy, expensive part of the program development cycle. While
the error detection tools typically provide error traces to substantiate their bug
discoveries, these traces are usually too long to be inspected manually in any
efficient manner. They may be encumbered with unnecessary data and may
provide little insight into the actual location of the error within the system.
There is an evident need for simplifying and automating the essentially
manual process of debugging as much as possible. The study in [96] indicated
that 22.2 billion dollars of the estimated (59.5 billion dollars) annual cost of
software bugs could be eliminated by earlier and more effective identification
and removal of software defects. In today’s multi-core era, software systems
as well as hardware designs are increasingly more complex, errors more subtle,
and productivity more critical. Debugging is a bigger challenge than ever
before. And lest we forget, human debuggers are just as prone to err as human
programmers; there always remains the possibility that a bug fix leads to the
4

introduction of new bugs!
An alternate strategy for developing correct programs is program synthesis. The promise of program synthesis is alluring — skip the iterative error
detection and debugging loop, and instead generate correct-by-construction
programs from specifications of program behaviour and correctness. Unsurprisingly, in contrast to automated program debugging, synthesis of programs
from specifications of user intent has always been a popular research area
[47, 59, 102, 120]. The correctness specifications considered have been diverse,
ranging from temporal logic or functional specifications to partial programs or
input-output examples.
Unfortunately, while program synthesis is an exciting theoretical problem, it has failed to live up to its promise in general. There are niche areas such
as logic synthesis in processor design, synthesis of bit-vector programs, synthesis of standard undergraduate textbook algorithms, e.g., sorting, graph algorithms, mutual exclusion, dining philosophers etc., in which program synthesis
has indeed been successful. However, synthesizing a large piece of software
code from scratch is a computationally intensive task and mandates writing
a very rich and detailed specification. There are far too many design choices:
programming language, data structures, synchronization primitives, program
size, memory usage etc. This necessitates the presence of an expert user to
initialize the synthesizer with the desired parameters and specifications. As
a consequence of all this, in practice, it is often hard to justify synthesizing
software code from scratch over modifying legacy code. The best compromise
5

between the theoretical promise and the practical reality of program synthesis might lie in harnessing synthesis tools for program completion; the more
modest goal here is to focus on partially written programs, and automatically synthesize missing components, that are particularly tricky for a human
programmer to get right.
Most program analyses, verification, debugging and synthesis methodologies target traditional correctness properties such as safety and liveness.
These are qualitative assertions about individual program executions, and typically do not provide a quantitative measure of the sensitivity of a computational system’s behaviour to uncertainty in the operating environment. For
instance, a program may have a correct execution on every individual input,
but its output may be highly sensitive to even the minutest perturbation in
its inputs. We propose that the core property of interest in reasoning in the
presence of uncertainty is robustness — small perturbations to the operating environment do not change the system’s observable behavior substantially.
This property is differential in the sense that it relates a range of system executions possible under uncertainty. Development of robust systems demands
a departure from techniques to develop traditionally correct systems, as the
former requires quantitative reasoning about the system behavior. Given the
above, formal reasoning about robustness of systems is a problem of practical
as well as conceptual importance.
The ultimate goal of this dissertation is to enable efficient design and
analysis of reliable programs. The intent is not to eliminate the human pro6

grammer, but instead to complement his or her expertise, with sound and
efficient computational techniques, when possible. To accomplish this goal,
we target three specific domains:
1. Debugging of sequential programs,
2. Synchronization synthesis for concurrent programs, and
3. Robustness analysis of discrete systems.
The choice of these domains is not arbitrary. The first two domains
focus on bridging the gap between manual program writing combined with
debugging, and fully automatic synthesis-from-scratch, for traditional correctness properties. As described earlier, the process of ensuring correctness in
manually written software code, involves an iterative cycle of error detection,
followed by debugging. This paves the way for a natural separation of concerns for automated tools. It is, thus, reasonable to assume that the input to
a debugging engine is a program, that has been found to be incorrect by an
error detection engine. We argue that the availability of an incorrect sequential program as input is easier to justify than the availability of an incorrect
concurrent program. Despite significant advances in software verification and
analyses techniques that have made it possible to detect bugs in many software
programs, it is still easier to detect bugs in sequential programs than in concurrent programs. Concurrent programs, with their interacting components,
are notorious for exhibiting heisenbugs [70] that are difficult to detect, reproduce and of course debug. Thus, automated debugging of sequential programs
7

is, arguably, a more plausible goal than automated debugging of concurrent
programs.
Concurrent programs, on the other hand, are excellent targets for automated synthesis, in particular, for synthesis of synchronization code. Insidious
synchronization errors are often the source of common concurrency bugs such
as deadlocks, races, starvation and resource access violations. It is conceivable
that one can simplify the design and analysis of (shared-memory) concurrent
programs by, first, manually writing synchronization-free concurrent programs,
followed by, automatically synthesizing the synchronization code necessary for
ensuring the programs’ correct concurrent behaviour.
Our third domain targets robustness analysis of discrete software systems, modeled using transducers, with respect to various sources of uncertainty. Since development of robust software systems is a nascent area, in this
dissertation, we focus on formalizing the notion of robustness and developing
algorithms to verify robustness of certain classes of discrete systems. We believe this exercise will help us analyze a larger class of systems, and develop
synthesis or perhaps debugging tools for guaranteeing robust behaviour in the
future.
In what follows, we present an overview of the particular challenges
faced in each of these domains, our overall approach for tackling these challenges, and an outline of this dissertation’s chapters.
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1.2

Debugging of Sequential Programs

Challenges. Historically, research in formal and semi-formal methods for debugging programs (sequential or concurrent) has not garnered as much mainstream interest as research in error detection, verification or even synthesis.
Perhaps the problem has been both underrated, as well as perceived to be unsuitable for automation. Indeed, the debugging problem is hard to formalize.
Limiting our attention to sequential programs, there can be multiple types of
programming errors — arithmetic errors (division by zero, arithmetic overflow
or underflow, lack of arithmetic precision due to rounding), non-termination
(infinite loops, infinite recursion), conceptual errors, syntax errors, type errors
etc. There can be multiple ways to fix a bug — changing the program locally,
disallowing certain program inputs, clever usage of key data structures etc.
Local changes to a program can also be done in several ways — insertion,
deletion, modification or swapping of statements. Thus, one cannot expect a
uniform formulation of or solution to the debugging problem. Moreover, it is
particularly challenging to assimilate and mechanize the customized, expert
human intuition involved in the choices made in manual program debugging.
A broad and informal statement of the (automated) program debugging
b that is obtained by suitably modproblem is to compute a correct program P
ifying an erroneous program P. Since this requires computation of a correct
program, and the problem of verification of an arbitrary program is undecidable, the problem of program debugging is also undecidable in general.
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Our Approach. This dissertation presents a methodical formulation and solution framework for the program debugging problem that strives to address
the above challenges. We assume that, along with an erroneous program P, we
are given a set U of update schemas. An update schema compactly describes a
class of permissible modifications of a statement in P; for example, the update
schema assign 7→ assign permits replacement of an assignment statement
with any another assignment statement, and can be applied to the assignment statement x := y to get other assignment statements such as x := x + y,
y := x + 1 etc. Update schemas enable us to refine the formulation of the prob
gram debugging problem — the goal is now to compute a correct program P
that is obtained from P by applying suitable update schemas from U to the
statements in P. Observe that, while a typical debugging routine begins with
fault localization and is followed by error elimination, our update schemabased formulation obviates the need for a separate fault localization phase.
We directly focus on error elimination by identifying program statements that
are repairable, i.e., may be modified by applying a permissible update schema
b
in order to obtain a correct P.
Our solution framework targets imperative, sequential programs written in higher-level programming languages such as C. As stated earlier, the
verification and debugging problems for such programs in undecidable in general. Verification tools such as SLAM [13], SLAM2 [10], BLAST [65] and
SATABS [26] routinely use predicate abstraction [56] to generate abstract programs, called Boolean programs, for analyzing such infinite-state programs.
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Boolean programs, which are equivalent in expressive power to pushdown systems, enjoy nice computational properties such as decidability of reachability
and termination [12]. Thus, Boolean programs are more tractable for verification, and as we demonstrate in this dissertation, tractable for debugging as
well.
Thus, besides P and U, our framework also requires a Boolean program
B which demonstrates the incorrectness of P with an abstract error trace feasible in P. Given all these inputs, our predicate abstraction-based solution
b involves two
framework for computation of a suitable repaired program P
main steps: (a) automated repair of the Boolean program B using permissible
b and (b) concretization of Bb to obtain P.
b
update schemas to get B,

Dissertation Layout. We present our treatment of debugging of sequential
programs in Part II of this dissertation.
In Chapter 2, we begin by presenting the syntax, semantics and relevant
correctness specifications of a simplified, C-like programming language. We
then review the technique of predicate abstraction-refinement and describe
Boolean programs. We end with a formal description of the program debugging
problem and an overview of our solution framework.
In Chapter 3, we present a simple and efficient algorithm for repairing
a class of Boolean programs that meet some syntactic requirements. In this
chapter, program correctness is specified using a precondition and a postcondi-
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tion, describing the initial states and final states, respectively, of the program.
The algorithm draws on standard techniques from predicate calculus to obtain
annotations for the program statements, by propagating the given precondition and postcondition through each program statement. These annotations
are then used to inspect program statements for repairability and compute
a repair if possible. We show that our algorithm can guarantee the correctness and termination of the resulting Boolean program, and can always find a
suitable repaired Boolean program, under certain assumptions.
The method presented in Chapter 3 is efficient, but cannot handle programs with arbitrary recursion. Moreover, the method focuses on Boolean
programs which can be repaired by modifying exactly one statement using an
update schema from U.
In Chapter 4, we generalize the method presented in Chapter 3 in several ways. We present a framework that can handle programs with arbitrary
recursion, and can generate repaired programs by modifying multiple statements of the original erroneous program. In this chapter, program correctness
is specified using assertions included in the program body, specifying the desired states at various points of program execution. Our framework can handle
multiple assertions — even if only a single assertion violation was detected in
the original program, the computed repaired program is guaranteed to satisfy all assertions. Our framework is cost-aware — given a user-defined cost
function, that charges each application of an update schema to a program
statement some user-defined cost, and a repair budget, the framework com12

putes a repaired program whose total modification cost does not exceed the repair budget; we postulate that this cost-aware formulation, along with update
schemas, is a flexible and convenient way of incorporating expert programmer
intent and intuition in automated program debugging. Besides presenting a
generalized algorithm for repairing Boolean programs in Chapter 4, we also
describe strategies to translate the repairs computed in Boolean programs to
corresponding repairs for the original C program. In particular, we include
strategies to ensure the readability of the repaired program using user-defined
expression templates. These two steps together enable predicate abstractionbased repair of infinite-state programs. We demonstrate the efficacy of our
overall framework by repairing C programs using a prototype tool.
We conclude Part II with a discussion of related work in Chapter 5.

1.3

Synchronization Synthesis for Concurrent Programs

Challenges. Early approaches to synthesis of synchronization for concurrent
programs were first developed in [47, 91]. These papers focused on propositional temporal logic specifications and restricted models of concurrent programs such as synchronization skeletons. Synchronization skeletons that suppress data variables and data manipulations are often inadequate abstractions
of real-world concurrent programs. While finite-state real-world programs can,
in principle, be tackled using propositional temporal logic, it can be quite
cumbersome to express properties over functions and predicates of program
variables using propositional temporal logic. Recent synthesis approaches use
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more sophisticated program models and permit specifications involving data
variables. However, these approaches are typically applicable only for safety
properties, and entail some possibly restrictive assumptions. For instance, it
is almost always assumed that all data variables are initialized within the program to specific values, thereby disallowing any kind of user or environment
input to a concurrent program. The presence of local data variables is also
rarely accounted for or treated explicitly. Finally, there has been limited effort
in developing adaptable synthesis frameworks that are capable of generating
synchronization at different levels of abstraction and granularity.

Our Approach. In this dissertation, we present a flexible framework for synthesis of synchronization for shared-memory concurrent programs with respect
to temporal logic specifications, which generalizes the approach of [47] in several ways. We provide the ability to synthesize more readily-implementable
synchronization code based on lower-level primitives such as locks and condition variables. We also enable synchronization synthesis for more general
programs and properties.
Given a concurrent program P composed of synchronization-free processes, P1 , P2 , . . . , PK , and a temporal logic specification φspec describing the
expected concurrent behaviour, our goal is to obtain synchronized processes,
s
P1s , . . . , PK
, such that the concurrent program P s resulting from their asyn-

chronous composition satisfies φspec . This is effected in several steps in our
proposed approach. The first step involves automatic generation of a tempo14

ral logic formula φP given P1 , . . . , PK , specifying the concurrency and operational semantics of these unsynchronized processes. The second step involves
construction of a tableau Tφ , for φ given by φP ∧ φspec . If the overall specification is found to be satisfiable, the tableau yields a global model M , based
on P1 , . . . , PK such that M |= φ. The next step entails decompositon of M
s
into the desired synchronized processes P1s , . . . , PK
with synchronization in

the form of guarded commands or conditional critical regions CCRs. The
final step involves a correctness-preserving mechanical compilation of the synthesized guarded commands into synchronization code based on lower-level
primitives such as locks and condition variables.

Dissertation Layout. We present our approach to synthesis of synchronization for concurrent programs in Part III of this dissertation.
In Chapter 6, we present our first generalization of the approach of
[47]. Similar to [47], the framework synthesizes synchronization skeletons
given a propositional temporal logic specification of their desired concurrent
behaviour. However, in addition to synthesizing high-level synchronization
actions in the form of guarded commands, the proposed framework has the
ability to perform a correctness-preserving mechanical compilation of guarded
commands into synchronization code based on lower-level primitives such as
locks and condition variables. We provide the ability to synthesize coarsegrained synchronization code with a single lock for controlling access to shared
variables and condition variables, or fine-grained synchronization code with
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separate locks for controlling access to shared variables and condition variables. It is up to the user to choose an appropriate granularity of atomicity
that suitably balances the trade-off between concurrency and overhead for a
particular application/system architecture. This is an important feature, as
programmers often restrict themselves to using coarse-grained synchronization
for its inherent simplicity. In fact, manual implementations of synchronization
code using wait/notify operations on condition variables are particularly hard
to get right in the presence of multiple locks. We establish the correctness
of both translations — guarded commands to coarse-grained synchronization
and guarded commands to fine-grained synchronization — with respect to a
useful subset of propositional computation temporal logic (CTL) that includes
both safety and liveness properties.
We further establish soundness and completeness of the compilation,
and use our prototype tool to successfully synthesize synchronization code for
concurrent Java programs such as an airport ground traffic simulator program,
readers-writers and dining philosophers.
In Chapter 7, we generalize the approach of [47] to a richer class of
programs and specifications. We present a framework that supports finite-state
concurrent programs composed of processes that may have local and shared
variables, may have a linear or branching control-flow and may be ongoing
or terminating. We focus on programs that are closed systems, without any
interaction with an external environment once execution begins. Note that
these include programs in which an environment or user sets the initial values
16

of the program variables. We propose an extension to propositional CTL that
facilitates expression of safety and liveness properties over control and data
variables, such as AG (v1 = µ ⇒ AF(loc2 = `2 ∧ v2 = µ + 1)) (if at any point
in an execution, the value of variable v1 is µ, it is inevitable that control in
process P2 reaches location `2 , wherein the value of variable v2 is µ + 1).
We describe our adaptation of the tableau construction algorithm for
propositional CTL to enable handling our extended specification language.
When there exist environment-initialized variables, we present an initial bruteforce solution for modifying the basic approach to ensure that P s satisfies φspec
for all possible initial values of such variables. Also, we address the effect of
local variables on the permitted behaviours in P s due to limited observability
of global states, and discuss solutions. Finally, we adapt the compilation presented in Chapter 6 to synthesize synchronization based on locks and condition
variables for this richer class of programs and specifications.
We conclude Part III with a discussion of related work in Chapter 8.

1.4

Robustness Analysis of Discrete Systems

Challenges. In well-established areas such as control theory, robustness has
always been a fundamental concern; in fact, there is an entire sub-area of
control theory — robust control [78] — that extensively studies this problem. However, as robust control typically involves reasoning about continuous
state-spaces, the techniques and results therein are not directly applicable to
computational systems with large amounts of discretized, discontinuous be17

havior. Moreover, uncertainty in robust control refers to differences between
mathematical models and reality; thus robust control focuses on designing
controllers that function properly in the presence of perturbation in various
system parameters (as opposed to perturbation in the inputs or in the internal
channels of a networked system).
Robustness analysis of discrete systems, such as finite-state transition
systems, has only recently begun to gain attention. Various notions of robustness for transducers were first proposed in a series of papers [22, 24, 88].
These papers mainly reason about programs that manipulate numbers (as opposed to strings or sequences of numbers). While there is emerging work in
quantitative formal reasoning about the robustness of cyber-physical systems,
the problem of reasoning about robustness with respect to errors in networked
communication has been largely ignored. This is unfortunate as communication between different computation nodes is a fundamental feature of many
modern systems. In particular, it is a key feature in emerging cyber-physical
systems [98, 99] where runtime error-correction features for dealing with uncertainty may not be an option.

Our Approach. In this dissertation, we target robustness analysis of two
important classes of discrete systems — string transducers and networked systems of Mealy machines. For each system, we formally define robustness of the
system with respect to a specific source of uncertainty. In particular, we analyze the behaviour of transducers in the presence of input perturbations, and
18

the behaviour of networked systems in the presence of channel perturbations.
Our overall approach is automata-theoretic, and necessitates the use
of specialized distance-tracking automata for tracking various distance metrics
between two strings. We present constructions for such automata and use
them to develop decision procedures based on reducing the problem of robustness verification of our systems to the problem of checking the emptiness of
certain automata. Thus, the system under consideration is robust if and only
if the language of a particular automaton is empty.

Dissertation Layout. We present our approach to robustness analysis of
discrete systems in Part IV of this dissertation.
In Chapter 9, we define the transducer models and distance metrics considered in Part IV. Since some of our automata are reversal-bounded counter
machines, we review such machines in this chapter. Finally, we present constructions for various distance-tracking automata required in Part IV.
In Chapter 10, we target robustness analysis of string transducers with
respect to input perturbations. A function encoded as a transducer is defined to be robust if for each small (i.e., bounded) change to any input string,
the change in the transducer’s output is proportional to the change in the
input. Changes to input and output strings are quantified using weighted
generalizations of the Levenshtein and Manhattan distances over strings. Our
(automata-theoretic) decision procedures for robustness verification with re-
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spect to the generalized Manhattan and Levenshtein distance metrics are in
PSpace and ExpSpace, respectively. For transducers that are Mealy machines, the decision procedures given these metrics are in NLogspace and
PSpace, respectively.
In Chapter 11, we target robustness analysis of networked systems,
when the underlying network is prone to errors. We model such a system N
as a set of processes that communicate with each other over a set of internal
channels, and interact with the outside world through a fixed set of input
and output channels. We focus on network errors that arise from channel
perturbations, and assume that we are given a worst-case bound δ on the
number of errors that can occur in the internal channels of N . We say that
the system N is (δ, ε)-robust if the deviation of the output of the perturbed
system from the output of the unperturbed system is bounded by ε.
We study a specific instance of this problem when each process is a
Mealy machine, and the distance metric used to quantify the deviation from
the desired output is either the Manhattan or the Levenshtein distance. We
present efficient automata-theoretic decision procedures for (δ, ε)-robustness
for both distance metrics.
We conclude Part IV with a discussion of related work in Chapter 12.
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Part II
Sequential Program Debugging
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In Chapter 1, we have seen that there is a need for automating the essentially
manual process of program debugging as much as possible. We have also
noted that sequential programs are more credible candidates for automated
program debugging than concurrent programs, and have identified some of
the challenges in the area.
In this part of the dissertation, we present a formal definition and
solution framework for the problem of automated debugging of sequential
programs. Our problem formulation obviates the need for a separate fault
localization phase, and instead, directly focuses on error elimination or program repair. Our solution framework targets imperative, sequential programs
written in programming languages such as C, and is based on predicate abstraction. We assume that we are given an erroneous concrete program P, a
corresponding Boolean program B which exhibits an abstract error trace feasible in P and a set of permissible update schemas U. Given these inputs, we
first compute a correct Boolean program Bb by applying a set of permissible
update schemas to B. We then concretize the repaired Boolean program to
b
obtain a correct concrete program P.
In Chapter 2, we lay the groundwork by fixing the syntax, semantics and correctness specifications of a simplified, C-like programming language. We review the technique of predicate abstraction-refinement and define
Boolean programs. We present a formal definition of the program debugging
problem and an overview of our solution framework. In Chapter 3, we focus
on the first step of our overall approach: we present a simple and efficient
22

algorithm targeting Boolean programs that meet some syntactic requirements
and can be repaired by a single application of an update schema from U. We
show that our algorithm can guarantee the correctness and termination of
the repaired Boolean program. In Chapter 4, we generalize our Boolean program repair approach to repair arbitrary Boolean programs using simultaneous
applications of multiple update schemas. We also present strategies for concretization of repaired Boolean programs to enable predicate abstraction-based
repair of concrete programs. Finally, we conclude Part II with a discussion of
related work in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Groundwork

Overview. In this chapter, we begin by presenting the syntax, semantics and
correctness of a simplified, C-like programming language. We review the technique of predicate abstraction-refinement which can be used for model checking
programs written in this language. We then describe Boolean programs, which
are abstract programs obtained through predicate abstraction-refinement. We
conclude the chapter with a formal definition of the program repair problem
and an overview of our solution framework.

2.1
2.1.1

Sequential Programs
Program Syntax

For the technical presentation in this part of the dissertation, we fix a simplified
syntax for sequential programs. A partial definition of the syntax is shown
in Fig. 2.1. In the syntax, v denotes a variable, htypei denotes the type of
a variable, F denotes a procedure, ` denotes a statement label or location,
hexpri denotes a well-typed expression, and hbexpri denotes a Boolean-valued
expression.
Thus, a (sequential) program consists of a declaration of global vari-
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hpgmi
hvardecli
hproclisti
hproci
hstmtseqi
hlabstmti
hstmti

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

hvardecli hproclisti
decl v : htypei; | hvardecli hvardecli
hproci hproclisti | hproci
F (v1 , . . . , vk ) begin hvardecli hstmtseqi end
hlabstmti ; hstmtseqi
hstmti | ` : hstmti
skip | v1 , . . . , vm := hexpr1 i, . . . , hexprm i
| if (hbexpri) then hstmtseqi else hstmtseqi fi
| while (hexpri) do hstmti od | assume (hbexpri)
| call F (hexpr1 i, . . . , hexprk i) | return
| goto `1 or . . . or `n | assert (hbexpri)

Figure 2.1: Programming language syntax
ables, followed by a list of procedure definitions; a procedure definition consists
of a declaration of local variables, followed by a sequence of (labeled) statements; a statement is a skip, (parallel) assignment, conditional, loop, assume,
(call-by-value) procedure call, return, goto or assert statement.
We make the following assumptions: (a) there is a distinguished initial
procedure main, which is not called from any other procedure, (b) all variable
and formal parameter names are globally unique, (c) the number of actual
parameters in a procedure call matches the number of formal parameters in
the procedure definition, (d) goto statements are not used arbitrarily; they
are used only to simulate the flow of control in structured programs, (e) the
last statement in the loop body of every while statement is a skip statement,
and (e) htypei includes integers and Booleans.
Note that the above syntax does not permit return values from procedures. However, return values can be easily modeled using extra global
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variables. Hence, this syntax simplification does not affect the expressivity of
the programming language. Indeed, the above syntax is quite general.
Notation. Let us fix some notation before we proceed. For program P, let
{F0 , . . . , Ft } be its set of procedures with F0 being the main procedure, and
let GV (P) denote the set of global variables. For procedure Fi , let Si and Li
denote the sets of statements and locations, respectively, and let F Vi and LVi
denote the sets of formal parameters and local variables, respectively, with
S
F Vi ⊆ LVi . Let V (P) = GV (P) ∪ ti=1 LVi denote the set of variables of P,
S
and L(P) = ti=1 Li denote the set of locations of P. For a location ` within
a procedure Fi , let inscope(`) = GV (P) ∪ LVi denote the set of all variables
in P whose scope includes l. We denote by stmt(`), f ormal(`) and local(`)
the statement at ` and the sets of formal parameters and local variables of the
procedure containing `, respectively. We denote by entryi ∈ Li the location
of the first statement in Fi . When the context is clear, we simply use V , L
instead of V (P), L(P) etc.
2.1.2

Transition Graphs

In addition to a textual representation, we will often find it convenient to use
a transition graph representation of programs, as shown in the example in
Fig. 2.2. The transition graph representation of P, denoted G(P), comprises a
set of labeled, rooted, directed graphs G0 , . . . , Gt , which have exactly one node,
err, in common. Informally, the ith graph Gi captures the flow of control in
procedure Fi with its nodes and edges labeled by locations and corresponding
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`1
assume (x ≤ 0)

assume (x > 0)

`2

`5
1)
x 6=
0)

x := x + 2

`4

as
su

x≥

me
(

(
me

`3

su

assume (x < 0)

as

main() {
int x;
`1 : if (x ≤ 0)
`2 :
while (x < 0){
`3 :
x := x + 2;
`4 :
skip;
}
else
`5 :
if (x == 1)
`6 :
x := x − 1;
`7 : assert (x > 1);
}
(a) P

assume (x == 1)

`6
x := x − 1

`7

err

exit
(b) G(P)

Figure 2.2: An example program and its transition graph
statements of Fi , respectively. To be more precise, Gi = (Ni , Labi , Ei ), where
the set of nodes Ni , given by Li ∪ exiti ∪ err, includes a unique entry node
entryi , a unique exit node exiti and the error node err, the set of labeled edges
Ei ⊆ Ni × Labi × Ni is defined as follows: for all `, `0 ∈ Ni , (`, ς, `0 ) ∈ Ei iff:
- stmt(`) is an assignment, assume (g) or call F (e1 , . . . , ek ) statement, `0
is the next sequential location1 in Fi after ` and ς = stmt(`), or,
- stmt(`) is a skip statement and either (a) stmt(`) is the last statement
in the loop body of a statement `0 : while (g) and ς is the empty label,
1

The next sequential location of the last statement in the then or else branch of a conditional statement is the location following the conditional statement. The next sequential
location of the last statement in the main procedure is exit0 .
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or, (b) `0 is the next sequential location in Fi after ` and ς is the empty
label, or,
- stmt(`) is if (g), and either (a) `0 , denoted T succ(`), is the location
of the first statement in the then branch and ς = assume (g), or, (b)
`0 , denoted F succ(`), is the location of the first statement in the else
branch and ς = assume (¬g), or,
- stmt(`) is while (g), and either (a) `0 , denoted T succ(`), is the location
of the first statement in the while loop body and ς = assume (g), or,
(b) `0 , denoted F succ(`), is the next sequential location in Fi after the
end of the while loop body and ς = assume (¬g), or,
- stmt(`) is assert (g), and either `0 , denoted T succ(`), is the next sequential location in Fi after ` and ς is the empty label, or, (b) `0 , denoted
F succ(`), is the node err and ς is the empty label, or,
- stmt(`) is a goto statement that includes the label `0 , and ς is the empty
label, or,
- stmt(`) is a return statement, `0 = exiti and ς = return.
Let succ(`) denote the set {`0 : (`, ς, `0 ) ∈ Ei } for some i ∈ [0, t].
A path π in Gi is a sequence of labeled connected edges; with some
overloading of notation, we denote the sequence of statements labeling the
edges in π as stmt(π). Not that every node in Gi is on some path between
entryi and exiti .
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2.1.3

Program Semantics

Given a set Vs ⊆ V of variables, a valuation Ω of Vs is a function that maps
each variable in Vs to an appropriate value of its type. Ω can be naturally
extended to map well-typed expressions over variables to values.
An operational semantics can be defined for our programs by formalizing the effect of each type of program statement on a program configuration. A configuration η of a program P is a tuple of the form (`, Ω, ζ), where
S
` ∈ ti=0 Ni , Ω is a valuation of the variables in inscope(`)2 and ζ is a stack
e Ω),
e where `e ∈ Li for some
of elements. Each element of ζ is of the form (`,
e A program state is a pair
e is a valuation of the variables in local(`).
i and Ω
of the form (`, Ω), where ` and Ω are as defined above; thus a program state
excludes the stack contents. A configuration (`, Ω, ζ) of P is called an initial
configuration if ` = entry0 is the entry node of the main procedure and ζ is
the empty stack. We use η

η 0 to denote that P can transition from con-

figuration η = (`, Ω, ζ) to configuration η 0 = (`0 , Ω0 , ζ 0 ); the transitions rules
for each type of program statement at ` and for exit nodes of procedures are
presented in Fig. 2.3.
Let us take a closer look at the last two transition rules in Fig. 2.3
- the only transition rules that affect the stack contents. Upon execution of
the statement call Fj (e1 , . . . , ek ) in program configuration (`, Ω, ζ), control
moves to the entry node of the called procedure Fj ; the new valuation Ω0 of
2

For ` = exiti , inscope(`) = GV ∪ LVi , and for ` = err, inscope(`) is undefined.
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Cases
skip
return
goto `1 or . . . or `n
stmt(`): assume g
if g
while g
assert g
v1 , . . . , vm :=
e1 , . . . , e m

call Fj (e1 , . . . , ek )

`:

exitj

(`, Ω, ζ)

(`0 , Ω0 , ζ 0 ) if:

`0 = succ(`), Ω0 = Ω and ζ 0 = ζ
`0 ∈ succ(`), Ω0 = Ω and ζ 0 = ζ
Ω(g) = true, `0 = succ(`), Ω0 = Ω and ζ 0 = ζ
either Ω(g) = true, `0 = T succ(`), Ω0 = Ω and ζ 0 = ζ, or,
Ω(g) = false, `0 = F succ(`), Ω0 = Ω and ζ 0 = ζ
either Ω(g) = true, `0 = T succ(`), Ω0 = Ω and ζ 0 = ζ, or,
Ω(g) = false and `0 = F succ(`) = err
`0 = succ(`),
∀i ∈ [1, m] : Ω0 (vi ) = Ω(ei ),
∀v 6∈ {v1 , . . . , vm } : Ω0 (v) = Ω(v) and
ζ0 = ζ
`0 = entryj ,
∀vi ∈ f ormal(`0 ) : Ω0 (vi ) = Ω(ei ),
∀v ∈ GV (P) : Ω0 (v) = Ω(v) and
ζ 0 = (succ(`), ∆).ζ, where ∀v ∈ local(`) : ∆(v) = Ω(v)
`0 = `ret ,
∀v ∈ local(`0 ) : Ω0 (v) = ∆(v),
∀v ∈ GV (P) : Ω0 (v) = Ω(v) and
ζ = (`ret , ∆).ζ 0

Figure 2.3: Transition rules for (`, Ω, ζ)

(`0 , Ω0 , ζ 0 ).

program variables is constrained to agree with Ω on the values of all global
variables, and maps the formal parameters of Fj to the values of the actual
arguments according to Ω; finally, the element (succ(`), ∆) is pushed onto the
stack, where succ(`) is the location to which control returns after Fj completes
execution and ∆ is a valuation of all local variables of the calling procedure,
as recorded in Ω. The last transition rule in Fig. 2.3 captures the return of
control to the calling procedure, say Fc , after completion of execution of a
called procedure, say Fj ; the top of the stack element (`ret , ∆) is removed and
is used to retrieve the location `ret of Fc to which control must return as well
the valuation ∆ of the local variables of Fc ; the new valuation Ω0 of program
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variables is constrained to agree with Ω on the values of all global variables,
and to agree with ∆ on the values of all local variables of Fc .
An execution path of program P is a sequence of configurations, η
η0

η 00

. . ., obtained by repeated application of the transition rules from

Fig. 2.3, starting from an initial configuration η. Note that an execution path
may be finite or infinite. The last configuration (`, Ω, ζ) of a finite execution
path may be a terminating configuration with ` = exit0 , or an error configuration with ` = err or a stuck configuration. An execution path ends in a stuck
configuration η if none of the transition rules from Fig. 2.3 are applicable to η.
In particular, notice that a transition from configuration (`, Ω, ζ) with stmt(`)
being assume (g) is defined only when Ω(g) = true.
2.1.4

Specifications and Program Correctness

In this part of the dissertation, a specification for a sequential program P
is either (a) a precondition, postcondition pair, or (b) a set of assertions. A
precondition, denoted ϕ, represents the expected set of initial program states,
and is a quantifier-free, first order expression capturing the initial values of the
program variables in inscope(entry0 ). A postcondition, denoted ψ, represents
the set of desired final states upon completion of execution of P, and is a
quantifier-free, first order expression relating the initial and final values of the
program variables in inscope(entry0 ). An assertion in P, is a statement of
the form ` : assert (g), with g being a quantifier-free, first order expression
representing the expected values of the program variables in inscope(`) at `.
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We will use the term assertion to denote both the statement ` : assert (g) as
well as the expression g. We say a program configuration (`, Ω, ζ) satisfies a
precondition, postcondition or assertion, if the embedded variable valuation Ω
satisfies the same.
Given a program P and a precondition, postcondition pair (ϕ, ψ), P is
said to be partially correct iff the Hoare triple {ϕ}P{ψ} is valid, i.e., iff every
finite execution path of P, begun in an initial configuration satisfying ϕ, ends
in a terminating configuration satisfying ψ. P is said to be totally correct iff the
Hoare triple hϕiPhψi is valid, i.e., iff every execution path, begun in an initial
configuration satisfying ϕ, is finite and ends in a terminating configuration
satisfying ψ.
Given a program P annotated with a set of assertions, P is partially
correct iff every finite execution path of P ends in a terminating configuration.
P is totally correct iff every execution path is finite and ends in a terminating
configuration.
Unless otherwise specified, an incorrect program is one that is not partially correct.

2.2

Predicate Abstraction and Boolean Programs

The problem of program verification - checking correctness of a program or
program model with respect to a specification - is an undecidable problem in
general. Model checking is a fully automatic program verification technique,
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initially proposed as a sound and complete algorithm for checking correctness of finite-state program models with respect to propositional temporal
logic specifications. Model checking algorithms have since been devised for
certain classes of infinite-state programs and various specification languages.
The main challenge in model checking algorithms, which can be informally
described as sophisticated algorithms for exhaustive graph search, is the state
explosion problem: this problem essentially refers to the enormous number
of program states or configurations that need to be examined for verifying
correctness. Thus, even when the underlying problem is decidable, a naive
application of model checking may often be intractable.
The term abstraction is used to refer to a collection of techniques that
enables model checking of infinite-state or large finite-state programs by reducing them to smaller finite-state programs. In this context, the original program
is termed the concrete program and the reduced program is called the abstract
program. The basic idea in the reduction is to compute an approximation of
the concrete program by omitting certain details, while preserving information
relevant for verifying the given specification. A conservative abstraction of a
concrete program P is an over-approximation of the behaviour of P in the
sense that for every concrete execution path in P, there exists a corresponding
abstract execution path. For certain classes of specifications such as safety
properties - something bad does not happen - this means that if the abstract
program is successfully model checked, the concrete program P is guaranteed
to be correct. However, if the abstract program is found to violate the spec-
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ification, the concrete program may or may not be correct. In particular, a
counterexample path to an error state in the abstract program may be spurious,i.e., it may not correspond to an actual path in P. Thus, the goal is
to find an abstract program which is precise enough to verify correctness or
exhibit a non-spurious counterexample path, while being amenable to model
checking. The standard solution is counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR), which iteratively refines an initial abstraction by analyzing
and eliminating spurious abstract counterexample paths.
2.2.1

Predicate Abstraction

Predicate abstraction is an effective abstraction technique for model checking infinite-state sequential programs with respect to safety properties. This
technique computes a finite-state, conservative abstraction of a concrete program P by partitioning P’s state space based on the valuation of a finite
set {φ1 , . . . , φr } of predicates. The resulting abstract program is termed a
Boolean program B: the control-flow of B is the same as that of P and the set
{b1 , . . . , br } of variables of B are Boolean variables, with each bi representing
the predicate φi for i ∈ [i, r]. Given a concrete program P, the overall method
proceeds as follows. In step one, an initial Boolean program B is computed
and in step two, B is model-checked with respect to its specification. If B
is found to be correct, the method concludes that P is correct. Otherwise,
an abstract counterexample path leading to some violated assertion in B is
computed and examined for feasibility in P. If found feasible, the method ter-
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minates, reporting an error in P. If found infeasible, in step three, B is refined
into a new Boolean program B 0 that eliminates the spurious counterexample.
Thereafter, steps two and three are repeated, as needed. Note that the overall
method is incomplete - it may not always be able to possible to compute a
suitable refinement that eliminates a spurious counterexample or to check if
an abstract counterexample is indeed spurious.
In our work, the interesting case is when the method terminates reporting an error. Henceforth, we fix a concrete program P, and a corresponding
Boolean program B that exhibits a non-spurious counterexample path. Let
{φ1 , . . . , φr } denote the set of predicates used in the abstraction of P into B,
where each predicate is a quantifier-free order expression over the variables of
P. Let {b1 , . . . , br } denote the corresponding Boolean variables of B. Let γ
denote the mapping of Boolean variables to their respective predicates: for
each i ∈ [1, r], γ(bi ) = φi . The mapping γ can be extended in a standard way
to expressions over the Boolean variables.
2.2.2

Boolean Programs

Boolean programs (see Fig. 2.4b for a Boolean program corresponding to the
program in Fig. 2.2a, generated using SATABS [26]) are sequential programs
with a syntax similar to that in Fig. 2.1, with two main differences: (a) all
variables and formal parameters are Boolean, and (b) all expressions - hexpri,
hbexpri - are Boolean expressions defined as follows:
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hbexpri
hdetbexpri

::= ∗ | hdetbexpri
::= true | false | b
| ¬hdetbexpri | hdetbexpri ⇒ hdetbexpri
| hdetbexpri ∨ hdetbexpri | hdetbexpri ∧ hdetbexpri
| hdetbexpri = hdetbexpri | hdetbexpri 6=
hdetbexpri,

where b is a Boolean variable. Thus, a Boolean expression is either a deterministic Boolean expression or the expression ∗, which nondeterministically
evaluates to true or false3 . We assume that ∗ expresses a fair nondeterministic choice, i.e., ∗ does not permanently evaluate to the same value. We
assume that Boolean expressions in assume (hbexpri) and assert (hbexpri)
statements are always deterministic.
The transition graph and operational semantics of Boolean programs
can be defined in a manner similar to that of concrete sequential programs
(see Fig. 2.4 for a Boolean program and its transition graph representation).
The main modifications are as follows. In defining the set of labeled edges Ei
of graph Gi = (Ni , Labi , Ei ) in the transition graph representation G(B) of B,
for ` ∈ Ni with stmt(`) given by if (∗) or while (∗), T succ(`), F succ(`) are
defined as in Sec. 2.1.2, but the labels ς1 , ς2 in (`, ς1 , T succ(`)), (`, ς2 , F succ(`))
are each set to assume (true). For stmt(`) given by if (∗) or while (∗), we
say (`, Ω, ζ)

(`0 , Ω0 , ζ 0 ) if `0 ∈ succ(`), Ω0 = Ω and ζ 0 = ζ. For stmt(`)

3

In practice, a nondeterministic Boolean expression is any Boolean expression containing
∗ or the expression choose(e1 , e2 ), with e1 , e2 being deterministic Boolean expressions (if
e1 is true, choose(e1 , e2 ) evaluates to true, else if e2 is true, choose(e1 , e2 ) evaluates
to false, else choose(e1 , e2 ) evaluates to ∗). While we handle arbitrary nondeterministic
Boolean expressions in our prototype tool (see Sec. 4.4), we only consider ∗ expressions in
our exposition for simplicity.
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main() {
int x;
`1 : if (x ≤ 0)
`2 :
while (x < 0){
`3 :
x := x + 2;
`4 :
skip;
}
else
`5 :
if (x == 1)
`6 :
x := x − 1;
`7 : assert (x > 1);
}
(a) P

main() {
/ ∗ γ(b0 ) = x ≤ 1, γ(b1 ) = x == 1, γ(b2 ) = x ≤ 0 ∗ /
Bool b0 , b1 , b2 := ∗, ∗, ∗;
`1 : if (¬b2 ) then goto `5 ;
`2 : if (∗) then goto `0 ;
`3 : b0 , b1 , b2 := ∗, ∗, ∗;
`4 : goto `1 ;
`0 : goto `7 ;
`5 : if (¬b1 ) then goto `7 ;
`6 : b0 , b1 , b2 := ∗, ∗, ∗;
`7 : assert (¬b0 );
}
(b) B
`1

assume (b2 )

`5
)

true
)

b1

`0

assume (b1 )

(¬

assume (true)

assu
me (

su
me

`2

assume (¬b2 )

`6

as

`3
b0 , b1 , b2 := ∗, ∗, ∗

b0 , b1 , b2 := ∗, ∗, ∗

`4

`7

err

exit
(c) G(B)

Figure 2.4: An example concrete program P, a corresponding Boolean program
B and B’s transition graph
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given by the assignment statement b1 , . . . , bj , . . . , bm := e1 , . . . , ∗, . . . , em , we
say (`, Ω, ζ)

(`0 , Ω0 , ζ 0 ) if `0 = succ(`), ζ 0 = ζ, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , j−1, j+1, . . . , m] :

Ω0 (bi ) = Ω(ei ), ∀v 6∈ {b1 , . . . , bm } : Ω0 (v) = Ω(v), and either Ω0 (bj ) = true or
Ω0 (bj ) = false. This transition rule can be extended to handle other scenarios
such as assignment statements with multiple ∗ expressions in the RHS, and
call statements with ∗ expressions in the actual arguments.
In specifying correctness for Boolean programs, we interpret the nondeterminism in them as Dijkstra’s demonic nondeterminism [36]. Thus, given
a program B and a precondition, postcondition pair (ϕ, ψ), B is said to be
partially correct iff every finite execution path, begun in an initial configuration satisfying ϕ ends in a terminating configuration satisfying ψ, for all
nondeterministic choices that B might make. B is said to be totally correct iff
every execution path, begun in an initial configuration satisfying ϕ, is finite
and ends in a terminating configuration satisfying ψ, for all nondeterministic
choices that B might make. Given a program B annotated with a set of assertions, B is partially correct iff every finite execution path of B ends in a
terminating configuration for all nondeterministic choices that B might make.
B is totally correct iff every execution path is finite and ends in a terminating
configuration, for all nondeterministic choices that B might make.

2.3

Program Repair: The Problem

Let Σ denote the set of statement types in program P. For example, for
programs with just assignment and skip statements, Σ = {assign, skip}.
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Given a statement s, let τ (s) be an element of Σ denoting the statement type
of s. Let U = {u0 , u1 , . . . , ud } be a set of permissible, statement-level update
schemas: u0 = id is the identity update schema that maps every statement to
itself, and ui , i ∈ [1, d], is a function σ 7→ σ
b, σ, σ
b ∈ Σ \ {assert}, that maps
a statement type to a statement type. For each update schema u, given by
σ 7→ σ
b, we say u can be applied to statement s to get statement sb if τ (s) = σ;
τ (b
s) is then given by σ
b. For example, u, given by assign 7→ assign, can
be applied to the assignment statement ` : x := y to get other assignment
statements such as ` : x := x + y, ` : y := x + 1 etc. Notice that update schemas
in U do not affect the label of a statement, and that we do not permit any
modification of an assert statement.
We extend the notion of a statement-level update to a program-level
b let the respective sets of locations be
update as follows. For programs P, P,
L, Lb and let stmt(`), s[
tmt(`) denote the respective statements at location `.
Let RU ,L : L → U be an update function that maps each location of P to an
b is a RU ,L -update of P iff L = Lb and for each
update schema in U. We say P
` ∈ L, s[
tmt(`) is obtained by applying RU ,L (`) on stmt(`).
Given an incorrect program P 4 and a set of permissible, statement-level
b such
update schemas U, the goal of automated program repair is to compute P
that:
4

Since total correctness of programs is generally harder to check and verify than partial
correctness, in the problem definition, we accept programs that have been shown to be not
partially correct. We can obviously also accept programs that are known to be not totally
correct.
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b is correct, and,
1. P
b is some RU ,L -update of P.
2. P
We emphasize the importance of formulating the program repair problem with respect to a set U of update schemas. Without such a set, there
b to the inwould be no restriction on the relation of the repaired program P
b could be any correct program constructed
correct program P; in particular, P
from scratch, without using P at all. Moreover, the set U, which is provided
by the user/developer, helps capture some of the expert programmer intuition
about the types of programming errors and fixes to expect and explore in a
specific automated program repair application. This not only helps generate
a repaired program similar to what the programmer may have in mind, but
also helps reduce the search space for repaired programs.

2.4

Solution Overview

We present a predicate abstraction-based solution framework for automated
repair of a concrete program P. Recall that we had fixed a Boolean program B such that B is obtained from P via iterative predicate abstractionrefinement and B exhibits a non-spurious counterexample path. Besides P
and U, additional inputs to our framework are: the Boolean program B and
the corresponding function γ that maps Boolean variables to their respective
b involves two
predicates. The computation of a suitable repaired program P
main steps:
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b and
1. Automated repair of B to obtain B,
b
2. Concretization of Bb to obtain P.
The problem of automated repair of a Boolean program B can be defined
in a manner identical to the problem definition in Sec. 2.3. Concretization
of Bb involves mapping each modified statement of Bb into a corresponding
statement of P using the function γ. In the following chapters, we describe
different algorithms for tackling each step.
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Chapter 3
Repair of Boolean Programs

Overview. In this chapter, we present a simple and efficient algorithm for
automatic repair of Boolean programs that meet some syntactic requirements
and can be repaired by a single application of an update schema. Our approach targets total correctness with respect to a specification in the form
of a precondition, postcondition pair, is sound and is complete under certain
assumptions.

3.1

Formal Framework

In this chapter, we fix the following restrictions on the syntax of Boolean
programs, described in Sec. 2.2.2: (a) there are no assume, goto or assert
statements, and (b) there are no recursive procedure calls. Further, in this
chapter, we make a distinction between an if statement - if (g) - and an
entire conditional statement - if (g) Sif else Selse fi, where Sif , Selse are
sequences of (labeled) statements; we denote the latter statement type as cond.
Similarly, we make a distinction between a while statement - while (g) - and
an entire loop statement - while (g) do Sloop od, where Sloop is a sequence of
(labeled) statements; we denote the latter statement type as loop. Thus, the
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ϕ : true
b1 := b1 ⊕ b2 ;
b2 := b1 ∧ b2 ;
b1 := b1 ⊕ b2 ;
ψ : b2 [end] = b1 [init] ∧ b2 [end] = b1 [init]
Figure 3.1: Example Boolean program and specification
set of statement types in the Boolean programs of this chapter is given by: Σ
= {skip, assign, if, cond, while, loop, call, return}.
We assume that program correctness is specified using a precondition,
postcondition pair (ϕ, ψ). In particular, we specify total correctness of a
Boolean program B using the Hoare triple hϕi B hψi. Thus, B is totally correct
iff every execution path, begun in an initial configuration satisfying ϕ, is finite
and ends in a terminating configuration satisfying ψ, for all nondeterministic
choices that B might make.
Example. We refer the reader to Fig. 3.1 for a Boolean program which is supposed to swap the values in the variables b1 and b2 . The program is incorrect.
We fix the following set of permissible, statement-level update schemas
for the Boolean programs of this chapter:
U = {id, assign 7→ skip, cond 7→ skip, loop 7→ skip,
assign 7→ assign, if 7→ if, while 7→ while}.
A single application of an update schema from U is thus a deletion of an
assignment, conditional or loop statement (i.e., replacement by a skip statement), or replacement of an assignment statement with another assignment
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statement, or modification of the guard of a conditional or loop statement.
For this chapter, we adapt the problem definition of Sec. 2.3 as follows.
Given a precondition, postcondition pair (ϕ, ψ), a Boolean program B such
that {ϕ} B {ψ} is not valid, and the set U of update schemas defined above,
the goal is to compute Bb such that:
1. hϕi Bb hψi is valid, and,
2. there exists RU ,L : L → U:
(a) Bb is some RU ,L -update of B, and
(b) RU ,L (`) 6= id for exactly one ` ∈ L.
Thus, in this chapter, we only target Boolean programs that can be repaired by
a single application of an update schema. Our solution to the above problem
has two main steps.
1. We first annotate the program text by propagating ϕ and ψ through each
program statement.
2. We use these annotations to inspect statements for repairability, and
compute a repair if possible.
In the following sections, we explain each of these steps in detail. For
ease of exposition, we first describe our algorithm for a program without any
procedure calls, and then outline an extension of the approach to programs
with procedure calls in Sec. 3.3.3.
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3.2

Step I: Program Annotation

Let B be a single procedure program with a set L = {1, . . . , n} of locations
and a set V = {b1 , . . . br } of Boolean program variables. Propagation of the
pre-condition ϕ and the post-condition ψ through program statements is based
on the techniques used for Hoare logic [37, 67]. We denote the precondition
ϕ by ϕ[0], and the preconditions propagated forward through the statements
stmt(1), . . . , stmt(n) by ϕ[1], . . . , ϕ[n], respectively. Similarly, we denote the
postcondition ψ by ψ[n], and the postconditions propagated back through
statements stmt(n), . . . , stmt(1) by ψ[n − 1], . . . , ψ[0], respectively.
To aid efficient computation and storage of propagated preconditions
and postconditions, we create copies of the program variables to represent
variable valuations at certain program locations of interest. We use the copy
V [init] of the program variables to represent the initial variable values and
the copy V [end] to represent the variable values after execution of stmt(n).
Further, the variables valuations before and after execution of any statement in
the program are represented using the copies V [curr] and V [next], respectively.
Henceforth, for clarity, an expression e over V [curr], V [next] is sometimes
denoted by e[curr], e[next], respectively.
We refer the reader to Fig. 3.2 for the indexed and annotated version
of the Boolean program from Fig. 3.1. Observe that the precondition ϕ is
an expression over V [init], the postcondition ψ is an expression over V [init]
and V [end], all propagated preconditions ϕ[1], . . . , ϕ[n] are expressions over
V [init] and V [next] and all propagated postconditions ψ[n − 1], . . . , ψ[0] are
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Precondition propagation

Incorrect program

ϕ[0] : true

ψ[0] : b2 [init] = b1 [init] ∧ ¬b2 [init]
∧ b1 [init] = ¬b1 [init] ∧ b2 [init]

;

b1 [next] := b1 [init] ⊕ b2 [init]

ϕ[1] : b1 [next] = b1 [init] ⊕ b2 [init]

ψ[1] : b2 [init] = b1 [curr] ∧ ¬b2 [curr]

∧ b2 [next] = b2 [init]

∧ b1 [init] = b1 [curr] ∧ b2 [curr]

;

b2 [next] := b1 [curr] ∧ b2 [curr]

ϕ[2] : b1 [next] = b1 [init] ⊕ b2 [init]

ψ[2] : b2 [init] = b1 [curr] ⊕ b2 [curr]

∧ b2 [next] = ¬b1 [init] ∧ b2 [init]

∧ b1 [init] = b2 [curr]

;

b1 [next] := b1 [curr] ⊕ b2 [curr]

ϕ[3] : b1 [next] = b1 [init] ∧ ¬b2 [init]

ψ[3] : b1 [end] = b2 [init]

∧ b2 [next] = ¬b1 [init] ∧ b2 [init]

∧ b2 [end] = b1 [init]

Postcondition propagation

Figure 3.2: Precondition and postcondition propagation
expressions over V [init] and V [curr]. We emphasize that our propagation techniques, combined with the absence of ∗ expressions in ϕ[0] and ψ[n], ensure the
absence of ∗ expressions in all propagated preconditions and postconditions.
3.2.1

Backward Propagation of Postconditions

Backward propagation of a postcondition ψ[`] through stmt(`) corresponds
to computing ψ[` − 1] such that the Hoare triple hψ[` − 1]i stmt (`)hψ[`]i is
true. In other words, ψ[` − 1] is the set of all variable valuations such that
execution of stmt(`) begun in any state satisfying ψ[` − 1] is guaranteed to
terminate in a state satisfying ψ[`], for all (nondeterministic) choices made
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by stmt(`). Thus, ψ[` − 1] is essentially Dijkstra’s weakest precondition [37],
wp(stmt(`), ψ[`]). Given a statement stmt(`) and a postcondition ψ[`] - an
expression over V [next] and V [init] - we compute ψ[` − 1] = wp(stmt(`), ψ[`])
- an expression over V [curr] and V [init] - using the following inductive rules:

1. skip.
The weakest precondition of ψ[`] over a skip statement is essentially
the same as ψ[`], except each occurrence of variable bi [next] in ψ[`] is
replaced with bi [curr], for all i ∈ [1, r]. Thus, we have:
ψ[` − 1] = ψ[`][∀i ∈ [1, r] : bi [next]/bi [curr]],
where the notation A[b/e] represents the expression obtained by replacing all occurrences of b in A by e.
2. Assignment statement: b1 , . . . , bm := e1 , . . . , em .
Let us rewrite this as: b1 [next], . . . , bm [next] := e1 [curr], . . . , em [curr].
The weakest precondition over an assignment statement is computed
by replacing each variable bi [next] in ψ[`] with its assigned expression
ei [curr] for i ∈ [1, m], and replacing all other variables bj [next] in ψ[`]
with bj [curr]. Thus, the resulting expression ψ[` − 1] is an expression
over V [curr] and V [init], given by:
ψ[` − 1] = ψ[`][∀i ∈ [1, m] : bi [next]/ei [curr],
∀i 6∈ [1, m] : bi [next]/bi [curr]].
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If for some j, ej [curr] is the nondeterministic expression ∗, the weakest
precondition is computed as the conjunction of the weakest preconditions
over the statements:
b1 [next], . . . , bm [next] := e1 [curr], . . . , false, . . . , em [curr], and
b1 [next], . . . , bm [next] := e1 [curr], . . . , true, . . . , em [curr].
For multiple nondeterministic expressions in the RHS of the assignment
statement, the weakest precondition can be similarly computed as the
conjunction of the weakest preconditions over all possible assignment
statements obtained by substituting each ∗ expression with either false
or true.
3. Sequential composition: stmt(` − 1); stmt(`)).
The weakest precondition over a sequence stmt(` − 1); stmt(`)) of statements is computed by first propagating ψ[`] through stmt(`) to get
wp(stmt(`), ψ[`]), followed by propagating wp(stmt(`]), ψ[`]) through
stmt(` − 1) to obtain the required weakest precondition:
wp(stmt(` − 1); stmt(`), ψ[`]) = wp(stmt(` − 1), wp(stmt(`), ψ[`])).
For proper bookkeeping, for each i ∈ [1, r], all occurrences of bi [curr]
in the expression for wp(stmt(`), ψ[`]) are swapped with bi [next] before
propagating through stmt(` − 1).
4. Conditional statement: if (g) then Sif else Selse fi.
We rewrite this as: if (g[curr]) then Sif else Selse fi. The weakest
precondition over a conditional statement is given by the the weakest
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precondition over the sequence Sif of statements if the guard g is true,
and by the weakest precondition over the sequence Selse if g is false:
ψ[` − 1] = g[curr] ⇒ wp(Sif , ψ[`]) ∧ ¬g[curr] ⇒ wp(Selse , ψ[`]).
If g = ∗, the weakest precondition is given by the conjunction of the
weakest preconditions over Sif and Selse : wp(Sif , ψ[`]) ∧ wp(Selse , ψ[`]).
5. Loop statement: while (g) do Sloop od.
The weakest postcondition over a loop statement is computed as a fixpoint over the weakest preconditions over each loop iteration. We define
i
, ψ[`]), as the
the weakest precondition of the ith loop iteration, wp(Sloop

set of variable valuations such that execution of the loop statement bei
, ψ[`]) is guaranteed to terminate in
gun in any state satisfying wp(Sloop

a state satisfying ψ[`] after executing the loop at most i times. This is
computed as follows:
i
wp(Sloop
, ψ[`])

=

i
_

Yj ,

j=0

where, Y0 = ψ[`] ∧ ¬g,
Yj = g ∧ wp(Sloop , Yj−1 ).
Y0 represents the set of variable valuations that never enter the loop and
satisfy ψ[`]. Yj represents the set of variable valuations that enter the
loop and exit it after exactly j loop iterations, terminating in a state
satisfying ψ[`]. To keep the above exposition clean, we have not made
the variable copies (curr, next) explicit. Note that each Yj is computed
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in terms of variables in V [curr], which are then swapped with their
respective copies in V [next] before computing wp(Sloop , Yj ).
Since Boolean programs have a finite number of variable valuations and
0
1
the above weakest preconditions wp(Sloop
, ψ[`]), wp(Sloop
, ψ[`]), . . . are

monotonically increasing sets, the Knaster-Tarski Theorem [67] guaranI
, ψ[`])
tees that this computation terminates in a fixpoint with wp(Sloop
I+1
= wp(Sloop
, ψ[`]), for some I. The weakest precondition over the loop

statement stmt(`), which corresponds to all variable valuations which
enter the loop and eventually exit it in a state satisfying ψ[`], is thus
given by:
ψ[` − 1] =

I
wp(Sloop
, ψ[`])

=

I
_

Yj .

j=0

If g = ∗, then we define a different set of iterants Zj , which correspond to variable valuations that exit the loop in a state satisfying ψ[`]
in the j th loop iteration when g evaluates to false. We remind the
reader that ∗ expresses fair choice between true and false. Hence, g
is guaranteed to evaluate to false eventually. The weakest precondition, which corresponds to all variable valuations that exit the loop in a
state satisfying ψ[`] for all values of the guard, is given by the fixpoint:
V
ψ[` − 1] = Ij=0 Zj , where, Z0 = ψ[`], Zj = wp(Sloop , Zj−1 ).
In the event that wp(stmt(`), ψ[`]) evaluates to false for any statement
stmt(`), our algorithm aborts propagation of postconditions, and proceeds
to the next phase — precondition propagation.
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3.2.2

Forward Propagation of Preconditions

Forward propagation of a precondition ϕ[` − 1] through a statement stmt(`)
involves computing ϕ[`] such that the Hoare triple hϕ[` − 1]i stmt(`) hϕ[`]i is
true. In other words, ϕ[`] represents the smallest set of variable valuations
such that execution of stmt(`), begun in any state satisfying ϕ[`−1], is guaranteed to terminate in one of them for all (nondeterministic) choices that stmt(`)
might make. We call this set the strongest postcondition 1 , sp(stmt(`), ϕ[`−1]).
In this work, precondition propagation involves recording the value of
each program variable in terms of the initial values of the variables, along
with the conditions imposed by the program’s control-flow. Let us assume
that ϕ[` − 1] is a Boolean formula of the form2 :
ϕ[` − 1] = ρ[init] ∧

^

bi [curr] = ξi [init],

i∈[1,r]

where each ρ[init] is a Boolean expression over V [init] representing the path
condition imposed by the program control-flow and each ξi [init] is a Boolean
expression over V [init] representing bi in terms of the initial values of the
program variables. In particular, note that if each variable bi is initialized
to some value initvali in a program, the precondition ϕ for the program can
1

Traditionally, the definition of the strongest postcondition (sp) is the dual of the weakest liberal precondition (wlp) - these predicate transformers are used in the context of partial
correctness and do not concern themselves with program termination [37]. Hence, the traditional sp should ideally be called the strongest liberal postcondition. In our work, we define
strongest postcondition to be the dual of the weakest precondition for total correctness.
2
In general, as we will see, ϕ[` − 1] is a disjunction over Boolean formulas of this form;
sp(stmt(`), ϕ[` − 1]) can then be obtained by computing a disjunction over the strongest
postconditions obtained by propagating each such Boolean formula through stmt(`).
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be written as an expression of this form: ρ[init] ∧

V

i∈[1,r] bi [curr]

= initvali .

Given a statement stmt(`) and a precondition ϕ[` − 1] - an expression over
V [init] and V [curr] as above - we compute ϕ[`] = sp(stmt(`), ϕ[` − 1]) - an
expression over V [init] and V [next] of the same form - using the inductive
rules enumerated below. In what follows, for an expression e[curr], we find
it convenient to use a special notation, e[curr/init] to denote the expression
e[curr][∀i ∈ [1, r] : bi [curr]/ξi [init]] obtained by substituting each occurrence
of variable bi [curr] in e by its corresponding expression ξi [init] from ϕ[` − 1].
Thus, e[curr/init] is an expression over V [init].

1. skip.
The strongest postcondition of ϕ[` − 1] over a skip statement is given by:
ϕ[`] = ϕ[` − 1][∀i ∈ [1, r] : bi [curr]/bi [next]].
Equivalently, ϕ[`] = ρ[init] ∧

V

i∈[1,r] bi [next]

= ξi [init].

2. Assignment statement: b1 , . . . , bm := e1 , . . . , em .
The strongest postcondition sp(x:=e, δ) for an assignment statement —
x:=e, is given by ∃y : δ[x/y] ∧ x = e[x/y] [37]. Here, y represents the
unknown value of x prior to the assignment. This necessitates existential
quantification over y to obtain the postcondition. Our use of variable
copies enables us to preserve necessary history information and avoid
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existential quantification. Thus, we have:
ϕ[`] = ρ[init] ∧

^

bi [next] = ei [curr] ∧

i∈[1,m]

^

bi [next] = bi [curr].

i6∈[1,m]

We replace all occurrences of each variable bi [curr] in the above expression with the corresponding ξi [init] expression from ϕ[` − 1] to obtain
the following equivalent expression for ϕ[`] over V [init] and V [next]:
ϕ[`] = ρ[init] ∧

^

bi [next] = ei [curr/init] ∧

i∈[1,m]

^

bi [next] = ξi [init].

i6∈[1,m]

For nondeterministic expressions in the RHS of the assignment statement, the strongest postcondition is computed as the disjunction of
the strongest postconditions over all possible assignment statements obtained by substituting each ∗ expression with either false or true.
3. Sequential composition: stmt(` − 1); stmt(`)).
The rule for propagation of the precondition ϕ[` − 1] through a sequence
of statements is similar to the rule for propagation of a postcondition:
sp(stmt(` − 1); stmt(`), ϕ[` − 1]) = sp(s[` + 1], sp(stmt(`), ϕ[` − 1])).
As before, for proper bookkeeping, all occurrences of variables bi [next] in
the expression for sp(stmt(`), ϕ[` − 1]) are swapped with bi [curr] before
propagating through stmt[` + 1].
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4. Conditional statement: if (g) then Sif else Selse fi.
The strongest postcondition of a conditional statement is computed as
the following disjunction:
ϕ[`] = sp(Sif , ϕ[` − 1] ∧ g[curr/init]) ∨
sp(Selse , ϕ[` − 1] ∧ ¬g[curr/init]).
If g = ∗, the strongest postcondition is computed as the disjunction
of the strongest postconditions over Sif and Selse : sp(Sif , ϕ[` − 1]) ∨
sp(Selse , ϕ[` − 1]).
5. Loop statement: while (g) do Sloop od.
Similar to postcondition propagation, precondition propagation of loop
statements involves fixpoint computation over the sp operator. We define
i
, ϕ[` − 1]),
the strongest postcondition of the ith loop iteration, sp(Sloop

as the smallest set of variable valuations in which execution of the loop
body is guaranteed to terminate, in at most i iterations, starting in any
state satisfying ϕ[` − 1]. This is computed as follows:
i
sp(Sloop
, ϕ[` − 1]) =

i
_

(Yj ∧ ¬g),

j=0

where, Y0 = ϕ[` − 1],
Yj = sp(Sloop , Yi−1 ∧ g).
Note that, as before, each Yj is computed in terms of variables in V [next]
(and V [init]), which are then swapped with their respective copies in
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V [curr] before computing sp(Sloop , Yj−1 ∧g). Let us suppose the fixpoint
computation terminates after I iterations. The strongest postcondition
for the loop statement, which corresponds to the smallest set of variable
valuations such that the loop, when begun in any state satisfying ϕ[`−1]
is guaranteed to terminate in one of them, is thus given by:
I
, ϕ[` − 1])
ϕ[`] = sp(Sloop

=

I
_

(Yj ∧ ¬g)

j=0

= ¬g ∧ (ϕ[` − 1] ∨

I
_

sp(Sloop , Yj−1 ∧ g)).

j=1

If g = ∗, the strongest postcondition is expressed as the fixpoint: ϕ[`] =
WI
j=0 Zi , where Z0 = ϕ[` − 1] and Zj = sp(Sloop , Zj−1 ).
The strongest postcondition of a loop statement is undefined if there
exists some variable valuation in ϕ[` − 1], starting from which there
exists some non-terminating execution of the loop. Hence, the above
computation for the strongest postcondition of a loop is accompanied
by a check for termination for all variable valuations satisfying ϕ[` − 1].
The termination check can be done in multiple ways. One approach is
to propagate the prospective strongest postcondition computed above,
back through the loop, and check if the weakest precondition so obtained
contains ϕ[` − 1]. If this check is false, it implies the existence of states
in ϕ[` − 1] that do not terminate.
If the strongest postcondition sp(stmt(`), ϕ[` − 1]) evaluates to false or is
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undefined for any statement stmt(`), our algorithm aborts propagation of preconditions, and proceeds to the next phase — repair generation.

3.3

Step II: Repair Generation

We now present an algorithm to repair an annotated program B that does not
satisfy its specification (hϕi B hψi is false). Before proceeding, we provide an
alternate, equivalent characterization of our notion of correctness in Lem. 3.3.1
and then establish an important result in Lem. 3.3.2.
Lem. 3.3.1 is stated without proof. The first part of the lemma is
standard [37], and the second part of the lemma follows from our definition of
strongest postconditions.
Lemma 3.3.1. Characterization of total correctness:
For any statement s in program B,
hϕi s hψi ≡ ϕ ⇒ wp(s, ψ),
(
sp(s, ϕ) ⇒ ψ,
hϕi s hψi ≡
false,

when sp(s, ϕ) is defined,
otherwise.

As described in Sec. 3.2, we annotate each program statement stmt(`)
in B with a propagated precondition ϕ[` − 1] and a propagated postcondition
ψ[`]. This provides us with n local Hoare triples, hϕ[` − 1]i stmt(`) hψ[`]i, for
` ∈ [1, n]. In the following lemma, we establish an interesting relation between
the local Hoare triples and the Hoare triple for the entire program. This lemma
is the basis for our repair algorithm. We claim that hϕi B hψi is false if and
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only if all the local Hoare triples are false. Further, all the local Hoare triples
are false if and only if any one local Hoare triple is false.
Lemma 3.3.2. For a Boolean program B composed of a sequence of n statements, the following expressions are equivalent when all strongest postconditions ψ[1], ψ[2], . . . , ψ[n] are defined:
hϕi B hψi,
∃` ∈ [1, n] : hϕ[` − 1]i stmt(`) hψ[`]i,
∀` ∈ [1, n] : hϕ[` − 1]i stmt(`) hψ[`]i.
Proof. We first prove an equivalence between the second and third expressions.
Let stmt(` − 1); stmt(`); stmt(` + 1) be a sequence of any three consecutive
statements of program B. Consider the Hoare triple, hϕ[` − 1]i stmt(`) hψ[`]i.
We have:
hϕ[` − 1]i stmt(`) hψ[`]i
≡ ϕ[` − 1] ⇒ wp(stmt(`), ψ[`])
≡ sp(stmt(` − 1), ϕ[` − 2]) ⇒ ψ[` − 1]
≡ hϕ[` − 2]i stmt(` − 1) hψ[` − 1]i

(Lem. 3.3.1)
(by definition)
(Lem. 3.3.1).

Similarly, we can show hϕ[` − 1]i stmt(`) hψ[`]i ≡ hϕ[`]istmt(` + 1)hψ[` + 1]i.
Extending this result to program statements preceding stmt(` − 1) and succeeding stmt(` + 1), we arrive at an equivalence between the second and third
expressions.
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We prove an equivalence between the first and third expressions as
follows:
hϕi B hψi
≡ ϕ ⇒ wp(B, ψ)

(Lem. 3.3.1)

≡ ϕ[0] ⇒ wp(stmt(1); stmt(2); . . . ; stmt(n), ψ)
≡ ϕ[0] ⇒ wp(stmt(1); stmt(2); . . . ; stmt(n − 1), ψ[n − 1])
≡ ...
≡ ϕ[0] ⇒ wp(stmt(1), ψ[1])
≡ hϕ[0]i stmt(1) hψ[1]i

(Lem. 3.3.1).

A similar equivalence can be obtained between hϕi B hψi, and every local Hoare
triple hϕ[` − 1]i stmt(`) hψ[`]i, ` ∈ [2, n].

3.3.1

The Repair Algorithm

A consequence of Lemma 3.3.2 is that if the `th Hoare triple is made true
by repairing stmt(`), then the program so obtained satisfies the specification. Hence, our repair strategy proceeds by examining program statements
in some specific order to identify potential candidates for repair. If propagation of postconditions is aborted due to an empty weakest precondition
for statement stmt(`), we check for repairable statements among the statements stmt(`), stmt(` + 1), . . . , stmt(n). Similarly, if propagation of preconditions is aborted due to an undefined or empty strongest postcondition for
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statement stmt(`), we check for repairable statements among the statements
stmt(0), stmt(1), . . . , stmt(`).
Recall that the set of permissible update schemas is:
U = {id, assign 7→ skip, cond 7→ skip, loop 7→ skip,
assign 7→ assign, if 7→ if, while 7→ while}.
A single application of an update schema from U is thus a deletion or a specific
modification of an assignment, conditional or loop statement. We assume that
we have a set of statements (by default, the set of all n statements) of B to
be inspected for repairability, in some predecided order. For every statement
stmt(`) to be inspected, we pose a query to check if stmt(`) can be repaired
by a single application of an update schema from U. If the query returns
true for any statement, we proceed to synthesize a repair and declare success.
If not, we proceed to the next statement in the given order. If none of the
statements can be repaired, we report failure in repairing the program given
the current constraints. In what follows, we explain how to formulate Query
for each permissible update schema and synthesize the corresponding repair:

Statement Deletion. Before checking if stmt(`) can be repaired by modifying it, we first do a simple check to see if it can be repaired by deleting it. We
can do this by formulating Query as the following quantified Boolean formula
(QBF):
∀b[init] ∈ V [init] : ϕ[` − 1] ⇒ ψ[`][∀i ∈ [1, r] : bi [curr]/bi [next]].
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(3.1)

This QBF checks if the local Hoare triple given by hϕ[` − 1]i stmt(`) hψ[`]i
can be made true if stmt(`) is deleted. If this QBF is true, we return a new
repaired program Bb with stmt(`) replaced by skip. If this QBF is false, we
proceed to check if stmt(`) can be repaired by modifying it.

Assignment Statement Modification. Suppose stmt(`) is an assignment
statement, b1 , . . . , bm := e1 , . . . , em . Let s[
tmt(`) : b1 , . . . , bm := eb1 , . . . , ebm
denote a potential repair for stmt(`), assigning expression ebi to variable bi for
each i ∈ [1, m]. We check for the existence of a suitable s[
tmt(`) by formulating
Query as the following QBF:
b − 1],
∀b[init] ∈ V [init] ∃z1 , . . . , zm : ϕ[` − 1] ⇒ ψ[`

(3.2)

where zi represents a valuation of the unknown expression ebi for each i ∈ [1, m]
b − 1] = wp(b1 , . . . , bm := z1 , . . . , zm , ψ[`]). Thus, Query poses the
and ψ[`
question: does there exist a valuation zi of variable bi , for i ∈ [1, m], which
makes the local Hoare triple hϕ[` − 1]i b1 , . . . , bm := z1 , . . . , zm hψ[`]i true.
If the above QBF evaluates to true, the next key step is to obtain
expressions for eb1 , . . . , ebm in terms of variables in V [curr]. In general, one
can derive such expressions from the certificates of validity generated by a
QBF solver. In what follows, we outline a way to compute a solution for the
expressions without using a QBF solver.
Let us first derive our solution for an assignment to a single variable;
thus, stmt(`) is the statement b := e, s[
tmt(`) is the statement b := eb and z
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b − 1]
represents a valuation of eb. Let us denote the expression ϕ[` − 1] ⇒ ψ[`
by T . Let T |z , T |¬z denote the positive, negative cofactors of T w.r.t. z,
i.e. the expressions obtained by substituting all occurrences of z in T by
true, false, respectively. When the QBF in (3.2) evaluates to true, for each
initial valuation of the program variables, ∃z : T is true, i.e., T is true for
z = true or for z = false. Thus, (a) T is true and z = true, in which case,
T = T |z = true (and the value of T |¬z doesn’t matter), or, (b) T is true and
z = false, in which case, T = T |¬z = true (and T |z doesn’t matter). Let
us set T |¬z = false in case (a) and set T |z = true in case (b). This fixes
two possible solutions (of many): either z = T |z or z = ¬T |¬z can serve as a
witness to the validity of the QBF in (3.2) and could yield eb.
One can extend the above solution to parallel assignments using similar
reasoning. For instance, for assignments to 2 variables, z1 = T |z1 z2 ∨ T |z1 ¬z2
and z2 = T |z1 z2 ∨ T |¬z1 z2 form a witness to the validity of the QBF in (3.2)
and could yield eb1 , eb2 , respectively.
Note, however, that the expressions T |z , T |z1 z2 etc. contain variables
from both V [init] and V [curr]. Hence the repair algorithm tries to express
variables in V [init] in terms of variables in V [curr]. If this is feasible, the
repaired expressions, eb1 , . . . , ebm , are obtained solely in terms of variables from
V [curr]. If this cannot be done, the repair algorithm suggests adding at most
m new constants, binit1 , binit2 , . . . , binitm , to store the initial values of the
program variables. Note that this is the only time the repair algorithm suggests
addition of constants or insertion of statements. The following lemma states
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the soundness of the above repair generation.
Lemma 3.3.3. When the QBF in (3.2) is true, replacing the statement
stmt(`): b1 , . . . , bm := e1 , . . . , em by s[
tmt(`): b1 , . . . , bm := eb1 , . . . , ebm , with
eb1 , . . . , ebm obtained as above, makes the Hoare triple hϕ[` − 1]i s[
tmt(`) hψ[`]i
true.

Conditional Statement Modification. Suppose stmt(`) is a conditional
statement, if (g) then Sif else Selse fi. Query for stmt(`) checks for the
possibility of repairing one of three options - the guard, a statement in Sif ,
or a statement in Selse . Note that repairing the guard corresponds to an
application of the update schema if 7→ if, while repairing a statement in
Sif or Selse may involve any update schema in U that may be applied to the
statements in Sif , Selse .
Let s[
tmt(`): if (b
g ) then Sif else Selse fi denote a potential repair
that modifies the guard in stmt(`). We check for the existence of such a
s[
tmt(`) by formulating a QBF similar to (3.2):
b − 1],
∀b[init] ∈ V [init] ∃z : ϕ[` − 1] ⇒ ψ[`

(3.3)

b − 1] =
where z represents a valuation of the unknown expression gb, and ψ[`
wp(if (z) then Sif else Selse fi, ψ[`]). If the QBF is true, we can derive gb as
b − 1].
before from, say, the positive cofactor of the expression ϕ[` − 1] ⇒ ψ[`
If the QBF is not true, we make two separate sets of queries to check if a
statement in Sif or in Selse can be repaired using some permissible update
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schema to make the corresponding local Hoare triples true. Thus, for every
statement stmt in Sif and every potential repair s[
tmt corresponding to an
applicable update schema from U, we formulate a similar QBF; if any of the
QBFs is true, we compute s[
tmt, thereby yielding a modified Sbif . If none
of the QBFs is true, we repeat the process for every statement in Selse and
attempt to compute a modified Sbelse that makes the local Hoare triple true.
The following lemma states the soundness of the above repair generation.
Lemma 3.3.4. When the QBF in (3.3) is true, replacing the conditional
statement stmt(`): if (g) then Sif else Selse fi by the statement s[
tmt(`):
if (b
g ) then Sif else Selse fi, with gb obtained as above, makes the Hoare
triple hϕ[` − 1]i s[
tmt(`) hψ[`]i true. When the query for repairing a statement
in Sif , Selse is true, replacing stmt(`) by s[
tmt(`): if (g) then Sbif else Selse
fi, s[
tmt(`): if (g) then Sif else Sbelse fi, respectively makes the Hoare triple
hϕ[` − 1]i s[
tmt(`) hψ[`]i true.

Loop Statement Modification. Suppose stmt(`) is a loop statement, while
(g) do Sloop od. Query for a loop statement checks for the possibility of repairing either the loop guard or a statement in Sloop . Query and repair for
loop statements have an additional responsibility of ensuring termination of
the repaired loop, and hence, differ from the versions we have seen so far.
Let us first focus on repairing the loop guard. Recall that before checking if stmt(`) can be repaired by modifying it, we first check if it can be
repaired by deleting it. Hence, in what follows, we can assume that the loop
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statement cannot be repaired by deleting it. Thus, some states satisfying the
precondition ϕ[` − 1] must enter the loop, i.e., any repair gb for the loop guard
must include some states satisfying ϕ[` − 1]. Consider the terminating fixpoint
V
over the monotonically decreasing sets, j Yj , where:
Y0 = ϕ[` − 1] ∧ ¬ψ[`],
Yj = sp(Sloop , Yj−1 ) ∧ ¬ψ[`].
This fixpoint represents the set of all states that satisfy the precondition ϕ[` −
1], but not the postcondition ψ[`], enter the loop, execute it iteratively and
never satisfy the postcondition ψ[`] on completion of a loop execution. Suppose
this fixpoint does not evaluate to false. On the one hand, the loop guard gb
that can repair the loop statement must include the states satisfying this nonempty fixpoint, as these states do not satisfy ψ[`] on exiting the loop. On the
other hand, gb cannot include the set of states satisfying this fixpoint as such
states will never transition into states that can exit the loop while satisfying
ψ[`]. Thus, the states from this set cannot belong to either gb or ¬b
g , leading
to a contradiction.
Hence, if a loop statement cannot be repaired by deleting it, a choice
for a loop guard that can help repair the loop statement exists if and only if
the above fixpoint is empty.
Assuming that the above fixpoint is empty, consider the fixpoint over
W
the monotonically increasing sets j Yj , where each Yj is defined the same
as above. By construction, this fixpoint accumulates all states that satisfy
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the precondition, enter the loop, but do not satisfy the postcondition ψ[`] on
completion of a loop execution. If we select the loop guard to be this fixpoint,
then any state that exits the loop is forced to satisfy ψ[`] by construction.
Thus each iterant of this fixpoint accumulates states that are chosen by the
guard to execute the loop during that iteration. Moreover, since the fixpoint
V
over j Yj is known to be empty, we can be assured that there are no states
in gb that belong to a non-terminating execution. Note that g is not false as
the first iterant Y0 = ϕ[` − 1] ∧ ¬ψ[`] is required to be non-empty. If Y0 were
empty or false, the QBF in (3.1) is true as ϕ[` − 1] ⇒ ψ[`]. Hence, the loop
statement could have been repaired by deleting it, thereby contradicting our
earlier assumption. The soundness of our repair choice for the loop guard is
stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3.5. Let Y0 = ϕ[` − 1] ∧ ¬ψ[`] and Yj = sp(Sloop , Yj−1 ) ∧ ¬ψ[`].
When stmt(`): while (g) do Sloop od cannot be repaired by deleting it, replacing stmt(`) with s[
tmt(`): while (b
g ) do Sloop od, where gb is the fixpoint over
W
the sets j Yj , makes the Hoare triple hϕ[` − 1]i s[
tmt(`) hψ[`]i true if and only
V
if the fixpoint j Yj evaluates to false.
If the fixpoint over

V

j

Yj is not false, the loop guard cannot be re-

paired; we then formulate a set of queries to check if any statement in Sloop can
be repaired. To keep the exposition simple, we show how to formulate a query
for checking if an assignment statement in Sloop can be repaired. The method
extends inductively to inner conditional and loop statements. Let stmt(p) be
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an assignment statement in Sloop . As before, let s[
tmt(p) denote a potential
repair for stmt(`). Let Sbloop denote the updated loop body. Query returns
true if the following QBF is true, and false otherwise:
b − 1],
∀b[init] ∈ V [init] ∃z1 , . . . , zm : ϕ[` − 1] ⇒ ψ[`
b − 1] is the weakest precondition of Sbloop with
where each zi is as before and ψ[`
respect to ψ[`]. To compute this weakest precondition, we compute a fixpoint
as outlined in Sec. 3.2.1, noting that each iterant of the fixpoint, and hence,
the final fixpoint would be an expression over the variables z1 , . . . , zm , V [init]
and V [curr]. If the QBF is true, we can derive z1 , . . . , zm from the cofactors
b − 1] as before. Since the weakest precondition computation
of ϕ[` − 1] ⇒ ψ[`
guarantees termination, the repaired loop is guaranteed to terminate. If the
QBF is not true, we attempt to repair another statement within the loop
body. The soundness of this repair strategy is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3.6. If Query for repairing statement stmt(p) in the loop body of
stmt(`): while (g) do Sloop od is true, then replacing stmt(`) by s[
tmt(`):
while (g) do Sbloop od, where Sbloop is the updated loop body with stmt(p) replaced with s[
tmt(p) and s[
tmt(p) is computed as outlined above, makes the
Hoare triple hϕ[` − 1]i s[
tmt(`) hψ[`]i true.

Example: In the annotated program from Fig. 3.2, the QBF for the 2nd statement evaluates to true, and generates the expected repair: b2 [next] := b1 [curr]⊕
b2 [curr]; for the program.
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3.3.2

Algorithm Notes

Correctness. The following theorem states that our algorithm is sound and
complete with respect to our repair constraints.
Theorem 3.3.7. Given a precondition, postcondition pair (ϕ, ψ), a Boolean
program B such that hϕi B hψi is not valid, and the set of permissible, statementlevel update schemas given by:
U = {id, assign 7→ skip, cond 7→ skip, loop 7→ skip,
assign 7→ assign, if 7→ if, while 7→ while},
if there exists a Boolean program Bb such that hϕi Bb hψi is valid, and Bb can be
obtained by a single application of an update schema from U, our algorithm
b If our algorithm finds a B,
b then hϕi Bb hψi is guaranteed to be
finds one such B.
valid and Bb is guaranteed to differ from B in exactly one statement, with the
statement modification corresponding to an application of an update schema
from U.
Proof. The soundness result follows from Lem. 3.3.1, Lem. 3.3.2, Lem. 3.3.3,
Lem. 3.3.4, Lem. 3.3.5 and Lem. 3.3.6. The completeness result is a direct
consequence of our query formulation, which checks for the existence of exactly one statement modification corresponding to an application of an update
schema from U.
We emphasize that by completeness, we refer to the completeness of
our algorithm for repair of Boolean programs. When the algorithm is used for
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predicate abstraction-based repair of concrete programs, the overall algorithm
can no longer be complete. Given the repair constraints, it may be possible
to repair a concrete program P, but it may not be possible to repair the corresponding Boolean program B to eliminate all its spurious counterexample
paths.

Complexity Analysis. All fixpoint computations in our algorithm can be
done in time exponential in the number of program variables in the worstcase. Moreover, the Query function for assignment and conditional statements
involves checking validity of a QBF with exactly two alternating quantifiers
and lies in the second polynomial hierarchy, i.e., it is ΣP2 -complete in the
number of program variables. All other operations like swapping of variables,
substitution, Boolean manipulation and cofactor computation can be done in
either constant time or time exponential in the number of program variables
in the worst-case.
Thus, the worst-case complexity of our algorithm is exponential in the
number of program variables. In practice, most of these computations can be
done very efficiently using BDDs. The initial results obtained from a preliminary implementation of our algorithm that uses a Java-based BDD library [131]
have been promising. Use of BDDs allows symbolic storage and efficient manipulation of preconditions and postconditions as well as efficient computation
of fixpoints. The forall and exist methods for BDDs facilitate computing
validity of a desired QBF and hence enable the Query check. Similarly, the
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repair operation can be performed easily by computing the requisite cofactor
of a BDD.
3.3.3

Annotation and Repair of Programs with Procedures

Our algorithm can be extended to programs containing non-recursive procedure calls. The basic idea is to use procedure summaries to characterize
the effect of a procedure. Let F be a procedure in program B, with a set
F V = {β1 , . . . , βk } of formal parameters, a set LV of local variables not included in F V , and a sequence S of statements. Let GV [bef ore] and GV [af ter]
be two copies of the set GV of global variables to represent the global variable valuations before and after execution of F , respectively. Let GV [curr]
and GV [next] be two copies of GV , as used earlier in this chapter, to aid
propagation within the procedure
Annotation. The backward summary of F , denoted ∆−
F , is an expression
over variables in F V , GV [bef ore] and GV [af ter]. ∆−
F can be computed by
eliminating all local variables in LV from the weakest precondition of the
V
predicate bi ∈GV bi [bef ore] = bi [af ter], over the procedure body S [9]. The
forward summary of F , denoted ∆+
F , is also an expression over F V , GV [bef ore]
and GV [af ter]. ∆+
F can be computed from the strongest postcondition of the
V
predicate bi ∈GV bi [curr] = bi [bef ore], over the procedure body S, based on
the rules described in Sec. 3.2.2, to first yield an expression over variables in
GV [next], GV [bef ore], F V and LV . ∆+
F is then obtained by replacing the
variables in GV [next] with their copies in GV [af ter] and eliminating all local
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variables in LV .
+
∆−
F , ∆F are used at each call-site of F during postcondition, precondi-

tion propagation, respectively. Let stmt(`): call F (α1 , . . . , αk ). To propagate
of ψ[`] - an expression over V [next] and V [init] - back through stmt(`) to
compute ψ[` − 1] - an expression over V [curr] and V [init], the global variable
valuations in ψ[`] are matched up with those after execution of F , all global
variables in GV [bef ore] in ∆−
F are replaced with their copies in GV [curr], and
the formal parameters of F are replaced with the corresponding actual parameters. To propagate of ϕ[` − 1] - an expression over V [curr] and V [init] forward through stmt(`) to compute ϕ[`] - an expression V [next] and V [init],
we essentially do a conjunction of ∆+
F and ϕ[` − 1], taking care to match up
appropriate copies of global variables, and replace all formal parameters of F
with the corresponding actual parameters.
Since we preclude recursive calls, the call-graph for our programs is
acyclic, and hence can be sorted in reverse topological order. We compute
procedure summaries in this order to ensure that the summaries are always
available at the call-site of each function.
Repair. To repair a statement within procedure F , we proceed as before,
first attempting to replace the statement by skip, failing which, attempting to
modify the statement by replacing expressions with fresh variables (z1 , z2 etc.).
Note however that once a procedure is considered for repair, the procedure
summaries need to be recomputed and the program needs to be re-annotated,
before we can solve for the fresh variables.
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Chapter 4
Cost-Aware Program Repair

Overview. In this chapter, we propose cost-aware repair of programs annotated with assertions. We present an algorithm that can repair erroneous
Boolean programs by modifying them in multiple locations such that the total
modification cost does not exceed a specified repair budget; our algorithm for
Boolean program repair is sound and complete for partial correctness. We also
describe strategies for concretization of repaired Boolean programs to enable
predicate abstraction-based repair of concrete programs. We demonstrate the
efficacy of our overall framework by repairing C programs using a prototype
tool.

In Chapter 3, we focused on repairing a class of Boolean programs using a single application of a permissible update schema. In this chapter, we generalize
the earlier method in several ways. We present a predicate abstraction-based
framework for repairing infinite-state programs, annotated with multiple assertions, and with possibly recursive procedures, with respect to partial correctness1 . Along with a repaired program, the framework also generates a
1

Our approach can be extended to handle total correctness as well.
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proof of correctness consisting of inductive assertions. The methodology presented in this chapter can repair programs by modifying them in multiple
program locations, and can ensure the readability of the repaired program using user-defined expression templates. Last, but not the least, the framework
is cost-aware - given a user-defined cost function, that charges each application of an update schema to a program statement some user-defined cost,
and a repair budget, the framework computes a repaired program whose total
modification cost does not exceed the repair budget; we postulate that this
cost-aware formulation is a flexible and convenient way of incorporating expert
programmer intent and intuition in automated program debugging.

4.1

Formal Framework

Recall the example from Chapter 2, shown here in Fig. 4.1. In this chapter,
we will use the transition graph representation of programs. As can be seen
from Fig. 4.1b and Fig. 4.1d, it suffices to consider the set of statement types
given by: Σ = {skip, assign, assume, assert, call, return, goto}. Observe
that the Boolean expressions in the assume statements labeling the edges in
the transition graphs are always deterministic. Thus, a concrete program
contains no nondeterministic expressions, and a Boolean program contains
nondeterministic expressions only in the RHS of assignment statements2 .
2

We remind the reader that our prototype tool (see Sec. 4.4) can handle arbitrary nondeterministic Boolean expressions, and not just ∗ expressions. Also, our tool accepts Boolean
programs with if statements (the tool we use for predicate abstraction encodes all while
statements using conditional and goto statements).
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main() {
int x;
`1 : if (x ≤ 0)
`2 :
while (x < 0){
`3 :
x := x + 2;
`4 :
skip;
}
else
`5 :
if (x == 1)
`6 :
x := x − 1;
`7 : assert (x > 1);
}
(a) P

assume (x ≤ 0)

`6
x := x − 1

`7

err

exit
(b) G(P)
`1

assume (b2 )
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(¬
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main() {
/ ∗ γ(b0 ) = x ≤ 1 ∗ /
/ ∗ γ(b1 ) = x == 1 ∗ /
/ ∗ γ(b2 ) = x ≤ 0 ∗ /
Bool b0 , b1 , b2 := ∗, ∗, ∗;
`1 : if (¬b2 ) then goto `5 ;
`2 : if (∗) then goto `0 ;
`3 : b0 , b1 , b2 := ∗, ∗, ∗;
`4 : goto `1 ;
`0 : goto `7 ;
`5 : if (¬b1 ) then goto `7 ;
`6 : b0 , b1 , b2 := ∗, ∗, ∗;
`7 : assert (¬b0 );
}
(c) B

assume (b1 )

`6

b0 , b1 , b2 := ∗, ∗, ∗

`4

`7

err

exit
(d) G(B)

Figure 4.1: An example concrete program P, a corresponding Boolean program
B and their transition graphs
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We assume that program correctness is specified using a set of assert
statements of the form ` : assert (g), included in the program. Recall that a
program annotated with a set of assertions is partially correct iff every finite
execution path of P ends in a terminating configuration. The program is
totally correct iff every execution path is finite and ends in a terminating
configuration. While the approach presented in this chapter can be extended
to handle total correctness, we only present a treatment of partial correctness
here; henceforth, correctness and partial correctness are used interchangeably.
In this chapter, we fix the following set of permissible update schemas
for programs:
U = {id, assign 7→ assign, assign 7→ skip, assume 7→ assume,
call 7→ call, call 7→ skip}.
Let cU ,L : U × L → N be a cost function that maps a tuple, consisting
of a statement-level update schema u and a location ` of P, to a certain
cost. Thus, cU ,L (u, `) is the cost of applying update schema u to stmt(`).
We impose an obvious restriction on cU ,L : ∀` ∈ L : cU ,L (id, `) = 0. Recall
that RU ,L : L → U denotes an update function that maps each location of
P to an update schema in U. Since we have already fixed the set U and the
set L of locations of program P (or equivalently, of Boolean program B 3 ), we
3

In general, as can be seen from Fig. 4.1, L(B) can be a superset of L(P). However, the
extraneous locations in L(B) contain skip or goto statements and are hence, irrelevant for
repair in our work.
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henceforth use c, R instead of cU ,L , RU ,L , respectively, The total cost, Costc (R),
P
of performing an R-update of P is given by `∈L c(R(`), `).
For this chapter, we adapt the problem definition of Sec. 2.3 as follows.
Given an incorrect concrete program P annotated with assertions, a set of
permissible, statement-level update schemas U, a cost function c and a repair
b such that:
budget δ, the goal of cost-aware program repair is to compute P
b is correct, and,
1. P
2. there exists R:
b is some R-update of P, and
(a) P
(b) Costc (R) ≤ δ.
In addition to the above problem, we propose another problem as follows. Let T = {T1 , . . . , Th } be a set of templates or grammars, each repreb The syntax
senting a syntactical restriction for the modified expressions in P.
of an example template, say T1 , defining Boolean-valued linear arithmetic expressions over the program variables, denoted hblaexpri, is shown below:
hblaexpri
hatomi
hlatermi
hcmpi

::= atom | ( hblaexpri ) | ¬hblaexpri | hblaexpri ∧ hblaexpri
::= hlatermi hcmpi hlatermi
::= const | var | const × var | hlatermi + hlatermi
::= = | < | ≤.

In the above, const and var denote integer-valued or real-valued constants
and program variables, respectively. Expressions such as v1 + 2 × v2 ≤ v3 ,
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(v1 < v2 ) ∧ (v3 = 3) etc., that satisfy the syntactical requirements of the
template T1 , are said to belong to the language of the template, denoted L(T1 ).
Let ET ,L : L → T , be a function that maps each location of P to a template in T . Let E(stmt(`)) denote a set that includes all expressions in certain
statement types and be defined as follows: if stmt(`) is v1 , . . . , vm := e1 , . . . , em ,
E(stmt(`)) = {e1 , . . . , em }, else if stmt(`) is call Fj (e1 , . . . , ek ), E(stmt(`)) =
{e1 , . . . , ek }, else if stmt(`) is assume (g), E(stmt(`)) = {g} else, E(stmt(`)) is
the empty set.
Given ET ,L , along with (incorrect) P, U, c and δ, the goal of templateb such that:
based, cost-aware program repair is to compute P
b is correct, and,
1. P
2. there exists R:
b is some R-update of P,
(a) P
(b) Costc (R) ≤ δ, and
(c) for each location `:
R(`) 6= id ⇒ ∀e ∈ E(s[
tmt(`)) : e ∈ L(ET ,L (`)).
We have already emphasized the benefits of formulating the program
repair problem with respect to a set U of update schemas in Sec. 2.3. We
conjecture that an insightful choice for the cost function c can further help
prune the search space for repaired programs and help incorporate expert
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user intuition and intent in automatic program repair. Exploration of suitable
cost-functions is beyond the scope of this dissertation. For now, we would only
like to emphasize that our cost-function is quite flexible, and can be used to
b in diverse ways. For example, the user can
constrain the computation of P
b that differs from P in at most δ statements by defining
choose to search for P
c as:
∀` ∈ L, u ∈ U : u 6= id ⇒ c((u, `)) = 1.
b that does not modify any statement
Or, the user can choose to search for P
within a trusted procedure Fi by defining c as:
∀` ∈ L, u ∈ U : u 6= id ∧ ` ∈ Li ⇒ c((u, `)) = N and
u 6= id ∧ ` 6∈ Li ⇒ c((u, `)) = 1,
where N is some prohibitively large number. Or, the user can choose to favor
the application of a particular update schema, say u1 , over others by defining
c as:
∀` ∈ L, u ∈ U : u 6= id and u 6= u1 ⇒ c((u, `)) = N and
u = u1 ⇒ c((u, `)) = 1,
where N is some prohibitively large number, and so on. Similarly, insightful
templates choices can help guide the search for repairs based on user input.
As outlined in Sec. 2.4, our solution to the above program repair problems is based on predicate abstraction. Thus, in addition to the above inputs,
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our framework requires (a) a Boolean program B such that B is obtained from
P via iterative predicate abstraction-refinement and B exhibits a non-spurious
counterexample path, and (b) the corresponding function γ that maps Boolean
variables to their respective predicates. The computation of a suitable repaired
b involves two main steps:
program P
b and
1. Cost-aware repair of B to obtain B,
b
2. Concretization of Bb to obtain P.
Recall that a Boolean program B, annotated with a set of assertions, is (partially) correct iff every finite execution path of B ends in a terminating configuration for all nondeterministic choices that the program might make. The
problem of cost-aware repair of a Boolean program B can be defined in a manner identical to cost-aware repair of a concrete program P. Concretization
of Bb involves mapping each statement of Bb that has been modified by RU ,L
into a corresponding statement of P, using the function γ. For template-based
repair of P, the concretization needs to ensure that the modified expressions
of P meet the syntactic requirements of the corresponding templates. In the
following sections, we describe these two steps in detail.

4.2

Cost-aware Repair of Boolean Programs

Our solution to cost-aware repair of a Boolean program B relies on automatb that together
ically computing inductive assertions, along with a suitable B,
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b In what follows, we explain our adaptation
certify the partial correctness of B.
of the method of inductive assertions [52, 90] for cost-aware program repair4 .

Cut-set. Let N = N0 ∪ . . . ∪ Nt be the set of nodes in G(B), the transition
graph representation of B. We define a cut-set Λ ⊆ N as a set of nodes,
called cut-points, such that for every i ∈ [0, t]: (a) entryi , exiti ∈ Λ, (b) for
every edge (`, ς, `0 ) ∈ Ei where ς is a procedure call, `, `0 ∈ Λ, (c) for every
edge (`, ς, `0 ) ∈ Ei where ς is an assert statement, `, `0 ∈ Λ, and (d) every
cycle in Gi contains at least one node in Λ. A pair of cut-points `, `0 in some
Gi is said to be adjacent if every path from ` to `0 in Gi contains no other
cut-point. A verification path is any path from a cut-point to an adjacent
cut-point; note that there can be more than one verification path between two
adjacent cut-points.
For example, the set {`1 , `2 , `7 , exit} is a valid cut-set for Boolean program B in Fig. 4.1. The verification paths in G(B) corresponding to this cut-set
are as follows:
assume (b2 )

1. `1 −−−−−−→ `2
assume (T)

b0 ,b1 ,b2 := ∗,∗,∗

2. `2 −−−−−→ `3 −−−−−−−−→ `4 →
− `2
assume (T)

3. `2 −−−−−→ `0 →
− `7
4

To certify total correctness, we can additionally compute ranking functions and use the
method of well-founded sets along with the method of inductive assertions.
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assume (¬b2 )

assume (¬b1 )

assume (¬b2 )

assume (b1 )

4. `1 −−−−−−−→ `5 −−−−−−−→ `7
b1 ,b1 ,b2 := ∗,∗,∗

5. `1 −−−−−−−→ `5 −−−−−−→ `6 −−−−−−−−→ `7
assert (¬b0 )

6. `7 −−−−−−−→ exit5
Inductive assertions. We denote an inductive assertion associated with cutpoint ` in Λ by I` . Informally, an inductive assertion I` has the property that
whenever control reaches ` in any program execution, I` must be true for
the current values of the variables in scope. Thus, for a Boolean program,
an inductive assertion I` is in general a Boolean formula over the variables
whose scope includes `. To be precise, I` is a Boolean formula over Vs [`],
where Vs [`] denotes an `th copy of the subset Vs of the program variables, with
Vs = GV ∪ f ormal(`) if ` ∈ {exit1 , . . . , exitt }, and Vs = inscope(`) otherwise.
Thus, except for the main procedure, the inductive assertions at the exit nodes
of all procedures exclude the local variables declared in the procedure. Let IΛ
denote the set of inductive assertions associated with all the cut-points in Λ.

Verification conditions. A popular approach to verification of sequential,
imperative programs is to compute IΛ such that IΛ satisfies a set of constraints
called verification conditions. Let π be a verification path in Gi , from cutpoint ` to adjacent cut-point `0 . The verification condition corresponding to
5

Labeling this edge with assert (¬b0 ) is a slight abuse of the semantics of an assert
statement. Our justification is that the constraints formulated later in this section require
that the assertion is true whenever control reaches location `7 in an execution path.
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π, denoted V C(π), is essentially the Hoare triple hI` i stmt(π) hI`0 i, where
stmt(π) is the sequence of statements labeling π. When I` , I`0 are unknown,
V C(π) can be seen as a constraint encoding all possible solutions for I` , I`0
such that: every program execution along path π, starting from a set of variable
valuations satisfying I` , terminates in a set of variable valuations satisfying
I`0 . Note that the definitions of cut-sets and adjacent cut-points ensure that
we do not have to worry about non-termination along verification paths.
From Lem. 3.3.1 we know that the Hoare triple hI` i stmt(π) hI`0 i can be
defined using weakest preconditions or strongest postconditions. In this chapter, as we will see shortly, we find it convenient to use strongest postconditions.

Program verification using the inductive assertions method. Given a
program B annotated with assertions, and a set Λ of cut-points, B is partially
correct if one can compute a set IΛ of inductive assertions such that: for every verification path π between every pair `, `0 of adjacent cut-points in G(B),
V C(π) is valid.

Cost-aware repairability conditions. Let C :

St

i=0

Ni → N be a function

mapping locations to costs. We find it convenient to use C` to denote the value
C(`) at location `. We set Ientry0 = true and C` = 0 if ` ∈ {entry0 , . . . , entryt }.
Informally, C` with ` ∈ Ni can be seen as recording the cumulative cost of applying a sequence of update schemas to the statements in procedure Fi from
location entryi to `. Thus, for a specific update function R with cost function
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c, Cexit0 records the total cost Costc (R) of performing an R-update of the program. Given a verification path π in Gi , from cut-point ` to adjacent cut-point
`0 , we extend the definition of V C(π) to define the cost-aware repairability
condition corresponding to π, denoted CRCP C (π). CRCP C (π) can be seen as
a constraint encoding all possible solutions for inductive assertions I` , I`0 and
update functions RU ,L , along with associated functions C, such that: every
program execution that proceeds along path π via statements modified by applying the update schemas in RU ,L , starting from a set of variable valuations
satisfying I` , terminates in a set of variable valuations satisfying I`0 , for all
nondeterministic choices that the program might make along π.
Before we proceed, recall that I` is a Boolean formula over Vs [`], with
Vs = GV ∪ f ormal(`) if ` ∈ {exit1 , . . . , exitt }, and Vs = inscope(`) otherwise. Thus, for all locations λ 6= `0 in verification path π from ` to `0 ,
Vs = inscope(λ). In what follows, the notation JuK(stmt(λ)) represents the
class of statements that may be obtained by applying update schema u on
stmt(λ), and is defined for our permissible update schemas in Fig. 4.2. Here,
f, f1 , f2 etc.

denote unknown Boolean expressions6 , over the variables in

inscope(λ). Note that the update schema assign 7→ assign, modifies any
assignment statement, to one that assigns unknown Boolean expressions to all
variables in Vs .
6
To keep our exposition simple, we assume that these unknown Boolean expressions
are deterministic. However, in our prototype tool (see Sec. 4.4), we also have the ability to
compute modified statements with nondeterministic expressions such as ∗ or choose(f1 , f2 ).
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u
id
assign 7→ skip
assume 7→ skip
call 7→ skip
assign 7→ assign
assume 7→ assume
call 7→ call

JuK(stmt(λ))
stmt(λ)
skip
skip
skip
b1 , . . . , b|Vs | := f1 , . . . , f|Vs |
assume f
call Fj (f1 , . . . , fk ),
where stmt(λ): call Fj (e1 , . . . , ek )

Figure 4.2: Definition of JuK(stmt(λ))
We now define CRCP C (π). There are three cases to consider.
1. stmt(π) does not contain a procedure call or assert statement:
Let Aλ denote an assertion associated with location λ in π. CRCP C (π)
is given by the (conjunction of the) following set of constraints:
A` = I`
A`0 ⇒ I`0
^

^

(4.1)

R(λ) = u ⇒ Cλ0 = Cλ + c(u, λ) ∧

`λ≺`0 u∈Ustmt(λ)

Aλ0 = sp(JuK(stmt(λ)), Aλ ).
In the above, ≺ denotes the natural ordering over the sequence of locations in π with λ, λ0 denoting consecutive locations, i.e., λ0 ∈ succ(λ).
The notation Ustmt(λ) ⊆ U denotes the set of all update schemas in U
which may be applied to stmt(λ). The notation sp(JuK(stmt(λ)), Aλ )
denotes the strongest postcondition of the assertion Aλ over the class
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of statements JuK(stmt(λ)). While the strongest postcondition computation described below is similar to the presentation in Sec. 3.2.2, there
are some differences. Here, we use multiple variable copies - a copy
Vs [λ] for each location λ in π - instead of just the two variable copies
Vs [curr], Vs [next] used in Sec. 3.2.2. Note that we could have expressed
the strongest postcondition computation here using just two variable
copies as well. The choice to have multiple variable copies reflects the
design choice that was made in our prototype tool.
Let us assume that Aλ is a Boolean formula of the form7 :
Aλ = ρ[`, λ̀] ∧

^

b[λ] = ξ[λ̀],

(4.2)

b∈Vs

where λ̀, λ are consecutive locations in π with λ ∈ succ(λ̀), ρ[`, λ̀] is a
Boolean expression over all variable copies Vs [µ], `  µ  λ̀, representing
the path condition imposed by the program control-flow, and ξ[`] is a
Boolean expression over Vs [λ̀] representing the λth copy of each variable
b in terms of the λ̀th copy of the program variables. Note that A` = I`
is of the form ρ[`].
Given Aλ of the form in (4.2), sp(JuK(stmt(λ)), Aλ ) is defined in Fig. 4.3.
Observe that sp(JuK(stmt(λ)), Aλ ) is a Boolean formula of the same form
as (4.2), over variable copies from Vs [`] to Vs [λ0 ]. For the entries assume g
7

In general, Aλ is a disjunction over Boolean formulas of this form; sp(JuK(stmt(λ)), Aλ )
can then be obtained by computing a disjunction over the strongest postconditions obtained
by propagating each such Boolean formula through JuK(stmt(λ) using the rules in Fig. 4.3.
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JuK(stmt(λ))
skip
goto

sp(JuK(stmt(λ)), Aλ )
V
ρ[`, λ̀] ∧ b∈Vs b[λ0 ] = b[λ]

assume g

g[λ] ∧ ρ[`, λ̀] ∧

V

assume f

f [λ] ∧ ρ[`, λ̀] ∧

V

b1 , . . . , bm := e1 , . . . , em

ρ[`, λ̀] ∧

ρ[`, λ̀] ∧

b∈Vs

b[λ0 ] = b[λ]
b[λ0 ] = b[λ]

V

bi ∈Vs ,i∈[1,m] bi [λ

V

b1 , . . . , b|Vs | := f1 , . . . , f|Vs |

b∈Vs

V

0

] = ei [λ] ∧

0
bi ∈Vs ,i6∈[1,m] bi [λ ]

bi ∈Vs bi [λ

0

= bi [λ]

] = fi [λ]

Figure 4.3: Definition of sp(JuK(stmt(λ)), Aλ )
and b1 , . . . , bm := e1 , . . . , em , the expressions g, e1 , . . . , em are known beforehand (these entries correspond to u = id). For the entries assume f
and b1 , . . . , b|Vs | := f1 , . . . , f|Vs | , the expressions f, f1 , . . . , f|Vs | are unknown (these entries correspond to u = assume 7→ assume and u =
assign 7→ assign, respectively). Notation such as f [λ] denotes that f is
an unknown Boolean expression over Vs [λ]. For nondeterministic expressions in the RHS of an assignment statement b1 , . . . , bm := e1 , . . . , em , the
strongest postcondition is computed as the disjunction of the strongest
postconditions over all possible assignment statements obtained by substituting each ∗ expression with either false or true.
Thus, to summarize, the set of constraints in (4.1) encodes all I` , C` , I`0 ,
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C`0 and RU ,L such that: if RU ,L is applied to the sequence of statements
stmt(π) to get some modified sequence of statements, say s[
tmt(π), and
program execution proceeds along s[
tmt(π), then sp(s[
tmt(π), I` ) ⇒ I`0 ,
and C`0 equals the cumulative modification cost, counting up from C` .
2. stmt(π) contains a procedure call, say call Fj (e1 , . . . , ek ):
The path π, given by (`, call Fj (e1 , . . . , ek ), `0 ), is a verification path of
length 1. Suppose the formal parameters of Fj are b1 , . . . , bk . CRCP C (π)
is then given by the following set of constraints:
R = id ⇒ C`0 = C` + Cexitj ∧
^
I` ⇒ Ientryj [
bi [entryj ]/ei [`]] ∧
i∈[1,k]

^

Iexitj [

bi [exitj ]/ei [`0 ]] ⇒ I`0

i∈[1,k]

R = call 7→ skip ⇒ C`0 = C` + c(call 7→ skip, `) ∧
^
I`0 = I` [
bi [`]/bi [`0 ]]

(4.3)

i∈[1,k]

R = call 7→ call ⇒ C`0 = C` + Cexitj + c(call 7→ call, `) ∧
^
I` ⇒ Ientryj [
bi [entryj ]/fi [`]] ∧
i∈[1,k]

^

Iexitj [

bi [exitj ]/fi [`0 ]] ⇒ I`0

i∈[1,k]

For R = id, the constraints involve replacing the entryjth , exitth
j copies
of the formal parameters in Ientryj , Iexitj with the corresponding actual
parameters e1 , . . . , ek expressed over the `th , `0 th copies of the program
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variables, respectively. For R = call 7→ call, a similar substitution
is performed, except the actual parameters are unknown expressions
f1 , . . . , fk . Finally, for R = call 7→ skip, the inductive assertion essentially stays the same, with variable copies appropriately adjusted. C`0
is in general the sum of C` , the cumulative modification cost Cexitj of
procedure Fj , and the cost of applying the update schema in question.
3. stmt(π) contains an assert statement, say assert g:
Again, π, given by (`, assert g, `0 ), is a verification path of length 1, and
CRCP C (π) is given by the following set of constraints:
I` [

^

bi [`]/bi [tmp]] ⇒ g[

i∈[1,|Vs |]

I` [

^

^

bi /bi [tmp]]

i∈[1,|Vs |]

bi [`]/bi [tmp]] ⇒ I`0 [

i∈[1,|Vs |]

^

bi [`0 ]/bi [tmp]]

i∈[1,|Vs |]

C`0 = C` .
In the above, we uniformly convert the expressions I` , g and I`0 into
expressions over some temporary copy of the program variables to enable
checking the implications (informally, these implications are I` ⇒ g and
I` ⇒ I`0 ).
Cost-aware Boolean program repair. Given a cut-set Λ of G(B), let ΠΛ
be the set of all verification paths between every pair of adjacent cut-points
in Λ. Given incorrect program B annotated with assertions, the set U, cost
function c and repair budget δ, we say B is repairable within budget δ if given
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a cut-set Λ in G, one can compute a set IΛ of inductive assertions, an update
function R, along with models for all unknown expressions associated with
applications of update schemas in R, and the valuations of a cumulative-costrecording function C such that: Cexit0 ≤ δ, for every verification path π ∈ ΠΛ ,
CRCP C (π) is valid and some other constraints are met. Mathematically, B is
repairable within budget δ if the following formula is true:
∃U nknown ∀V ar : Cexit0 ≤ δ ∧

^

CRCP C (π) ∧ AssumeConstraints,

π∈ΠΛ

(4.4)
where U nknown is the set of all unknowns and V ar is the set of all Boolean
program variables and their copies used in encoding each CRCP C (π). The
set of unknowns includes the inductive assertions in IΛ , update function R,
unknown expressions f, f1 etc. associated with applying the update schemas
in R and valuations at each program location of the function C. Finally,
AssumeConstraints ensures that any modifications to the guards of assume
statements corresponding to the same conditional statement are consistent.
Thus, for every pair of updated assume (f1 ), assume (f2 ) statements labeling
edges starting from the same node in the transition graph, the uninterpreted
functions f1 , f2 are constrained to satisfy f1 = ¬f2 .
If the above formula is true, then we can extract models for all the
unknowns from the witness to the satisfiability of the formula: ∀V ar : Cexit0 ≤
V
δ ∧ π∈ΠΛ CRCP C (π) ∧ AssumeConstraints. In particular, we can extract
an R and the corresponding modified statements to yield a correct Boolean
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b The following theorem states the correctness and completeness of
program B.
the above algorithm for repairing Boolean programs for partial correctness.
Theorem 4.2.1. Given an incorrect Boolean program B annotated with assertions, the set of U of permissible, statement-level update schemas given by:
U = {id, assign 7→ assign, assign 7→ skip, assume 7→ assume,
call 7→ call, call 7→ skip},
a cost function c and repair budget δ,
1. if there exists a partially correct Boolean program Bb such that Bb is an
R-update of B for some R with Costc (R) ≤ δ, the above extension of the
b if there exists a unique
method of inductive assertions finds one such B;
b then the method finds it,
B,
b then it can be guaranteed that Bb is partially
2. if the above method finds a B,
correct and that there exists R such that Bb is an R-update of B and
Costc (R) ≤ δ.
Proof. Note that the formula (4.4) is a ∃∀ formula over Boolean variables
(Boolean program variables and their copies), unknown Boolean expressions
over these Boolean variables (inductive assertions and expressions in modified
program statements), sequences of update schemas (update functions) and
corresponding sequences of integer costs (valuations of C). The number of
Boolean variables is finite and hence, the number of unknown Boolean expressions over them is finite. There are a finite number of update functions drawn
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from finite sequences of update schemas in the finite set U, and a corresponding
finite number of C functions, with Centry0 set to 0. Besides these (4.4) includes
Boolean operators, the + operator and a finite number of integer constants
(corresponding to the cost function c). Clearly, the truth of the formula in
(4.4) is decidable. In particular, the formula has a finite number of models.
Given a set U of update schemas, the completeness of our method
follows from the completeness of Floyd’s inductive assertions method and the
decidability of the formula in (4.4).
The soundness of our method follows from the soundness of Floyd’s
inductive assertions method.

4.3

Concretization

We now present the second step in our framework for computing a concrete
b In what follows, we assume that we have already exrepaired program P.
tracted models for Bb and IΛ . Recall that γ denotes the mapping of Boolean
variables to their respective predicates: for each i ∈ [1, |V (B)|], γ(bi ) = φi .
The mapping γ can be extended in a standard way to map expressions over
the Boolean variables in V (B) to expressions over the concrete program variables in V (P).

b The goal of concretization of a repaired Boolean proConcretization of B.
b This
gram Bb is to compute a corresponding repaired concrete program P.
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involves computing a mapping, denoted Γ, from each modified statement of
Bb into a corresponding modified statement in the concrete program. In what
b Let us fix our
follows, we define Γ for each type of modified statement in B.
attention on a statement at location `, with Vs (B), Vs (P) denoting the set of
abstract, concrete program variables, respectively, whose scope includes `. Let
r = |Vs (B)| and q = |Vs (P)|.
1. Γ(skip) = skip
2. Γ(assume (g)) = assume (γ(g))
3. Γ(call Fj (e1 , . . . , ek ) = call Fj (γ(e1 ), . . . , γ(ek ))
4. The definition of Γ for an assignment statement is non-trivial. In fact,
in this case, Γ may be the empty set, or may contain multiple concrete
assignment statements.
We say that an assignment statement b1 , . . . , br := e1 , . . . , er in B is
concretizable if one can compute expressions f1 , . . . , fq over Vs (P), of
the same type as the concrete program variables v1 , . . . , vq in Vs (P),
respectively, such that a certain constraint is valid.

To be precise,

b1 , . . . , br := e1 , . . . , er in B is concretizable if the following formula is
true:
∃f1 , . . . , fq ∀v1 , . . . , vq :

r
^

γ(bi )[v1 /f1 , . . . , vq /fq ] = γ(ei )

(4.5)

i=1

Each quantifier-free constraint γ(bi )[v1 /f1 , . . . , vq /fq ] = γ(ei ) above essentially expresses the concretization of the abstract assignment bi = ei .
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The substitutions v1 /f1 , . . . , vq /fq reflect the new values of the concrete
program variables after the concrete assignment v1 , . . . , vq := f1 , . . . , fq .
If the above formula is true, we can extract models expr1 , . . . , exprq for
f1 , . . . , fq , respectively, from the witness to the satisfiability of the inner
∀-formula. We then say:
v1 , . . . , vq := expr1 , . . . , exprq ∈ Γ(b1 , . . . , br := e1 , . . . , er ).
Note that, in practice, for some i ∈ [1, q], expri may be equivalent to
vi , thereby generating a redundant assignment vi := vi . The parallel
assignment can then be compressed by eliminating each redundant assignment. In fact, it may be possible to infer some such vi without using
(4.5) by analyzing the dependencies of concrete program variables on
the predicates in {φ1 , . . . , φr } that are actually affected by the Boolean
assignment in question; this exercise is beyond the current scope of this
work.

b Recall that ET ,L (`), associated with
Template-based concretization of B.
location `, denotes a user-supplied template from T , specifying the desired
syntax of the expressions in any concrete modified statement at `. Henceforth, we use the shorthand E(`) for ET ,L (`). We find it helpful to illustrate
template-based concretization using an example template. Let us assume that
for each concrete program variable v ∈ V (P), v ∈ N ∪ R. We fix E(`) to
(Boolean-valued) linear arithmetic expressions over the program variables, of
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the form c0 + Σqp=1 cp ∗ vp ≤ 0, for assume and call statements, and (integer
or real-valued) linear arithmetic terms over the program variables, of the form
c0 + Σqp=1 cp ∗ vp , for assignment statements. Let us assume that the parameters c0 , c1 , . . . , cq ∈ R. Given E(`), let ΓE(`) denote the mapping of abstract
statements into concrete statements compatible with E(`). We can define ΓE(`)
for each type of modified statement in Bb as shown below. The basic idea is
to compute suitable values for the template parameters c0 , . . . , cq that satisfy
certain constraints. Note that, in general, ΓE(`) may be the empty set, or may
contain multiple concrete statements.

1. ΓE(`) (skip) = skip
2. The statement assume (g) is concretizable if the following formula is
true:
∃c, . . . , cq ∀v1 , . . . , vq : (c0 + Σqp=1 cp ∗ vp ≤ 0) = γ(g).

(4.6)

If the above formula is true, we extract values from the witness to the
satisfiability of the inner ∀-formula, and say,
c0 + Σqp=1 cp ∗ vp ≤ 0 ∈ ΓE(`) (assume (g)).
3. Similarly, the statement call Fj (e1 , . . . , ek ) is concretizable if the following formula is true:
∃c1,0 , . . . , ck,q ∀v1 , . . . , vq :

k
^

((ci,0 + Σqp=1 ci,p ∗ vp ≤ 0) = γ(ei )).

i=1
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If the above formula is true, we can extract values from the witness
to the satisfiability of the inner ∀-formula to generate a concrete call
statement in ΓE(`) (call Fj (e1 , . . . , ek )).
4. The statement b1 , . . . , br := e1 , . . . , er is concretizable if the formula in
(4.7) is true. For convenience, let hj = cj,0 + Σqp=1 cj,p ∗ vp , for j ∈ [1, q].
∃c1,0 , . . . , cr,q ∀v1 , . . . , vq :

r
^

γ(bi )[v1 /h1 , . . . , vq /hq ] = γ(ei ). (4.7)

i=1

If the above formula is true, we can extract values from the witness to
the satisfiability of the inner ∀-formula to generate a concrete assignment
statement in ΓE(`) (b1 , . . . , br := e1 , . . . , er ).
Concretization of inductive assertions. The concretization of each inductive assertion I` ∈ IΛ is simply γ(I` ).

4.4

Experiments with a Prototype Tool

We have built a prototype tool for repairing Boolean programs. The tool
accepts Boolean programs generated by the predicate abstraction tool SATABS (version 3.2) [26] from sequential C programs.

In our experience,

we found that for C programs with multiple procedures, SATABS generates
(single procedure) Boolean programs with all procedure calls inlined within
the calling procedure. Hence, we only perform intraprocedural analysis in
this version of our tool. The set of update schemas handled currently is
{id, assign → assign, assume → assume}; we do not permit statement deletions. We set the costs c(assign → assign, `) and c(assume → assume, `) to
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handmade1 :
int main() {
int x;
`1 : while (x < 0)
`2 :
x := x + 1;
`3 : assert (x > 0);
}
Boolean program vars/predicates:
1. γ(b0) = x ≤ 0
Boolean program repair:
1. Change guard for stmt(`1 ) from ∗ to b0
Concrete program repair:
1. Change guard for stmt(`1 ) to x ≤ 0

Figure 4.4: Repairing program handmade1
some large number for every location ` where we wish to disallow statement
modifications, and to 1 for all other locations. We initialize the tool with a
repair budget of 1. We also provide the tool with a cut-set of locations for its
Boolean program input.
Given the above, the tool automatically generates an SMT query corresponding to the inner ∀-formula in (4.4). When generating this repairability
query, for update schemas involving expression modifications, we stipulate
every deterministic Boolean expression g be modified into an unknown deterministic Boolean expression f (as described in Fig. 4.2), and every nondeterministic Boolean expression be modified into an unknown nondeterministic
expression of the form choose(f1 , f2 ). The SMT query is then fed to the
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handmade2 :
int main() {
int x;
`1 : if (x ≤ 0)
`2 :
while (x < 0){
`3 :
x := x + 2;
`4 :
skip;
}
else
`5 :
if (x == 1)
`6 :
x := x − 1;
`7 : assert (x > 1);
}
Boolean program vars/predicates:
1. γ(b0) = x ≤ 1
2. γ(b1) = x == 1
3. γ(b2) = x ≤ 0
Boolean program repair:
1. Change guard for stmt(`1 ) from b2 to b0 ∨ b1 ∨ ¬b2
2. Change guard for stmt(`2 ) from ∗ to b0 ∨ b1 ∨ b2
Concrete program repair:
1. Change guard for stmt(`1 ) to true
2. Change guard for stmt(`2 ) to x ≤ 1

Figure 4.5: Repairing program handmade2
SMT-solver Z3 (version 4.3.1) [94]. The solver either declares the formula to
be satisfiable, and provides models for all the unknowns, or declares the formula to be unsatisfiable. In the latter case, we can choose to increase the
repair budget by 1, and repeat the process.
Once the solver provides models for all the unknowns, we can extract
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necex6 :
int x, y;
int foo(int ∗ptr) {
`4 : if (ptr == &x)
`5 :
∗ptr := 0;
`6 : if (ptr == &y)
`7 :
∗ptr := 1;
return 1;
}
int main() {
`1 : foo (&x);
`2 : foo (&y);
`3 : assert (x > y);
}
Boolean program vars/predicates:
1. γ(b0) = y < x
2. γ(b1) = &y == ptr
3. γ(b2) = &x == ptr
Boolean program repair:
1. Change stmt(`7 ) from b0 := ∗ to b0 := b0 ∨ b1 ∨ b2
Concrete program repair:
1. Change stmt(`7 ) to ∗ptr := − 1

Figure 4.6: Repairing program necex6
a repaired Boolean program. Currently, the next step — concretization —
is only partly automated. For assignment statements, we manually formulate
SMT queries corresponding to the inner ∀-formula in (4.5), and feed these
queries to Z3. If the relevant queries are found to be satisfiable, we can obtain
a repaired C program. If the queries are unsatisfiable, we attempt template-
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based concretization using linear-arithmetic templates. We manually formulate SMT queries corresponding to the inner ∀-formulas in (4.6) and (4.7), and
call Z3. In some of our experiments, we allowed ourselves a degree of flexibility
in guiding the solver to choose the right template parameters.
We describe our experiments with four C programs in Fig. 4.4, Fig. 4.5,
Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7. The first two programs are handmade, with the second
one being the same as the one shown in Fig. 4.1. The next two programs are
mutations of two programs drawn from the NEC Laboratories Static Analysis
Benchmarks [97].
We emphasize that the repairs for the respective Boolean programs
(not shown here due to lack of space) are obtained automatically. The concretization of the repaired Boolean program in Fig. 4.4 was trivial – it only
involved concretizing the guard b0 corresponding to the statement at location
`1 . Concretization of the repaired Boolean program in Fig. 4.5 involved concretizing two different guards, b0 ∨ b1 ∨ ¬b2 and b0 ∨ b1 ∨ b2, corresponding to
the statements at locations `1 and `2 , respectively. We manually simplified the
concretized guards to obtain the concrete guards true and x ≤ 1, respectively.
Concretization of the repaired Boolean program in Fig. 4.6 involved concretizing the assignment statement at location `7 . We manually formulated an SMT
query corresponding to the formula in (4.5), after simplifying γ(b0 ∨ b1 ∨ b2 ) to
y < x and restricting the LHS of stmt(`7 ) in the concrete program to remain
unchanged. The query was found to be satisfiable, and yielded −1 as the RHS
of the assignment statement in the concrete program. We repeated the above
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necex14 :
int main() {
int x, y;
int a[10];
`1 : x := 1U ;
`2 : while (x ≤ 10U ) {
`3 :
y := 11 − x;
`4 :
assert (y ≥ 0 ∧ y < 10);
`5 :
a[y] := − 1;
`6 :
x := x + 1;
}
}
Boolean program vars/predicates:
1. γ(b0) = y < 0
2. γ(b1) = y < 10
Boolean program repair:
1. Change stmt(`3 ) from b0, b1 := ∗, ∗ to b0, b1 := F, T
Concrete program repair:
1. Change stmt(`3 ) to y := 10 − x

Figure 4.7: Repairing program necex14
exercise to concretize the assignment statement at location `3 in Fig. 4.7, and
obtained y := 0 as the repair for the concrete program. Unsatisfied by this repair, we formulated another SMT query corresponding to the formula in (4.7),
restricting the RHS of stmt(`3 ) to the template −x + c, where c is unknown.
The query was found to be satisfiable, and yielded c = 10.
Notice that our tool can repair diverse programs — programs containing
loops, multiple procedures and pointer and array variables. Also, our tool can
repair programs in multiple locations, and can repair assignment, conditional
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Table 4.1: Experimental results
Name
handmade1
handmade2
necex6
necex14
tcas1

LoC(P)
6
16
24
13
283

LoC(B)
58
53
66
60
856

V (B)
B-time
Que-time Sol-time
1
0.180s
0.009s
0.012s
3
0.304s
0.040s
0.076s
3
0.288s
0.004s
0.148s
2
0.212s
0.004s
0.032s
49
17m58.675s
0.308s
> 5h

and loop statements.
In Table 4.1, we enumerate the time taken for each individual step
involved in generating a repaired Boolean program. The columns labeled
LoC(P) and LoC(B) enumerate the number of lines of code in the original C
program and the Boolean program generated by SATABS, respectively. The
column labeled V (B) enumerates the number of variables in each Boolean program. The column B-time enumerates the time taken by SATABS to generate
each Boolean program, the column Que-time enumerates the time taken by
our tool to generate each repairability query and the column Sol-time enumerates the time taken by Z3 to solve the query. The total time taken for the
programs handmade1, handmade2, necex6 and necex14 was negligible. The
current version of the tool has scalability limitations for Boolean programs
with a large number of variables and nondeterministic expressions. This is
seen in the last row of the table for an attempted repair of a program from
the Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) benchmark suite [39].
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Chapter 5
Bibliographic Notes

There is a diverse body of work on automated repair and synthesis of software
programs as well as hardware circuits, geared towards guaranteeing various
correctness criteria. In what follows, we mainly review relevant work on automated repair and synthesis of sequential, imperative software programs.

Program repair. Early proposals for program repair were based on computing
repairs as winning strategies in finite-state games [75] and pushdown games
[57]. The work in [57] was the first to use Boolean programs for repairing
infinite-state systems. The approach, however, only targeted partial correctness, and had formidable complexity (doubly exponential in the number of
program variables). In contrast, our approach from Chapter 3 (also presented
in [109]) targeted repair of (a large subset of) Boolean programs with respect
to total correctness, and had tractable complexity (similar to model checking
Boolean programs). Both these initial explorations into predicate-abstractionbased repair of infinite-state programs, however, shared two main limitations
- a restrictive single-fault model, and failure to address the problem of readability of the generated repairs. These limitations are partially addressed in
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a recent abstract interpretation-based approach [87], that can repair multiple, diverse faults in C# programs. While this approach only targets partial correctness, its efficacy within the .NET framework is impressive, and
its applicability to other programming environments is worth exploring. The
approach presented in Chapter 4 (also presented in [110]) addresses these limitations within an arguably more formal and flexible framework. In particular,
our approach presents a sound and complete algorithm for repairing Boolean
programs with multiple faults and assertions guided by user-defined update
schemas, costs and repair budgets. Our approach has the ability to ensure the
readability of the repaired program using user-defined expression templates,
and generates a proof of correctness along with a repaired program.
An alternate approach that does not rely on abstract interpretations of
concrete programs was proposed recently in [81]. It encodes the repair problem as a constraint-solving problem using symbolic execution, and uses SMT
reasoning to search for repairs satisfying user-defined templates. We remark
that the templates are needed not only for ensuring readability of the generated repairs, but also for ensuring tractability of their inherently undecidable
repair generation query. The technique does not produce an explicit proof
of correctness for the repaired program, can only generate repairs for faulty
expressions and is limited to handling partial correctness, due to the bounded
semantics associated with symbolic execution. While the work presented in
Chapter 4 focuses on partial correctness as well, it can be extended to handle
total correctness by computing ranking functions along with inductive asser-
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tions.
Besides the above, there have been proposals for program repair based
on mutations and genetic algorithms [2,30,55], principles drawn from artificial
intelligence [20,33,34,135], for UNITY programs [42], programs equipped with
contracts [130], Kripke structures [6, 135], reactive programs [20, 128], digital
circuits (see [76] for a survey), and programs with data structure manipulations [35,113,133]. There are also customized program repair engines [112] for
grading and feedback generation for programming assignments.

Partial Program Synthesis. Techniques for program completion and synthesis, based on user-supplied program schemas [28], program sketches [115, 116]
and scaffolds [117], or for restricted domains [82] can also be adapted for
use for program repair. Sketching does not handle loops precisely due to
its inherent bounded semantics, and does not explicitly generate a proof of
correctness. The scaffold or template-based program synthesis framework of
[117] is perhaps the closest to our own framework. Given a scaffold consisting
of a functional specification, domain constraints for the program expressions,
the structure of the program flowgraph and some other resource constraints,
the framework attempts to synthesize a program, along with a proof of total
correctness consisting of program invariants and ranking functions for loops.
The proof objects - invariants and ranking functions - are drawn from a proof
domain, chosen by the user. In particular, the framework has the ability to
synthesize invariants over predicate abstraction and linear arithmetic domains,
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and ranking functions over some restricted numeric domains. We emphasize
that our framework is self-reliant and only interacts with a user for the cost
function and for improving the readability of the generated repairs; all predicates involved in the generation of the repaired Boolean program and its proof
are discovered automatically. In contrast, the framework of [117] heavily relies
on users to provide expressive templates and domains for invariants.

Fault Localization. In addition to the above work, a multitude of algorithms
[11, 21, 38, 50, 58, 74, 77, 105, 134] have been proposed for error explanation,
diagnosis and localization based on analyzing error traces. Often,these techniques try to localize faults by finding correct program traces most similar
to an incorrect counterexample trace. Even though many of these techniques
operate on the premise of a single-fault assumption, and we believe searching
for repairable statements or program fragments is a more formal approach to
program debugging than many of the proposed fault localization heuristics,
some fault localization techniques can definitely be used as a preprocessing
step for our framework. Finally, there’s a significant body of work on algorithmic debugging [111] (see [71] for a survey), which attempts to localize faults
in programs by asking a series of questions to a programmer and utilizing the
(yes/no) answers to guide the search.

Quantitative Approaches. Quantitative synthesis, whose overall goal, is similar
to cost-aware program repair was proposed in [15] in the context of reactive
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systems. The repair approaches in [87, 130] have the ability to rank generated
repairs based on various criteria. The work in [81] includes a notion of minimal
diagnoses, which is subsumed by our cost-aware framework.
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Part III
Synchronization Synthesis
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In Chapter 1, we have seen that error detection and debugging in concurrent
programs are particularly challenging tasks. This makes concurrent programs
excellent targets for automated program completion, in particular, for synthesis of synchronization code. Following the foundational work in [47], we
assert that one can simplify the design and analysis of (shared-memory) concurrent programs by, first, manually writing synchronization-free concurrent
programs, followed by, automatically synthesizing the synchronization code
necessary for ensuring the programs’ correct concurrent behaviour.
In this part of the dissertation, we present a framework for synthesis of
synchronization for shared-memory concurrent programs with respect to temporal logic specifications. Our framework generalizes the approach of [47] in
several ways. We provide the ability to synthesize more readily-implementable
synchronization code based on lower-level primitives such as locks and condition variables. We also extend the approach of [47] to enable synchronization
synthesis for more general programs and properties.
In Chapter 6, we present our first generalization. Similar to [47], our
framework accepts unsynchronized sequential process skeletons, along with a
specification in propositional temporal logic of their desired concurrent behaviour, and synthesizes high-level synchronization actions in the form of
guarded commands. In addition, our framework has the ability to perform a
correctness-preserving compilation of guarded commands into coarse-grained
or fine-grained synchronization code based on locks and condition variables.
In Chapter 7, we present a framework that supports finite-state concur107

rent programs composed of processes that may have local and shared variables,
may have a linear or branching control-flow, may be ongoing or terminating,
and may have program-initialized or user-initialized variables. The specification language is an extension of propositional CTL that enables easy specification of safety and liveness properties over control and data variables. The
framework also supports synthesis of synchronization at different levels of abstraction and granularity.
We conclude this part with a discussion of related work in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 6
Synthesis of Low-level Synchronization

Overview. In this chapter, we present a framework that takes unsynchronized sequential process skeletons along with a propositional temporal logic
specification of their global concurrent behaviour, and automatically generates a concurrent program with synchronization code ensuring correct global
behaviour. The synthesized synchronization code can be coarse-grained or
fine-grained, and is based on locks and condition variables. The method is
fully automatic, sound and complete.

6.1

Formal Framework

In this section, we define the model of concurrent programs, the synchronization primitives and the specification language(s) relevant to this chapter.
6.1.1

Concurrent Program Model

We focus on nonterminating concurrent programs P, consisting of a fixed, finite number of sequential processes P1 , . . . , PK running in parallel. Similar
to [47], we use process skeletons as abstractions of the constituent sequential
processes. A process skeleton can be obtained from a process by suppressing
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P1 () {
while(true) {
Execute code
Execute code
Execute code
}}
P2 () {
while(true) {
Execute code
Execute code
Execute code
}}
(a)

region ncs1 ;
region try1 ;
region cs1 ;

region ncs2 ;
region try2 ;
region cs2 ;

ncs1

try1

cs1

ncs2

try2

cs2

(b)

Figure 6.1: Synchronization-free skeletons of reader P1 , writer P2
all computation details that are irrelevant for synchronization. This abstraction is justified by the observation that for most concurrent programs, the
regions of code in each process responsible for interprocess synchronization
can be cleanly isolated from the regions of code in each process responsible for
sequential application-oriented computations. This makes it possible to synthesize synchronization without specifying the internal structure and intended
application of the regions of sequential code in concurrent programs.
A synchronization-free or unsynchronized process skeleton consists of
sequential code regions, wherein each code region may in reality represent a
(suppressed) sequential block of code. As an example, we refer the reader to
the synchronization-free skeletons for a reader process P1 and a writer process P2 in the single-reader, single-writer example shown in Fig. 6.1a. Both
the reader and writer process skeletons have three sequential code regions —
‘noncritical’ (ncs), ‘trying’ (try) and ‘critical’ (cs). The diagrams shown in
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ncs1

try1

ncs2

try2

ncs2 ?

ncs1 ∨ try1 ?

cs1

cs2

Figure 6.2: Synchronization skeletons P1s , P2s of reader P1 , writer P2 .
Fig. 6.1b encode the control flow between these code regions as state-transition
diagrams with three states - ncs, try and cs. Thus, each node/state in the
state-transition diagram representation of a process skeleton corresponds to a
unique code region and each edge/transition corresponds to a flow of control
between code regions. The initial states ncs1 , ncs2 of P1 , P2 , respectively
are identified with incoming pointers as shown. Note that we focus on nonterminating programs, and hence require that each node in a process has an
outgoing edge. We often use states and their corresponding code regions interchangeably. Further note that each code region can always be instantiated
with its suppressed sequential code block to obtain the complete process. We
only require that each suppressed sequential code block terminates. In this
chapter, we use process, skeleton and process skeleton interchangeably.
The synchronization skeleton Pks corresponding to an unsynchronized
process skeleton Pk also includes labels on the transitions between the code
regions, as shown, for example, in Fig. 6.2. Each transition label is used to enforce some conditional synchronization constraint, and is a guarded command
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cs1 ncs2

try1 ncs2

2

ncs1 ncs2

1

2

2

1

ncs1 try2

try1 try2

2

2
cs1 try2

1

2

1

2
ncs1 cs2

try1 cs2

Figure 6.3: The concurrent program corresponding to Fig. 6.2. The edge labels
indicate which process’s transition is executed next.
of the form G? → A, with an enabling condition G, evaluated atomically, and
a corresponding set of actions A to be performed atomically if G evaluates to
true. An omitted guard is interpreted as true in general.
A concurrent program P = P1 k . . . k PK composed of K processes can
be viewed as a state-transition diagram1 with a set of global states and a set
of transitions between them (see Fig. 6.3 for a representation of the concurrent program corresponding to the synchronization skeletons in Fig. 6.2). A
global state is composed of individual process states (i.e., current code regions)
S1 , . . . , SK and the values of shared synchronization variables x1 , . . . , xm (this
tuple is often denoted as x̄). An initial global state is composed of the initial
1
To help distinguish between the state-transition diagrams associated with individual
processes and concurrent programs, we use oval and rectangular shapes to represent their
respective states.
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process states and the initial values of the x̄ variables. A guard in the synchronization skeleton of a process is a predicate on these global states, and an
action is a parallel assignment statement that updates the values of the shared
synchronization variables.
We model parallelism in the usual way by the nondeterministic interleaving of the atomic transitions of the synchronization skeletons of the
processes. Hence, at each step of the computation, some process with an enabled transition is nondeterministically selected to be executed next. There
exists a transition in the concurrent program P from a current global state
(S1 , . . . , Sk , . . . , SK , x1 , . . . , xm ) to a next state (S1 , . . . , S0k , . . . , SK , x01 , . . . , x0m )
G?→A

iff there exists a corresponding labeled transition Sk −−−−→ S0k in the synchronization skeleton for process Pk such that the guard G is true in the current
global state, and the action A results in the new valuation x01 , . . . , x0m of the
shared synchronization variables.
6.1.2

Synchronization Primitives — Locks and Condition Variables

Besides using guarded commands to provide high-level synchronization, we
use locks and condition variables as lower-level synchronization primitives in a
concurrent program. Each such primitive is meant to be used in a synchronization region preceding every code region in a synchronized process skeleton. In
this subsection, we define each of these primitives using shared synchronization
variables.
To be able to accommodate these primitives, we need to make small
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Pk () {
lock(l) {
...
}
}

si

` = 0? → `:=k

si

...

si+1

`:=0

si+1

Figure 6.4: Syntax and semantics for lock(`){. . .} in process Pk
modifications to our concurrent program model.

In particular, we use a

Boolean shared variables si to label the state corresponding to code region Si
of a process skeleton. The global state of a concurrent program is composed of
the values of all these Boolean shared variables, along with the shared synchronization variables as before. The labels on the transitions in a synchronization
skeleton are guarded commands as before, but the guards are predicates on
the global state comprised of shared variables, and the actions are parallel
assignments statements updating the values of all shared variables. There is
another important difference in the structure of a synchronization skeleton
based on these synchronization primitives. In order to enable expression of
multiple lower-level synchronization actions (within a synchronization region)
that are equivalent to a single high-level synchronization action, we permit a
sequence of labeled transitions between two code regions of a process. For this
reason, we typically refer to the synchronization skeletons based on locks and
condition variables as refined synchronization skeletons.

Locks: We express locks syntactically, as shown in Fig. 6.4 (in a manner similar to Java’s synchronized keyword), wherein ‘{’ denotes lock acquisition, ‘}’
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Pk () {
lock(`c ) {
while (!Gc )
wait(c, `c );
...
}
}
Ph () {
lock(`c ) {
notify(c);
}
}

si

`c = 0? → `c :=k

si

Gc ? → · · ·

si+1

`c :=0

si+1

¬Gc ? → `c , ink,c := 0, 1

¬ink,c ?

si

sj

`c = 0? → `c :=h

sj

ink,c :=0

sj

`c :=0

sj

Figure 6.5: Syntax and semantics of wait(c,`c ) in Pk and notify(c) in Ph
denotes lock release, and ` is a lock variable. The value of the lock variable is
assumed to be 0 when the lock is available and k when the lock is acquired by
process Pk . The semantics of locks is expressed in the refined synchronization
skeleton of process Pk as shown in Fig. 6.4. Note that, for brevity, we label
a state with the (single) binary shared variable which is true in it, and leave
out all the false binary shared variables. Acquisition of lock ` in process
Pk is modeled as a labeled transition with the label: ` = 0? → ` := k. After
acquiring the lock, the process may perform various tasks that possible change
its state. Release of lock ` is modeled using the transition label: ` := 0.

Condition variables: The syntax and the semantics of the wait and notify
operations on condition variables, assumed in this work, are shown in Fig. 6.5.
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Thus, a process Pk first acquires the lock `c , associated with condition variable c, and then checks the predicate Gc corresponding to c. If the predicate
is true, it proceeds with any other task that may need to be performed in the
synchronization region, possibly changing the state of Pk , and releases `c when
done. If Gc is false Pk executes wait(c,`c ). In this event, Pk automatically
and atomically releases lock `c and adds itself to a wait queue qk,c of processes
blocking/sleeping on condition variable c. Process Pk can be awakened, or
equivalently, removed from qk,c by a notify(c) operation by some other process Ph . Before executing notify(c), process Ph needs to acquire the lock `c
as well. Upon waking up, Pk attempts to reacquire lock `c , and repeats the
entire process. We model addition/removal of process Pk to/from qk,c using a
Boolean variable ink,c as shown in Fig. 6.5.
6.1.3

Specification Language(s)

In this chapter, we focus on propositional temporal logics such as CTL∗ and
its various subsets. The syntax of (propositional) CTL∗ formulas, over a set
AP of atomic propositions, can be defined inductively using a class of state
formulas, evaluated in states, and a class of path formulas, evaluated over
paths as follows:

1. Every atomic proposition p ∈ AP is a state formula.
2. If φ1 , φ2 are state formulas, then so are ¬φ1 and φ1 ∧ φ2 .
3. If ψ is a path formula, then E ψ is a state formula.
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4. Any state formula is also a path formula.
5. If ψ1 , ψ2 are path formulas, then so are ¬ψ1 and ψ1 ∧ ψ2 .
6. If ψ1 , ψ2 are path formulas, then so are X ψ1 , Xk ψ1 2 and ψ1 U ψ2 .
The set of state formulas generated by the above rules constitute the
language CTL∗ . We use the following standard abbreviations: φ1 ∨ φ2 for
¬(¬φ1 ∧ ¬φ2 ), φ1 → φ2 for ¬φ1 ∨ φ2 , φ1 ↔ φ2 for (φ1 → φ2 ) ∧ (φ2 → φ1 ), A ψ
for ¬E ¬ψ, F ψ for true U ψ, and G ψ for ¬F ¬ψ.
We define the semantics of a CTL∗ formula over structures, or models,
of the form M = (S, R, L), where S is a set of states, R is a a total, multiprocess, binary relation R = ∪k Rk over S, composed of the transitions Rk of
each process Pk , and L is a labeling function that assigns to each state u ∈ S
a set of atomic propositions from AP true in u. A path in M is an infinite
sequence π = (u1 , u2 , . . .) of states such that (uj , uj+1 ) ∈ R, for all j ≥ 1. We
denote by πj the j th state in π, and by π j the suffix path (uj , uj+1 , . . .).
The satisfiability of a CTL∗ formula in a state u or path π = (u1 , u2 , . . .)
of M can be defined as follows:
1. M , u |= p iff p ∈ L(u), for an atomic proposition p.
2. M , u |= ¬φ iff it is not the case that M , u |= φ.
2

Xk is a process-indexed nexttime operator, and is typically not included in the definition
of CTL∗
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3. M , u |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iff M , u |= φ1 and M , u |= φ2 .
4. M , u |= E ψ iff for some path π starting at u, M , π |= ψ.
5. M , π |= φ iff M , u1 |= φ, for a state formula φ.
6. M , π |= ¬ψ iff it is not the case that M , π |= ψ.
7. M , π |= ψ1 ∧ ψ2 iff M , π |= ψ1 and M , π |= ψ2 .
8. M , π |= X ψ iff M , π 2 |= ψ.
9. M , π |= Xk ψ iff (u1 , u2 ) ∈ Rk and M , π 2 |= ψ.
10. M , π |= ψ1 U ψ2 iff for some j ≥ 1, M , π j |= ψ2 and for all i < j,
M , π i |= ψ1 .
We say M |= φ, if for every u in a set S0 of initial states in M , M , u |= φ.
The language CTL is a subset of CTL∗ obtained by restricting the path
formulas to just X ψ1 , Xk ψ1 and ψ1 U ψ2 (i.e., by eliminating syntactic rules
(4) and (5)). The language ACTL is the universal fragment of CTL obtained
by disallowing the E operator, and the language ACTL \ X is the universal
fragment of CTL without the nexttime operator. Finally, the language LTL is
defined by the set of all path formulas generated using the syntactic rules (4),
(5) and (6).
Note that a concurrent program P, as defined in Sec. 6.1.1 can be
viewed as a model M = (S, R, L), with the same set of states and transitions
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Table 6.1: Specification for single-reader, single-writer problem
Mutual exclusion:
Absence of starvation for reader, provided
writer remains in ncs:
Absence of starvation for writer:
Priority of writer over reader for outstanding requests to enter cs:

AG(¬(cs1 ∧ cs2 )).
AG(try1 ⇒ AF(cs1 ∨ ¬ncs2 )).
AG(try2 ⇒ AF cs2 ).
AG((try1 ∧ try2 ) ⇒ A[try1 U cs2 ]).

as P, and the identity labeling function L that maps a state to itself. Here, the
set AP of atomic propositions is composed of all possible individual process
states/code regions and values of shared variables. Given a CTL∗ specification
φ, we say P |= φ iff for each initial state u ∈ S, M , u |= φ.

6.2

Motivating Example

Let us revisit the single-reader, single-writer example with the synchronizationfree skeletons for the reader process P1 and the writer process P2 as shown
in Fig. 6.1. The desired set of CTL3 properties for the concurrent program
composed of P1 and P2 , specifying mutual exclusion and starvation-freedom
for the writer, are shown in Table 6.1. Let us denote the conjunction of these
properties as φspec . It is easy to see that in the absence of synchronization
P1 k P2 6|= φspec . Our goal is to modify P1 and P2 by inserting synchronization
code such that the resulting concurrent program satisfies φspec .
In step one of our approach, we first use the state-transition diagram
representations of P1 and P2 to automatically generate a CTL formula φP ,
3

Notice that these properties are all in ACTL \ X.
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specifying the concurrency model and control-flow of the unsynchronized processes. We then use the methodology of [46, 47] to: synthesize a global model
M , based on P1 and P2 , such that M |= φP ∧ φspec (see Fig. 6.3), and decompose M to obtain synchronization skeletons P1s and P2s (see Fig. 6.2), with
guarded commands labeling the transitions between code regions.
main() {
boolean ncs1 := 1, try1 := 0, cs1 := 0, ncs2 := 1, try2 := 0, cs2 := 0;
lock `, condition variables cvcs1 , cvcs2 ;
P1c () k P2c ();
}
P1c () {
P2c () {
while(true) {
while(true) {
Execute code region ncs1 ;
Execute code region ncs2 ;
/* Synchronization region */
/* Synchronization region */
lock(`) {
lock(`) {
ncs1 , try1 := 0, 1;
ncs2 , try2 := 0, 1;
notify(cvcs2 );
}
}
Execute code region try2 ;
Execute code region try1 ;
/* Synchronization region */
/* Synchronization region */
lock(`) {
lock(`) {
while (!(ncs1 ∨ try1 ))
while (!ncs2 )
wait(cvcs2 ,l);
try2 , cs2 := 0, 1;
wait(cvcs1 ,l);
}
try1 , cs1 := 0, 1;
Execute code region cs2 ;
}
/* Synchronization region */
Execute code region cs1 ;
lock(`) {
/* Synchronization region */
cs2 , ncs2 := 0, 1;
lock(`) {
notify(cvcs1 );
cs1 , ncs1 := 0, 1;
}}}
notify(cvcs2 );
}}}

Figure 6.6: The concurrent program P1c k P2c
In the second step of our approach, we mechanically compile the guarded
commands of P1s and P2s into both coarse-grained and fine-grained synchronization code for P1 and P2 . The resulting concurrent programs are shown in
pseudocode in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7.
As can be seen from the variable declarations of these concurrent pro-
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grams, we introduce Boolean shared variables, ncs1 , try2 etc., to capture the
code regions, ncs1 , try2 etc., of each sequential process. We also declare locks
and conditions variables for synchronization. The program P1c k P2c in Fig. 6.6
has a coarser level of lock granularity with a single lock ` for controlling access to the Boolean shared variables and the two condition variables cvcs1 and
cvcs2 . The program P1f k P2f in Fig. 6.7 has a finer level of lock granularity
with separate locks, `ncs1 , `try2 etc., for controlling access to the Boolean shared
variables, ncs1 , try2 etc., respectively, and separate locks, `cvcs1 and `cvcs2 , for
the two condition variables cvcs1 and cvcs2 , respectively.
The modifications to each process are restricted to insertion of synchronization regions between the sequential code regions of the process. The implementation of a coarse-grained synchronization region for the reader-writer
example involves acquiring the lock ` and checking if the guard G for entering
the next code region is enabled. While the guard is false, the reader/writer
waits for it to become true. This is implemented by associating a condition variable cv with the guard G: the reader/writer releases the lock ` and
waits till the writer/reader notifies it that G could be true; the reader/writer
then reacquires the lock and rechecks the guard. If the guard G is true, the
reader/writer updates the values of the shared Boolean variables in parallel
to indicate that it is effectively in the next code region, sends a notification
signal to the writer/reader, which may be waiting for this update, and releases
the lock. If the guard for a code region is always true, as is the case for code
region try1 for instance, we do not need to check its guard, and hence, do not
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need a condition variable associated with its guard.
main() {
boolean ncs1 := 1, try1 := 0, cs1 := 0, ncs2 := 1, try2 := 0, cs2 := 0;
/* Definition of locks in order of predecided lock order */
lock `ncs1 , `try1 , `cs1 , `ncs2 , `try2 , `cs2 ;
lock `cvcs1 , condition variable cvcs1 ;
lock `cvcs2 , condition variable cvcs2 ;
P1f () k P2f ();
}
P1f () {
while(true) {
Execute code region ncs1 ;
/* Synchronization region */
lock(`ncs1 , `try1 ) {
ncs1 , try1 := 0, 1;
}
lock(`cvcs2 ) {
notify(cvcs2 );
}
Execute code region try1 ;
/* Synchronization region */
lock(`cvcs1 ) {
while (!Guardcs1 ())
wait(cvcs1 ,`cvcs1 );
}
Execute code region cs1 ;
/* Synchronization region */
lock(`ncs1 , `cs1 ) {
cs1 , ncs1 := 0, 1;
}
lock(`cvcs2 ) {
notify(cvcs2 );
}}}
boolean Guardcs1 () {
lock(`try1 , `cs1 , `ncs2 ) {
if (ncs2 ) {
try1 , cs1 := 0, 1;
return(true);
}
else return(false);
}}

P2f () {
while(true) {
Execute code region ncs2 ;
/* Synchronization region */
lock(`ncs2 , `try2 ) {
ncs2 , try2 := 0, 1;
}
Execute code region try2 ;
/* Synchronization region */
lock(`cvcs2 ) {
while (!Guardcs2 ())
wait(cvcs2 ,`cvcs2 );
}
Execute code region cs2 ;
/* Synchronization region */
lock(`ncs2 , `cs2 ) {
cs2 , ncs2 := 0, 1;
}
lock(`cvcs1 ) {
notify(cvcs1 );
}}}
boolean Guardcs2 () {
lock(`ncs1 , `try1 , `try2 , `cs2 ) {
if (ncs1 ∨ try1 ) {
try2 , cs2 := 0, 1;
return(true);
}
else return(false);
}}

Figure 6.7: The concurrent program P1f k P2f
The implementation of a fine-grained synchronization region is similar in essence. It differs in the use of multiple locks to control access to the
shared and condition variables, thereby allowing more concurrency. As can be
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seen in Fig. 6.7, P1f and P2f evaluate the guard of a code region and update
the Boolean shared variables in a separate subroutine. In this subroutine,
the processes first acquire all necessary locks. The acquisition of locks is in
a strictly nested fashion in a predecided fixed order to prevent deadlocks.
We use lock(`1 , `2 , . . .){. . .} to denote the nested locks lock(`1 ){lock(`2 ){
. . .}}, with `1 being the outermost lock variable. A synchronization region in
the main body of the reader/writer process acquires the relevant lock and calls
its guard-computing subroutine within a while loop till it returns true, after
which it releases the lock. If the subroutine returns false, the process waits
on the associated condition variable. Each notification signal for a condition
variable, on which the other process may be waiting, is sent out by acquiring the corresponding lock. In the event that the guard of a code region is
always true, we do not need a condition variable to control access into the
code region. Hence, instead of using a separate subroutine for performing
the shared variables updates, the updates are done in the main body of the
synchronization region, after acquiring the necessary locks.
Both P1c k P2c and P1f k P2f are correct-by-construction and hence
guaranteed to satisfy φspec ∧ φP . In the following section, we provide a more
detailed description of the algorithms involved in generating P1c k P2c and
P1f k P2f , and establish their correctness.
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6.3

The Synchronization Synthesis Algorithm

In what follows, we restrict the number of sequential processes to 2 for ease
of exposition. Let us review our problem definition. Given the unsynchronized skeletons of sequential processes P1 and P2 , and a temporal specification
φspec of their desired global concurrent behaviour, we wish to automatically
insert synchronization code in P1 and P2 , to obtain P 1 and P 2 , such that
P 1 k P 2 |= φ. We propose an automated framework to do this in two steps.
The first step involves computer-aided construction of a high-level solution
with synchronization actions based on guarded commands. The second step
comprises a correctness-preserving, mechanical translation of the high-level
synchronization actions into synchronization code based on lower-level synchronization primitives such as locks and condition variables. We describe
these steps in more detail in this section.
6.3.1

Synthesis of High-Level Solution

For the first step, we primarily rely on the methodology presented in [46, 47]
to: (1) synthesize a global model M , based on P1 and P2 , such that M |= φspec ,
and (2) derive the synchronization skeletons, P1s and P2s from M . The synthesis of a global model requires a specification φP of the concurrency model
and control-flow of the unsynchronized process skeletons, along with the desired global behaviour φspec . In this work, we alleviate the user’s burden of
specification-writing by mainly requiring the user to provide a simple statetransition diagram representation of the unsynchronized processes. The CTL
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formula φP , is then automatically inferred as the conjunction of the following (classes of) properties (illustrated using our reader-writer example from
Fig. 6.1):
1. Initial condition:
ncs1 ∧ ncs2
2. Each process Pk , for k ∈ {1, 2}, is always in exactly one of its code
regions:
AG(ncsk ∨ tryk ∨ csk ) ∧ AG(ncsk ⇒ ¬(tryk ∨ csk )) ∧
AG(tryk ⇒ ¬(ncsk ∨ csk )) ∧ AG(csk ⇒ ¬(ncsk ∨ tryk ))
3. At any step, only one process can make a (local) move:
AG(ncs1 ⇒ AX2 ncs1 ) ∧ AG(try1 ⇒ AX2 try1 ) ∧ AG(cs1 ⇒ AX2 cs1 )
AG(ncs2 ⇒ AX1 ncs2 ) ∧ AG(try2 ⇒ AX1 try2 ) ∧ AG(cs2 ⇒ AX1 cs2 )
4. Some process can always make a (local) move:
AG(EX1 true ∨ EX2 true)
Besides the above properties, φP also includes CTL formulas describing
the flow of control between the code regions of each process. These properties essentially capture two types of transitions between code regions:
5. Any move that a process makes from a current code region is into a
successor code region
6. Any move that a process makes from a current code region is into a
successor code region and such a move is always possible.
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Notice that property (5) simply identifies a successor code region, while property (6), in addition, states that the move into the successor code region can
be made unconditionally, By default, one can assume that all transitions in the
state-transition diagram of a process satisfy the stronger property (6) above.
One may sometimes require a user to identify the transitions that do not satisfy property (6), and instead only satisfy property (5). However, it is typically
possible to automate this classification as well. For our reader-writer example, for instance, since the code regions cs1 and cs2 involve a mutual exclusion
property, transitions into these code regions cannot satisfy property (6). Thus,
we have the following additional formulas included in φP for the reader-writer
example, for k ∈ {1, 2}: AG(tryk ⇒ AXk csk ), AG(ncsk ⇒ EXk tryk ) and
AG(csk ⇒ EXk ncsk )4 .
We refer the interested reader to [47] for further details about the steps
involved in the synthesis of M and P1s , P2s . For our current purpose, it suffices to recall that the synthesis process may introduce shared synchronization
variables, x̄, and that there may be multiple labeled transitions between two
code regions of a synchronization skeleton.
We would like to remark that the above high-level solution cannot be
extracted by pruning the naive product graph of the local process skeletons.
4

Let us clarify the semantic difference between the temporal operators AXk and EXk .
If there exists a state u in model M such that there is no Pk -transition enabled in u,
M , u 6|= EXk true, but M , u |= AXk true. Thus, AXk is a weak nexttime operator, which
only asserts some property of the next state if there exists a next state with a Pk -transition
into it. EXk , on the other hand, is a strong nexttime operator, and also asserts the existence
of a next state with a Pk -transition into it.
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This is because the product-graph-pruning approach does not introduce any
additional shared synchronization variables that can help ensure fulfillment of
liveness properties.
Notation: In what follows, let P1 have n1 code regions, S1,1 , . . . , S1,n1 , and P2
have n2 code regions, S2,1 , . . . , S2,n2 . We denote the guard and the action in the
j th labeled transition from S1,(i−1) to S1,i in P1s as G1,i,j and A1,i,j , respectively.
When helpful, we will explicitly write A1,i,j as x̄ := x̄1,i,j to denote a parallel
assignment to the shared synchronization variables x̄ that results in their new
valuation x̄1,i,j . We denote the disjunction over guards in all labeled transitions
W
from S1,(i−1) to S1,i as G1,i = j G1,i,j , and refer to it as the overall guard of
code region S1,i .
6.3.2

Synthesis of Low-level Solution

In the second step of our algorithm, we mechanically compile the guarded commands of P1s and P2s into coarse-grained or fine-grained synchronization code
for P1 and P2 . The resulting processes are denoted as P1c , P2c (coarse-grained)
or P1f , P2f (fine-grained). In both cases, we first declare Boolean shared variables, s1,i , s2,r to represent the code regions S1,i , S2,r of each sequential process.
We also declare locks and conditions variables for synchronization. For the program P1c k P2c , which has a coarser level of lock granularity, we declare a single
lock ` for controlling access to shared variables and condition variables. For
the program P1f k P2f with a finer level of lock granularity, we declare separate
locks `s1,i , `s2,r and `xq for controlling access to each Boolean shared variable
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Execute S1,i−1 ;
lock(`) {
e1,i )
while (!G
wait(cv1,i ,`);
e1,i,1 )
if (G
x̄ := x̄1,i,1 ;
...
e1,i,t )
if (G
x̄ := x̄1,i,t ;
s1,i−1 , s1,i := 0, 1;
notify(cv2,r );
...
notify(cv2,s );
}
Execute S1,i ;

Execute S1,i−1 ;
lock(`cv1,i ) {
while (!Guard1,i )
wait(cv1,i ,`cv1,i );
}
lock(`cv2,r ) {
notify(cv2,r );
}
...
lock(`cv2,s ) {
notify(cv2,s );
}
Execute S1,i ;

boolean Guard1,i () {
lock(`s1,i−1 , `s1,i , . . .) {
e1,i ) {
if (G
e1,i,1 )
if (G
x̄ := x̄1,i,1 ;
...
e1,i,t )
if (G
x̄ := x̄1,i,t ;
s1,i−1 , s1,i := 0, 1;
return(true);
}
else
return(false);
}}

(b) Fine-grained

(a) Coarse-grained

Figure 6.8: Coarse, fine-grained synchronization regions between S1,i−1 , S1,i
.
s1,i , s2,k , and each shared synchronization variable xq , respectively. We further
define a separate lock `cv1,i , `cv2,r for each condition variable cv1,i , cv2,r to allow
simultaneous processing of different condition variables.
We refer the reader to Fig. 6.8a for a generalized coarse-grained synchronization region between code regions S1,i−1 and S1,i . The implementation
of a coarse-grained synchronization region involves acquiring the lock l and
checking if the overall guard G1,i for entering the next code region S1,i is enabled. While the guard is false, P1c waits for P2c to be in an enabling code
region. This is implemented by associating a condition variable cv1,i with the
overall guard G1,i of S1,i . If none of the guards of the labeled transitions is
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true, P1c waits till P2c notifies it that G1,i could be true. P1c then reacquires
the lock ` and rechecks G1,i . If G1,i is true, some individual guard G1,i,j is
true, and P1c performs a parallel update to the values of the x̄ variables, as
expressed in the corresponding A1,i,j . Since we cannot modify the code region
S1,i , before proceeding to S1,i , P1c also updates the values of the Boolean shared
variables s1,i−1 and s1,i to reflect the code region change. Finally, P1c sends a
notification signal corresponding to every guard (i.e. condition variable) of P2c
which may be changed to true by P1c ’s shared variables updates, and releases
the lock `. Note that if the overall guard for a code region is true, we do not
need to check its guard, and hence, do not need to declare a condition variable
associated with its guard.
While fine-grained locking can typically be achieved by careful definition and nesting of multiple locks, one needs to be especially cautious in the
presence of condition variables for various reasons. For instance, upon execution of wait(c,`c ) in a nested locking scheme, a process only releases the lock
`c before going to sleep, while still holding all outer locks. This can potentially
lead to a deadlock. The generalized fine-grained synchronization region preceding S1,i in P1f , shown in Fig. 6.8b, circumvents these issues by utilizing a
separate subroutine to evaluate the overall guard G1,i . In this subroutine, P1f
first acquires all necessary locks, corresponding to all shared variables accessed
in the subroutine. These locks are acquired in a strictly nested fashion and in
a predecided fixed order to prevent deadlocks. The subroutine then evaluates
G1,i and returns its value to the main body of P1f . If found true, the sub-
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routine also performs an appropriate parallel update to the x̄ variables similar
to the coarse-grained case. The synchronization region in the main body of
P1f acquires the relevant lock `cv1,i and calls its guard-computing subroutine
within a while loop till it returns true, after which it releases the lock `cv1,i .
If the subroutine returns false, the process waits on the associated condition
variable cv1,i . Each notification signal for a condition variable, on which the
other process may be waiting, is sent out by acquiring the corresponding lock.
We show a sketch of the overall algorithm for generating the fine-grained
solution in Algo. 1. The algorithm for generating the coarse-grained solution is
similar (and obviously, simpler). In Lines 2-6, we first declare a Boolean shared
variable s1,i to represent each code region S1,i , and a corresponding lock `s1,i .
Further, since each guard G1,i,j in P1s is a predicate over the code regions of P2
e1,i,j by mapping each S2,r in
and the x̄ variables, we transform each G1,i,j into G
e1,i,j is a
G1,i,j to the corresponding Boolean shared variable s2,r . Thus, each G
predicate over the Boolean shared variables and the x̄ variables. We similarly
e1,i . The algorithm declares a lock `1,i and a condition variable cv1,i ,
compute G
e1,i is not equivalent to true.
corresponding to S1,i , only if G
Once all shared variable declarations for both processes are completed,
the next step computes the ordered list of lock variables, corresponding to all
e1,i,j ? → A1,i,j
shared variables that are accessed in the guarded commands G
labeling the transitions from S1,i−1 to S1,i . The locks are ordered according to
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a predecided fixed order.
Algorithm 1: Computation of P1f , P2f
Input: P1s , P2s , predefined lock order LO
1 begin
/* Declaration of shared variables
2
foreach code region S1,i in P1s do
define Boolean shared var s1,i and lock `s1,i ;
3
e 1,i,j for each j and compute G
e 1,i ;
4
compute G
e
5
if G1,i 6≡ true then
6
define lock `1,i with condition var cv1,i ;

*/

e 1,i 6≡ W S2,r */
/* i.e., G
r

/* Steps not shown: repeat Lines 2-6 for P2s
/* Computation of lock list
foreach S1,i in P1s do
create ordered list, LockList(S1,i ), with locks, corres. to all shared vars to be
accessed in the synchronization region for S1,i , ordered according to LO ;

*/
*/

/* Computation of notification list
foreach S1,i in P1s do
foreach cv2,r in P2s do
e 2,r ) ∨ (s1,i ∧ W (x̄ = x̄1,i,p ) ⇒ G
e 2,r ) then
if (s1,i ⇒ G
p
Add cv2,r to N otif icationList(S1,i );

*/

9
10
11
12

/* Construction of synchronization regions in the main body of P1f
foreach S1,i in P1s do
e 1,i 6≡ true then
if G
print “lock(`1,i ) { while (!Guard1,i ) wait(cv1,i ,`1,i ) };”;

*/

13
14
15

7
8

16
17

else
print “lock(”, print ordered list of lock vars from LockList(S1,i ), print “){”;
At (S1,i )

18

if only one labeled transition from S1,i−1 −−−−−−→ S1,i then
print “x̄ := ”, print the valuation of x̄1,i , print “;”;

19

else

20
21

22
23
24

25
26
27

28

G1,i−1,j ?→A1,i,j

foreach labeled transition S1,i−1 −
−−−−−−−−−−−−
→ S1,i do
e 1,i,j , print “) x̄ := ”, print the
print “if (”, print the expression G
valuation of x̄1,i,j , print “;”;
print “s1,i−1 , s1,i := 0, 1; }”;
foreach cv2,k in NotificationList(S1,i ) do
print “lock(`2,k ) { notify(cv2,k ); }”;
/* Construction of synchronization subroutines of P1f
*/
foreach S1,i in P1s do
e 1,i 6≡ true then
if G
create subroutine named Guard1,i with a Boolean return value: “boolean
Guard1,i () {” ;
/* Steps not shown: generate subroutine body, as shown in
Fig. 7.4b, using steps similar to Lines 17-22, ending the
subroutine body by printing the following
*/
print “return(true); } else return(false); }}”
/* Steps not shown:

repeat Lines 7-28 for P2s

29 end
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*/

We then compute the list of condition variables (Lines 9-12), on which
P2c may be waiting, and whose corresponding guards may be changed from
false to true by the shared variable updates done in the synchronization
e2,r ) ∨ (s1,i ∧
region for S1,i . This corresponds to the predicate (s1,i ⇒ G
W
e
e
p (x̄ = x̄1,i,p ) ⇒ G2,r ). Recall that an arbitrary guard G2,r,j of a labeled
transition into S2,r is a disjunction of formulas, where each formula is either
some s1,i , or a conjunction s1,i ∧ x̄ = x̄1,i,p of some s1,i and some pth valuation
of the x̄ variables. Thus, the condition variable cv2,r needs to be notified
only if either the update s1,i := 1 done in the synchronization region for S1,i
e2,r,j true, or, the update s1,i := 1 in conjunction with some updated
makes G
e2,r,j true.
valuation x̄1,i,p of the x̄ variables makes G
Finally, the algorithm synthesizes synchronization regions and synchronization subroutines for both processes, of the form shown in Fig. 6.8b
(Lines 13-28). Note that in the event that the guard of a code region is true,
we do not need a condition variable to control access into the code region.
Hence, instead of using a separate subroutine for performing the shared variables updates, the updates are done in the main body of the synchronization
region, after acquiring the necessary locks.
We emphasize certain optimizations implemented in our compilations
that potentially improve the performance of the synthesized concurrent program: (a) declaration of condition variables only when necessary, (b) inference
of a N otif icationList for each synchronization region that avoids sending un132

necessary notification signals to the other process, and, (c) use of separate
synchronization subroutines only when necessary.
The fine-grained compilation presented here illustrates the general anatomy of a fine-grained solution based on locks and condition variables. While
we associate a lock with each shared variable in our solution, this need not
be the case in general. The number of fine-grained locks to be used can be
reduced, for example, using the approach in [49].
6.3.3

Algorithm Notes

Soundness and Completeness Let M c and M f , be the global models5 corresponding to P1c k P2c and P1f k P2f , respectively. We have the following
Correspondence Lemmas:
Lemma 6.3.1. [Coarse-grained Correspondence] Given an ACTL \ X formula
φ, M |= φ ⇒ M c |= φ.
Lemma 6.3.2. [Fine-grained Correspondence] Given an ACTL \ X formula φ,
M |= φ ⇒ M f |= φ.
The proofs of the above lemmas are based on carefully establishing
stuttering simulations between the models, and are presented in Appendix 16 .
5

These global models can be constructed from the concurrent composition of P1c , P2c
and P1f , P2f , respectively using the semantics of the synchronization primitives, lock(`),
wait(c,`c ) and notify(c), as defined in Sec. 6.1.
6
While we choose to restrict our attention to the preservation of ACTL \ X formulas in
the above lemmas, we show in Appendix 1 that the translations from M to M c and M f
actually preserve all ACTL∗ \ X properties, as well as CTL∗ properties of the form A ψ or
E ψ, where ψ is an LTL \ X formula.
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Note that the models are not stuttering bisimilar, and hence our compilations
do not preserve arbitrary CTL \ X properties. This is not a problem, as most
global concurrency properties of interest (see Table 6.1) are expressible in
ACTL \ X.
Theorem 6.3.3. [Soundness]: Given unsynchronized skeletons P1 , P2 , and
an ACTL \ X formula φspec , if our method generates P1c , P2c , or, P1f , P2f , then
P1c k P2c |= φspec and P1f k P2f |= φspec .
Theorem 6.3.4. [Completeness]: Given unsynchronized skeletons P1 , P2 , and
an ACTL \ X formula φspec , if the temporal specifications — φP , describing
P1 , P2 and the concurrency model, and φspec , describing their intended global
behaviour — are consistent, then our method constructs P1c , P2c , and P1f , P2f
such that P1c k P2c |= φspec and P1f k P2f |= φspec .
The soundness follows directly from the soundness of the synthesis of
synchronization skeletons [46, 47], and from the above Correspondence Lemmas. The completeness follows from the completeness of the synthesis of
synchronization skeletons for overall consistent specifications and from the
completeness of the compilation of guarded commands to coarse-grained and
fine-grained synchronization code.

Extensions. The framework presented above can be extended in a straightforward manner to the synthesis of concurrent programs based on an arbitrary
(but fixed) number K of processes. The synthesis of synchronization skeletons
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in the first step, based on [47], extends directly to K processes. But since this
involves building a global model M , with size exponential in K, it exhibits a
state explosion problem. There has, however, been work [3, 4] on improving
the scalability of the approach. These algorithms avoid building the entire
global model and instead compose interacting process pairs to synthesize the
synchronization skeletons. Hence, for K > 2 processes, we can use the more
scalable synthesis algorithms to synthesize the synchronization skeletons in the
first step.
The synthesis of coarse-grained synchronization can be directly extended to handle K > 2 processes by declaring Boolean shared variables and
condition variables (when the guard is not equivalent to true) corresponding
to the code regions of all processes, as before. The basic structure of a synthesized synchronization region remains the same. The notification lists are
also computed as before and now include condition variables associated with
multiple processes, in general. The synthesis of fine-grained synchronization
can similarly be extended to handle K > 2 processes. Note that we never need
to use a notifyAll synchronization primitive, as every condition variable is
associated with a unique code region of a unique process. Further note that
the synthesis of coarse or fine-grained synchronization circumvents the stateexplosion problem for arbitrary K by avoiding construction/manipulation of
the global model.
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Figure 6.10: Synchronization-free skeleton for airplane process Pk

6.4

Experiments

Example: Airport Ground Traffic Simulator (AGTS). Let us consider
an example concurrent program, AGTS, based on the case study in [132],
that simulates airport ground traffic network operations. The ground network model resembles the Seattle/Tacoma International Airport with two runways 16R and 16L, used for landing and takeoff, respectively, and is shown
in Fig. 6.9. Each process in the AGTS program simulates the operations of a
single airplane.
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We assume that we are given the synchronization-free skeleton for the
k th airplane process Pk , as shown in Fig. 6.10. This unsynchronized skeleton
abstracts the actual operations of an airplane, and encodes the control flow
between the code regions of the airplane process as a state-transition diagram,
similar to Fig. 6.1. Thus, as shown in Fig. 6.10, an airplane process Pk is
initially in state InAirk (arriving airplane) or Parkk (departing airplane).
An arriving airplane first attempts to land on runway 16R (TryLandk ), then
lands (Landk ), attempts to exit on a C taxiway (TryCk ), takes a C taxiway (Ck ), attempts to cross runway 16L (TryCRossk ), crosses the runway
(CRossk ), attempts to take the corresponding B taxiway (TryBk ), takes the
B taxiway (Bk ), and finally parks. A departing airplane attempts to takeoff
on runway 16L (TryTakeoffk ), takes off (Takeoffk ) and is back in air.
Henceforth. we abbreviate the code region names using the corresponding
bold letters. Note that, for simplicity, we restrict our attention to just one C
and one B taxiway in Fig. 6.107 .
The AGTS program must guarantee the following properties: (a) Mutual exclusion: No two airplanes can occupy the same runway or taxiway at
the same time, and, an airplane taxi-ing on a C exit can cross runway 16L only
if no airplane is on runway 16L at the moment, (b) Starvation-freedom8 : An
airplane that wants to land, take one of the C taxiways, cross runway 16L, or
take one of the B taxiways, eventually succeeds in doing so, and (c) Priority
7

While this restriction imposes a linear control flow on our example process Pk , note that
our framework can be extended to handle skeletons with an arbitrary branching structure.
8
The case study in [132] focussed on safety properties.
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Table 6.2: Formal specification for AGTS program for every process pair Pk , Ph
Mutual exclusion:
AG(¬((lk ∨ tck ) ∧ (lh ∨ tch )))
AG(¬((ck ∨ tcrk ) ∧ (ch ∨ tcrh )))
AG(¬((crk ∨ tbk ∨ tk ) ∧ (crh ∨ tbh ∨ th )))
AG(¬(bk ∧ bh ))
Starvation-freedom:
AG(tlk ⇒ AF lh )
AG(tcrk ⇒ AF crh )
AG(tck ⇒ AF ch ) AG(tbk ⇒ AF bh )
Priority of arriving plane over departing plane:
AG((ttk ∧ (tcrh ∨ crh ∨ tbh )) ⇒ A[ttk U bh ])
Starvation-freedom for departing plane, provided arriving plane is not trying to cross or
crossing runway 16L:
AG(ttk ⇒ AF(tk ∨ (tcrh ∨ crh ∨ tbh ))).

of arriving airplanes: An airplane that wants to take off can do so only if no
airplane wants to cross or is crossing runway 16L at the moment. We assume
that we are given a formal specification capturing the desired set of properties
(see Table 6.2).

Experimental Results. We have implemented a prototype synthesis tool
[48] in Perl, which automatically compiles synchronization skeletons into concurrent Java programs based on both coarse-grained and fine-grained synchronization. We used the tool successfully to synthesize synchronization code
for the above example AGTS program, with two airplane processes, and for
several configurations of K-process mutual exclusion, readers-writers, dining
philosophers, etc..
Our experiments were run on a quad-core 3.4GHz machine with 4GB
of RAM. The running time of the tool for generating these small examples was
a few milliseconds. We present the normalized running times for some of the
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Table 6.3: Experimental results
Program

Granularity
Coarse
2-plane AGTS
Fine
Coarse
1-Reader, 1-Writer
Fine
Coarse
2-process Mutex
Fine
Coarse
2-Readers, 3-Writers
Fine

Norm. Run. Time
1
1.47
1
0.79
1
1.08
1
1.14

generated examples in Table 6.3. Observe that the coarse-grained synchronization version often outperforms the fine-grained synchronization version.
In particular, it suffers significantly in the 2-plane AGTS example due to excessive locking overhead9 .

9

For the 2-plane AGTS example, we invoked an additional optimization in the compilae 1,i of a code region S1,i includes more than half the code regions
tion: if the overall guard G
e
of P2 , instead of using G1,i in the coarse-grained and fine-grained compilations, we use the
negation of its conjunction. This helps minimize the number of shared variables accessed
in each synchronization region, and the corresponding locking overhead in the fine-grained
synchronization regions.
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Chapter 7
Generalized Synchronization Synthesis

Overview. In this chapter, we present a framework that takes a sharedmemory concurrent program composed of unsynchronized processes, along
with a temporal specification of their global concurrent behaviour, and automatically generates a concurrent program with synchronization ensuring
correct global behaviour. Our methodology supports finite-state concurrent
programs composed of processes that may have local and shared variables,
may be straight-line or branching programs, may be ongoing or terminating,
and may have program-initialized or user-initialized variables. The specification language is an extension of propositional CTL that enables easy specification of safety and liveness properties over control and data variables. The
framework also supports synthesis of synchronization at different levels of abstraction and granularity.

In Chapter 6, we focussed on synthesizing synchronization code for abstract
sequential processes called skeletons. This abstraction is particularly helpful
when one is exclusively interested in properties describing the desired controlflow and concurrent behaviour of a concurrent program. However, this abstrac-
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tion, which suppresses all sequential computational details that are irrelevant
for synchronization, is restrictive, when one is interested in properties such as
AG (v1 = µ ⇒ AF(v2 = µ + 1)), over the values of the data variables in a concurrent program. In this chapter, we generalize both the concurrent program
model as well as the specification language of Chapter 6 to enable synthesis of
synchronization in real-world programs, given temporal logic properties over
both program locations and data variables.

7.1

Formal Framework

In this section, we first establish a vocabulary L of symbols, and then define
our model of concurrent programs and specification language, based on L.
7.1.1

A vocabulary L

Symbols of L: We fix a vocabulary L that includes a set LV of variable symbols (denoted v, v1 etc.), a set LF of function symbols (denoted f , f1 etc.), a
set LB of predicate symbols (denoted B, B1 etc.), and a non-empty set LS of
sorts. LS contains the special sort bool, along with the special sort location.
Each variable v has associated with it a sort in LS , denoted sort(v). Each
function symbol f has an associated arity and a sort: sort(f ) for an r-ary
function symbol is an r + 1-tuple < σ1 , . . . , σr , σ > of sorts in LS , specifying
the sorts of both the domain and range of f . Each predicate symbol B also
has an associated arity and sort: sort(B) for an r-ary predicate symbol is an
r-tuple < σ1 , . . . , σr > of sorts in LS . Constant symbols (denoted c, c1 etc.)
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are identified as the 0-ary function symbols, with each constant symbol c associated with a sort, denoted sort(c), in LS . Proposition symbols are identified
as the 0-ary predicate symbols. The vocabulary L also includes the distinguished equality predicate symbol =, used for comparing elements of the same
sort.

Syntax of L-terms and L-atoms: Given any set of variables V ⊆ LV , we
inductively construct the set of L-terms and L-atoms over V , using sorted
symbols, as follows:

- Every variable of sort σ is a term of sort σ.
- If f is a function symbol of sort < σ1 , . . . , σr , σ >, and tj is a term of
sort σj for j ∈ [1, r], then f (t1 , . . . , tr ) is a term of sort σ. In particular,
every constant of sort σ is a term of sort σ.
- If B is a predicate symbol of sort < σ1 , . . . , σr >, and tj is a term of
sort σj for j ∈ [1, r], then B(t1 , . . . , tr ) is an atom. In particular, every
proposition symbol is an atom.
- If t1 , t2 are terms of the same sort, t1 = t2 is an atom.
Semantics of L-terms and L-atoms: Given any set of variables V ⊆ LV ,
an interpretation I of symbols of L, and L-terms and L-atoms over V is a map
satisfying the following:
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- Every sort σ ∈ LS is mapped to a nonempty domain Dσ . In particular,
the sort bool is mapped to the Boolean domain Dbool : {true, false},
and the sort location is mapped to a domain of control locations in a
program.
- Every variable symbol v of sort σ is mapped to an element v I in Dσ .
- Every function symbol f , of sort < σ1 , . . . , σr , σ > is mapped to a function f I : Dσ1 × . . . Dσr → Dσ . In particular, every constant symbol c of
sort σ is mapped to an element cI ∈ Dσ .
- Every predicate symbol B of sort < σ1 . . . σr > is mapped to a function
Dσ1 × . . . Dσr → Dbool . Every proposition symbol is mapped to an
element of Dbool .
Given an interpretation I as defined above, the valuation valI [t] of an L-term
t and the valuation valI [G] of an L-atom G are defined as follows:
- For a term t which is a variable v, the valuation is v I .
- For a term f (t1 , . . . , tr ), the valuation valI [f (t1 , . . . , tr )] equals the valuation f I (valI [t1 ], . . . , valI [tr ]).
- For an atom G(t1 , . . . , tr ), the valuation valI [G(t1 , . . . , tr )] = true iff
GI (valI [t1 ], . . . , valI [tr ]) = true.
- For an atom t1 = t2 , valI [t1 = t2 ] = true iff valI [t1 ] = valI [t2 ].
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In the rest of this chapter, we assume that the interpretation of constant, function and predicate symbols in L is known and fixed. We further
assume that the interpretation of sort symbols to specific domains is known
and fixed. With some abuse of notation, we shall denote the interpretation of
all constant, function and predicate symbols simply by the symbol name, and
identify sorts with their domains. Examples of some constant, function and
predicate symbols that may be included in L are: constant symbols 0, 1, 2,
function symbols +, −, and predicate symbols <, > over the integers, function
symbols ∨, ¬ over bool, the constant symbol ϕ (empty list), function symbol
• (appending lists) and predicate symbol null (emptiness test) over lists, etc..
Finally, when the interpretation is obvious from the context, we denote the
valuations valI [t], valI [G] of terms t and atoms G simply as val[t], val[G],
respectively.
7.1.2

Concurrent Program Model

In this chapter, we consider a (shared-memory) concurrent program to be an
asynchronous composition of a non-empty, finite set of processes, equipped
with a finite set of program variables that range over finite domains. We assume a simple concurrent programming language, as shown in Fig. 7.1, with
assignment, condition test, unconditional goto, sequential and parallel composition, and the synchronization primitive - conditional critical region (CCR)
[63,66]. A concurrent program P is written using the concurrent programming
language, in conjunction with L-terms and L-atoms. We assume that the sets
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of (data and control) variables, functions and predicates available for writing
P are each finite subsets of LV , LF and LB , respectively.
hpgmi
hvardecli
hasyncprocsi
hproci
hlocalvardecli
hstmtseqi
hlabstmti
hatomicstmti
hassignmenti
hconditiontesti
hgotoi
hCCRi

::= hvardecli hasyncprocsi
::= v : hdomaini; | v : hdomaini with v = υinit ;
| hvardecli hvardecli
::= hproci k hasyncprocsi | hproci
::= hlocalvardecli hstmtseqi
::= hvardecli
::= hlabstmti ; hstmtseqi
::= λ : hatomicstmti
::= hassignmenti | hconditiontesti | hgotoi | hCCRi
::= v1 , . . . , vm := t1 , . . . , tm
::= if (G) λif else λelse
::= goto λ
::= G? → hatomicstmtseqi
Figure 7.1: Concurrent program syntax

Thus, a concurrent program P consists of a variable declaration, followed by an asynchronous parallel composition, P1 k . . . kPK , of say K processes, with K > 0. The variable declaration consists of a finite sequence of
declaration statements, specifying the set X of shared data variables, their
domains, and possibly initializing them to specific values. For example, the
declaration statement, v1 : {0, 1, 2, 3} with v1 = 0, declares a variable v1
with (a finite integer) domain {0, 1, 2, 3}, and initializes the variable to the
value 0. The initial value of any uninitialized variable is assumed to be a
user/environment input from the domain of the variable.
A process Pk consists of a declaration of a set Yk of local data variables
(similar to the declaration of shared data variables in P), and a finite sequence
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of labeled, atomic statements. We denote the unique atomic statement at location λ as stmt(λ). The set of data variables V ark accessible by Pk is given by
X ∪Yk . The set of labels or locations of Pk is denoted Lk = {λ0k , . . . , λnk k }, with
λ0k being a designated start location. Unless specified otherwise1 , an atomic
statement is an assignment, condition test, unconditional goto, or CCR. An assignment statement is a parallel assignment of L-terms t1 , . . . , tm , over V ark ,
to the data variables v1 , . . . , vm in V ark . Upon completion, an assignment
statement at λik transfers control to the next location λi+1 . A condition test,
consists of an L-atom G over V ark , and a pair of locations λif , λelse in Lk
to transfer control to if G evaluates to true, false, respectively. The statement goto λ is a transfer of control to location λ ∈ Lk . A CCR is a guarded
statement block, where the enabling guard G is an L-atom over V ark and the
statement block is a sequence of assignment, conditional and goto statements.
The guard G is evaluated atomically and if found to be true, the corresponding statement block is executed atomically, and control is transferred to the
next location. If G is found to be false, the process waits at the same location
till G evaluates to true. An unsynchronized process does not contain CCRs.
We model the asynchronous composition of concurrent processes by the
nondeterministic interleaving of their atomic instructions. Hence, at each step
of the computation, some process, with an enabled transition, is nondeterministically selected to be executed next by a scheduler. The set of program
1

A user may define an atomic statement (block) as a sequence of assignment, conditional
and goto statements
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variables is denoted V = Loc ∪ V ar, where Loc = {loc1 , . . . , locK } is the set
of control variables and V ar = V ar1 ∪ . . . ∪ V arK is the set of data variables.
The semantics of the concurrent program P is given by a transition system
(S, S0 , R), where S is a set of states, S0 ⊆ S is a set of initial states and
R ⊆ S × S is the transition relation. Each state s ∈ S is a valuation of the
program variables in V . We denote the value of variable v in state s as vals [v],
and the corresponding value of a term t and an atom G in state s as vals [t]
and vals [G], respectively. vals [t] and vals [G] are defined inductively as in
Sec. 7.1.1. The domain of each control variable lock ∈ V is the set of locations
Lk , and the domain of each data variable is determined from its declaration.
The set of initial states S0 corresponds to all states s with vals [lock ] = λ0k for
all k ∈ [1, K], and vals [v] = υinit , for every data variable v initialized in its
declaration to some constant υinit . There exists a transition from state s to
0

0

s0 in R, with vals [lock ] = λk , vals [lock ] = λ0k and vals [locj ] = vals [locj ] for
all j 6= k, iff there exists a corresponding local move in process Pk involving
stmt(λk ), such that:
1. stmt(λk ) is the assignment instruction: v1 , . . . , vm := t1 , . . . , tm , for each
0

variable vi with i ∈ [1, m]: vals [vi ] = vals [ti ], for all other data variables
0

v: vals [v] = vals [v], and λ0k is the next location in Pk after λk , or,
2. stmt(λk ) is the condition test: if (G) λif else `else , the valuation of all
data variables in s0 is the same as that in s, and either vals [G] is true
and λ0k = λif , or vals [G] is false and λ0k = λelse , or,
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3. stmt(λk ) is goto λ, the valuation of all data variables in s0 is the same
as that in s, and λ0k = λ, or,
4. stmt(λk ) is the CCR G? → hatomicstmtseqi, vals [G] is true, the valuation of all data variables in s0 correspond to the atomic execution of
hatomicstmtseqi from state s, and λ0k is the next location in Pk after λk .
We assume that R is total. For terminating processes Pk , we assume that PK
ends with a special instruction, halt : goto halt.
7.1.3

Specification Language

Our specification language, LCTL, is an extension of propositional CTL, with
formulas composed from L-atoms. While one can use propositional CTL for
specifying properties of finite-state programs, LCTL enables more natural
specification of properties of concurrent programs communicating via typed
shared variables. We describe the syntax and semantics of this language below.

Syntax: Given a set of variables V ⊆ LV , we inductively construct the set of
(LCTL) formulas over V , using L-atoms, in conjunction with the propositional
operators ¬, ∧ and the temporal operators A, E, X, U, along with the processindexed next-time operator Xk :
- Every L-atom over V is a formula.
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- If φ1 , φ2 are formulas, then so are ¬φ1 and φ1 ∧ φ2 .
- If φ1 , φ2 are formulas, then so are EX φ1 , EXk φ1 , A[φ1 U φ2 ] and E[φ1 U φ2 ].
We use the following standard abbreviations: φ1 ∨ φ2 for ¬(¬φ1 ∧ ¬φ2 ),
φ1 → φ2 for ¬φ1 ∨ φ2 , φ1 ↔ φ2 for (φ1 → φ2 ) ∧ (φ2 → φ1 ), AX φ for
¬EX ¬φ, AXk φ for ¬EXk ¬φ, AF φ for A[true U φ], EF φ for E[true U φ], EG φ
for ¬AF ¬φ, and AG φ for ¬EF ¬φ.

Semantics: LCTL formulas over a set of variables V are interpreted over
models of the form M = (S, R, L), where S is a set of states and R is a a total,
multi-process, binary relation R = ∪k Rk over S, composed of the transitions
Rk of each process Pk . L is a labeling function that assigns to each state s ∈ S
a valuation of all variables in V . The value of a term t in a state s ∈ S of M is
denoted as val(M ,s) [t], and is defined inductively as in Sec. 7.1.1. A path in M
is a sequence π = (s0 , s1 , . . .) of states such that (sj , sj+1 ) ∈ R, for all j ≥ 0.
We denote the j th state in π as πj .
The satisfiability of an LCTL formula in a state s of M can be defined
as follows:
- M , s |= G(t1 , . . . , tm ) iff G(val(M ,s) [t1 ], . . . , val(M ,s) [tm ]) = true.
- M , s |= (t1 = t2 ) iff val(M ,s) [t1 ] = val(M ,s) [t2 ].
- M , s |= ¬φ iff it is not the case that M , s |= φ.
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- M , s |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iff M , s |= φ1 and M , s |= φ2 .
- M , s |= EX φ iff for some s1 such that (s, s1 ) ∈ R, M , s1 |= φ.
- M , s |= EXk φ iff for some s1 such that (s, s1 ) ∈ Rk , M , s1 |= φ.
- M , s |= A[φ1 U φ2 ] iff for all paths π starting at s, there exists some j
such that M , πj |= φ2 and for all i < j, M , πi |= φ1 .
- M , s |= E[φ1 U φ2 ] iff there exists a path π starting at s such that for
some j, M , πj |= φ2 and for all i < j, M , πi |= φ1 .

We say M |= φ, if for every s in a set of initial states in M , M , s |= φ.

Programs as Models: A program P = (S, S0 , R) can be viewed as a model
M = (S, R, L), with the same set of states and transitions as P, and the
identity labeling function L that maps a state to itself. Given an LCT L specification φ, we say P |= φ iff for each state s ∈ S0 , M , s |= φ.

Example: We refer the reader to Fig. 7.2 for an example concurrent program P
and specification φspec in the above program model and specification language,
respectively. The symbols +̇ and −̇ respectively denote addition and subtraction modulo 2. Observe that P does not contain any CCRs and P 6|= φspec .
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main() {
x : {0, 1, 2} with x = 1
P1 k P2
}
P1 () {
l1 : h if (x < 2) l2 , l4 i;
l2 :
h x := x+̇1 i;
l3 :
h goto l1 i;
l4 : h goto l4 i;
}

P2 () {
t1 : h if (x > 0) t2 , t4 i;
t2 :
h x := x−̇1 i;
t3 :
h goto t1 i;
t4 : h goto t4 i;
}

φspec : AF(l4 ∧ t4 ∧ (x = 0 ∨ x = 2))

Figure 7.2: Example program P and specification φspec

7.2

The Basic Synchronization Synthesis Algorithm

In this section, for ease of exposition, we assume a simpler program model
than the one described in Sec. 7.1.2. We restrict the number of concurrent
processes K to 2. We assume that all data variables are initialized in the
program to specific values from their respective domains. We further assume
that all program variables, including control variables, are shared variables.
We explain our basic algorithmic framework with these assumptions, and later
describe extensions to handle the general program model in Sec. 7.3.
Let us present our problem definition. Given a concurrent program
P, composed of unsynchronized processes P1 , P2 , and an LCTL specification
φspec of their desired global concurrent behaviour, we wish to automatically
generate synchronized processes P1s , P2s , such that the resulting concurrent
program P s |= φspec . In particular, we wish to obtain synchronization in the
form of CCRs, with each atomic statement of P1 , P2 enclosed in a CCR;
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the goal is to synthesize the guard for each CCR, along with any necessary
assignments to synchronization variables to be performed within the CCR. We
propose an automated framework to do this in several steps.
1. Formulate an LCTL formula φP to specify the concurrency model and
the operational semantics of the concurrent program P.
2. Construct a tableau Tφ for the formula φ given by φP ∧ φspec . If Tφ is
empty, declare specification as inconsistent and halt.
3. If Tφ is non-empty, extract a model M for φ from it.
4. Decompose M to obtain CCRs to synchronize each process.
In what follows, we describe these steps in more detail. We emphasize that
while these steps resemble the ones presented in Sec. 6.3, the technical details are different due to differences in the concurrent program models and
specification languages.
7.2.1

Formulation of φP

As mentioned in Sec. 6.3.1, the early synthesis work in [47] requires a complete
specification, which includes a temporal description φP of the concurrency and
operational semantics of the unsynchronized concurrent program P, along with
its desired global behaviour φspec . Similar to Sec. 6.3.1, we automatically infer
an LCTL formula for φP to help mitigate the user’s burden of specificationwriting. Let V ar = {v1 , . . . , vh } be the set of data variables. φP is then
formulated as the conjunction of the following (classes of) properties:
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1. Initial condition:
val[loc1 ] = λ01 ∧ val[loc2 ] = λ02 ∧

V

v∈V ar

val[v] = υinit .

2. At any step, only one process can make a (local) move:
V 1
AG ni=1
(val[loc1 ] = λi1 ⇒ AX2 val[loc1 ] = λi1 ) ∧
V 2
AG ni=1
(val[loc2 ] = λi2 ⇒ AX1 val[loc2 ] = λi2 ).
3. Some process can always make a (local) move:
AG(EX1 true ∨ EX2 true).
4. A statement λik : {v1 , . . . , vm } := {t1 , . . . , tm } in Pk is formulated as:
V
AG((val[lock ] = λik ∧ hj=1 val[vj ] = µj ) ⇒
V
AXk (val[lock ] = λi+1
∧ m
k
j=1 val[vj ] = val[tj ] ∧
V
vj ∈V ar\{v1 ,...,vm } val[vj ] = µj )).
5. A statement λk : if (G) λif , λelse in Pk is formulated as:
AG((val[lock ] = λk ∧ val[G] = true) ⇒ AXk val[lock ] = λif ) ∧
AG((val[lock ] = `k ∧ val[G] = false) ⇒ AXk val[lock ] = λelse ).
6. A statement λk : goto λ in Pk is formulated as:
AG(val[lock ] = λk ⇒ AXk val[lock ] = λ)
7.2.2

Construction of Tφ

We assume the ability to evaluate L-atoms and L-terms over the set V of
program variables. Note that since we restrict ourselves to a finite subset of
the symbols in L, this is a reasonable assumption. Let us further assume that
the formula φ = φP ∧ φspec is in a form in which only atoms appear negated.
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An elementary formula of LCTL is an atom, negation of an atom or the
formulas beginning with AXk or EXk (we do not explicitly consider formulas
V
W
beginning with AX or EX since AX ψ = k AXk ψ, and EX ψ = k EXk ψ.
All other formulas are nonelementary. Every nonelementary formula is either
a conjunctive formula α ≡ α1 ∧ α2 or a disjunctive formula β ≡ β1 ∨ β2 .
For example, ψ1 ∧ ψ2 , AG (ψ) ≡ ψ ∧ AXAG ψ are α formulas, and ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ,
AF (ψ) ≡ ψ ∨ AXAF ψ are β formulas.
The tableau Tφ for the formula φ is a finite, rooted, directed AND/OR
graph with nodes labeled with formulas such that when a node B is viewed as a
state in a suitable structure, B |= ψ for all formulas ψ ∈ B. The construction
for Tφ is similar to the tableau-construction for propositional CTL in [47],
while accounting for the presence of L-atoms over V in the nodes of Tφ . Besides
composite L-atoms and LCTL formulas, each node of Tφ is labeled with simple
atoms of the type loc = λ and v = µ identifying the values of the control
and data variables in each node. Two OR-nodes B1 and B2 are identified as
being equivalent if B1 , B2 are labeled with the same simple atoms, and the
conjunction of all the formulas in B1 is valid iff the conjunction of all the
formulas in B2 is valid. Equivalence of AND-nodes can be similarly defined.
We briefly summarize the tableau construction first, before explaining the
individual steps in more detail.

1. Initially, let the root node of Tφ be an OR-node labeled with φ.
2. If all nodes in Tφ have successors, go to the next step. Otherwise, pick a
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node B without successors. Create appropriately labeled successors of B
such that: if B is an OR-node, the formulas in B are valid iff the formulas
in some (AND-) successor node are valid, and if B is an AND-node, the
formulas in B are valid iff the formulas in all (OR-) successor nodes
are valid. Merge all equivalent AND-nodes and equivalent OR-nodes.
Repeat this step.
3. Delete all inconsistent nodes in the tableau from the previous step to
obtain the final Tφ .
Successors of OR-nodes: To construct the set of AND-node successors of
an OR-node B, first build a temporary tree with labeled nodes rooted at B,
repeating the following step until all leaf nodes are only labeled with elementary formulas. For any leaf node C labeled with a non-elementary formula ψ:
if ψ is an α formula, add a single child node, labeled C \ {ψ} ∪ {α1 , α2 }, to
C, and if ψ is a β formula, add two child nodes, labeled C \ {ψ} ∪ {β1 } and
C \ {ψ} ∪ {β2 }, to C. Once the temporary tree is built, create an AND-node
successor D for B, corresponding to each leaf node in the tree, labeled with
the set of all formulas appearing in the path to the leaf node from the root of
the tree. If there exists an atom of the form v = t in D, where t is an L-term,
and the valuation of t in D is µ, replace the atom v = t by the simple atom
v = µ.

Successors of AND-nodes: To construct the set of OR-node successors of
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an AND-node B, create an OR-node labeled with {ψ} for each EXk ψ formula
in B and label the transition to the OR-node with k. Furthermore, label each
S
such OR-node D (with an k-labeled transition into D) with j ψj for each
AXk ψj formula in B. If there exists an atom of the form v = t in D, where t
is an L-term, and the valuation of t in D is µ, replace the atom v = t by the
simple atom v = µ. Note that the requirement that some process can always
move ensures that there will be some successor for every AND-node.

Deletion rules: All nodes in the tableau that do not meet all criteria for a
tableau for φ are identified as inconsistent and deleted as follows:
1. Delete any node B which is internally inconsistent, i.e., the conjunction
of all non-temporal elementary formulas in B evaluates to false.
2. Delete any node all of whose original successors have been deleted.
3. Delete any node B such that E[ψ1 U ψ2 ] ∈ B, and there does not exist
some path to an AND-node D from B with ψ2 ∈ D, and ψ1 ∈ C for all
AND-nodes C in the path.
4. Delete any node B such that A[ψ1 U ψ2 ] ∈ B, and there does not exist
a full sub-DAG 2 , rooted at B, such that for all its frontier nodes D ,
ψ2 ∈ D and for all its non-frontier nodes C, ψ1 ∈ C.
A full sub-DAG T 0 is a directed acyclic sub-graph of a tableau T , rooted at a node of
T such that all OR-nodes in T 0 have exactly one (AND-node) successor from T in T 0 , and
all AND-nodes in T 0 either have no successors in T 0 , or, have all their (OR-node) successors
from T in T 0 .
2
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If the root node of the tableau is deleted, we halt and declare the specification
φ as inconsistent (unsatisfiable). If not, we proceed to the next step.
7.2.3

Obtaining a Model M from Tφ

A model M is obtained by joining together model fragments rooted at ANDnodes of Tφ : each model fragment is a rooted DAG of AND-nodes embeddable
in Tφ such that all eventuality formulas labeling the root node are fulfilled in
the fragment. We do not explain this step in more detail, as it is identical to
the procedure in [47] 3 . After extracting M from Tφ , we modify the labels of
the states of M by eliminating all labels other than simple atoms, identifying
the values of the program variables in each state of M . If there exist n states
s1 , . . . , sn with the exact same labels after this step, we introduce an auxiliary
variable x with domain {0, 1, 2, . . . , n} to distinguish between the states: x is
assumed to be 0 in all states other than s1 , . . . , sn ; for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n},
we set x to j in transitions into sj , and set x back to 0 in transitions out of
sj . This completes the model generation. M is guaranteed to satisfy φ by
construction.
3

There may be multiple models embedded in Tφ . In [47], in order to construct model
fragments, whenever there are multiple sub-DAGs rooted at an OR-node B that fulfill the
eventualities labeling B, one of minimal size is chosen, where size of a sub-DAG is defined as
the length of its longest path. There are other valid criteria for choosing models, exploring
which is beyond the scope of this work.
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7.2.4

Decomposition of M into P1s and P2s

Recall that P1 and P2 are unsynchronized processes with atomic statements
such as assignments, condition tests and gotos, and no CCRs. In this last
step of our basic algorithmic framework, we generate P1s and P2s consisting of
CCRs, enclosing each atomic statement of P1 and P2 .
Without loss of generality, consider location λ1 in P1 . The guard for
the CCR for stmt(λ1 ) in P1s corresponds to all states in M in which stmt(λ1 )
is enabled, i.e., states in which P1 is at location λ1 and from which there exists
a P1 transition. To be precise, stmt(λ1 ) is enabled in state s in M iff there
0

exists a transition (s, s0 ) ∈ R such that vals [loc1 ] = λ1 , vals [loc1 ] = λ01 with λ01
0

being a valid next location for P1 , and, vals [loc2 ] = vals [loc2 ]. The guard Gs
corresponding to such a state s is the valuation of all program variables other
than loc1 in state s. Thus, if vals [loc2 ] = `2 and for all vj ∈ V ar = {v1 , . . . , vh },
V
vals [vj ] = µj , then Gs is given by (loc2 = λ2 ) ∧ hj=1 vj = µj .
If M does not contain an auxiliary variable, then the CCR for stmt(λ1 )
in P1s is simply G1,1 ? → stmt(λ1 ), where G1,1 is the disjunction of guards Gs
corresponding to all states s in M in which stmt(λ1 ) is enabled. However,
if M contains an auxiliary variable x (with domain {0, 1, 2, . . . , n}), then one
may also need to perform updates to x within the CCR instruction block. In
particular, if stmt(λ1 ) is enabled on state s in M , transition (s, s0 ) in M is
a P1 transition, and if there is an assignment x := j for some j ∈ {0, . . . , n}
along transition (s, s0 ), then besides stmt(λ1 ), the statement block of the CCR
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main() {
x : {0, 1, 2} with x = 1
P1 k P2
}
P1s () {
l1 : h if (x < 2) l2 , l4 i;
l2 :
h ¬((x = 0) ∧ (t1 ∨ t3 ))
→ x := x+̇1 i;
l3 :
h goto l1 i;
l4 : h goto l4 i;
}

P2s () {
t1 : h if (x > 0) t2 , t4 i;
t2 :
h ¬((x = 2) ∧ (l1 ∨ l3 ))
→ x := x−̇1 i;
t3 :
h goto t1 i;
t4 : h goto t4 i;
}

φspec : AF(l4 ∧ t4 ∧ (x = 0 ∨ x = 2))

Figure 7.3: Synchronized concurrent program P s such that P s |= φspec
for stmt(λ1 ) in P1s includes instructions in our programming language corresponding to: if (Gs ) x := j.
The synchronized process P1s (and similarly P2s ) can be generated by
inserting a similarly generated CCR at each location in P1 (and P2 ). The modified concurrent program Ps is given by Ps :: [declaration] [P1s k P2s ], where
the declaration includes auxiliary variable x with domain {0, 1, 2, . . . , n} if M
contains x with domain {0, 1, 2, . . . , n}.

Example: For the example concurrent program and specification from Fig. 7.2,
we obtain the synchronized concurrent program shown in Fig. 7.3. Observe
the CCRs introduced in locations l2 and t2 , respectively.
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7.2.5

Algorithm Notes

The following theorems assert the correctness of our basic algorithmic framework for synthesizing synchronization for unsynchronized processes P1 , P2 , as
defined in Sec. 7.1.2, with the restriction that all program variables are shared
variables that are initialized to specific values. These theorems follow from
the correctness of the synthesis of synchronization skeletons [46, 47], and the
modifications made in this chapter to accommodate LCT L specifications over
the program variables.
Theorem 7.2.1. Given unsynchronized processes P1 , P2 and an LCT L formula φspec , if our basic algorithm generates P s , then P s |= φspec .
Theorem 7.2.2. Given unsynchronized processes P1 , P2 , and an LCT L formula φspec , if the temporal specification φ = φspec ∧ φP is consistent as a whole,
then our method constructs P s such that P s |= φspec .
The complexity of our method is exponential in the size of φ, i.e., exponential
in the size of φspec and the number of program variables V .

7.3

Extensions

In this section, we demonstrate the adaptability of our basic algorithmic framework by considering more general program models. In particular, we discuss
extensions for synthesizing correct synchronization in the presence of uninitialized variables and local variables. Furthermore, we extend our framework
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to programming languages with locks and wait/notify operations over condition variables by presenting an automatic compilation of CCRs into synchronization code based on these lower-level synchronization primitives (similar
to Chapter 6). We conclude with an extension of the framework to multiple
processes.
7.3.1

Uninitialized Variables

In Sec. 7.2, we assumed that all data variables are initialized to specific values
over their domains. This assumption may not be satisfied in general as it
disallows any kind of user or environment input to a concurrent program. In
the program model presented in Sec. 7.1.2, only some (or even none) of the
data variables may be initialized to specific values within the program. This is
a more realistic setting, which allows a user or environment to choose the initial
values of the remaining data variables. In this subsection, we present a simple,
brute-force extension of our basic algorithm for synthesizing synchronization
in the presence of uninitialized variables.
The formula φP , expressing the concurrency and operational semantics
of P, remains the same, except for the initial condition. Instead of a single
initial state, the initial condition in φP specifies the set of all possible initial
states, with the control and initialized data variables set to their initial values,
and the remaining data variables ranging over all possible values in their respective domains. Let us denote by V arinp this remaining set of data variables,
that are, essentially, inputs to the program P. The set of program-initialized
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data variables is then V ar \ V arinp . The initial condition in φP is expressed
as:
^

^

val[lock ] = λ0k ∧

k

^

(v = υinit ) ∧

v∈V ar\V arinp

_

(v = µ),

v∈V arinp µ∈Dv

where Dv is the domain of v.
The root node of the tableau Tφ is now an AND-node with multiple
OR-node successors, each corresponding to a particular valuation µ of all the
data variables (the values of the control variable and initialized data variables
are the same in any such valuation). Each such OR-node yields a model Mµ
for the formula φ, and a corresponding decomposition of Mµ into synchronized
processes P1sµ and P2sµ .
To generate synchronized processes P1s and P2s such that for all possible
initial valuations µ of the data variables, P s |= φspec , we propose to unify the
CCRs corresponding to each valuation µ as follows:

1. Introduce a new variable vcopy for every input data variable v in V arinp .
Declare vcopy as a variable with the same domain as v. Assign vcopy the
(input) value of v.
2. Replace every CCR guard G in the synchronized process Pksµ with the
V
guard Gµ , given by, v∈V arinp (vcopy = µv ) ∧ G, where the valuation of v
in µ is µv . Similarly, update every conditional guard accompanying an
auxiliary variable assignment within a CCR instruction block in Pksµ .
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3. The unified guard for each CCR in P1s and P2s is given by the disjunction of the corresponding guards Gµ in all P1sµ and P2sµ . The unified
conditional guards for auxiliary variable updates in the CCR instruction
blocks are computed similarly.
Note that the unified guards inferred above, as well as in Sec. 7.2.4, may
not in general be readable or compact. However, since each guard is expected
to be an L-term over a finite set of variable, function and predicate symbols
with known interpretations, it is possible to obtain a simplified L-term with
the same value as the guard. This translation is beyond the scope of this work,
but we refer the reader to [83] for a similar approach.
7.3.2

Local Variables

Another assumption in Sec. 7.2 was that all program variables, including control variables, were shared variables. Since one typically associates a cost with
each shared variable access, it is impractical to expect all program variables
to be shared variables. This is especially true of control variables, which are
generally never declared explicitly or accessed in programs. Thus, the guards
inferred in Sec. 7.2.4, ranging over locations of the other process, are somewhat irregular. Indeed, any guard for a process Pk must only be defined over
the data variables V ark accessible by Pk . In what follows, we discuss various
solutions to address this issue.
Let us assume that we have a model M = (S, R, L) for φ, with states
labeled by the valuations of the control variables Loc, the shared data variables
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X, the local data variables Y =

S

k

Yk , and possibly a shared auxiliary variable

x. For the purpose of this subsection, let x be included in the set X. We first
check if the set of states S of M has the property that for any two states

V
V
s2
s1
s2
s1
[y]
⇔
[y]
=
val
[loc]
∧
val
[loc]
=
val
s1 , s2 in S:
val
y∈Y
loc∈Loc
V
s2
s1
x∈X val [x] = val [x]. If this is true, then each state s ∈ S is uniquely
identified by its valuation of the shared data variables X. We can then simply
factor out guards from M for each process that only range over X, without
missing out on any permitted behaviour in M . If this is not true, we can
perform other similar checks. For instance, we can check if for a particular k:
any two states in S match in their valuations of the variables {lock }∪Yk ∪X iff
they match in their valuations of the other program variables. If this is true,
then the process Pk can distinguish between states in S by the valuations of its
variables V ark ∪ {lock }. Thus, we can infer guards for Pk , that are equivalent
to the guards inferred in Sec. 7.2.4, but only range over V ark .
In general, however, there will be states s1 , s2 in S which cannot be
distinguished by the valuations of a particular process’s, or worse, by any process’s variables. This general situation presents us with a trade-off between
synchronization cost and concurrency: we can introduce additional shared
variables to distinguish between such states, thereby increasing the synchronization cost and allowing more behaviours of M to be preserved in P s , or,
we can resign to limited observability [126] of global states, resulting in lower
synchronization cost and fewer permitted behaviours of M . In particular, for
the latter case, we implement a safe subset of the behaviours of M by inferring
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synchronization guards corresponding to the negation of variable valuations
(states) that are not present in M . Since a global state u 6∈ M may be indistinguishable over some V ark from a state s ∈ M , when eliminating behaviours
rooted at u, we also eliminate all (good) behaviours of M , rooted at s. We
refer the reader to [126] for a detailed treatment of this trade-off.
7.3.3

Synchronization using Locks and Condition Variables

While CCRs provide an elegant high-level synchronization solution, many programming languages prefer and only provide lower-level synchronization primitives such as locks for mutual exclusion, and wait/notify over condition
variables for condition synchronization. Similar to Chapter 6, we present an
automatic compilation of the CCRs inferred in Sec. 7.2.4 for P1s , P2s into both
coarse-grained and fine-grained synchronization code based on these lower-level
primitives. The resulting processes are denoted as P1c , P2c (coarse-grained) and
P1f , P2f (fine-grained).
In both cases, we declare locks and conditions variables for synchronization. For the program P c , which has a coarser level of lock granularity, we
declare a single lock ` for controlling access to shared variables and condition
variables. For the program P1f k P2f with a finer level of lock granularity, we
declare separate locks `v , `x for controlling access to each shared data variable
v ∈ X and the shared auxiliary variable x, respectively. We further define a
separate lock `cv1,i , `cv2,j for each condition variable cv1,i , cv2,j to allow simultaneous processing of different condition variables.
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λi1 :
lock(`) {
while (!G1,i )
wait(cv1,i ,l);
if (Gaux
1,i )
x := 1;
if (Greset
1,i )
x := 0;
stmt(`i1 );
notify(cv2,r );
...
notify(cv2,s );
}

λi1 :
lock(`cv1,i ) {
while (!Guard1,i )
wait(cv1,i ,`cv1,i );
}
lock(`cv2,r ) {
notify(cv2,r );
}
...
lock(`cv2,s ) {
notify(cv2,s );
}

boolean Guard1,i () {
lock(`v1 , `v2 , . . ., `x ) {
if (G1,i ) {
if (Gaux
1,i )
x := 1;
if (Greset
1,i )
x := 0;
stmt(`i1 );
return(true);
}
else
return(false);
}}

(b) Fine-grained
(a) Coarse-grained

Figure 7.4: Coarse and fine-grained synchronization code corresponding to
reset
correspond to all
an example CCR at location `i1 of P1 . Guards Gaux
1,i , G1,i
i
states in M on which stmt(`1 ) is enabled, and there’s an assignment x:=1,
x:=0, respectively, along a P1 transition out of the states.
We refer the reader to Fig. 7.4 for an example of coarse-grained and
fine-grained synchronization code corresponding to the CCR at location λi1
of P1 . Note that, for ease of presentation, we have used conventional pseudocode, instead of our programming language. Since these compilations are
very similar to the ones presented in Chapter 6, we do not describe them
further.
7.3.4

Multiple (K > 2) Processes

Our basic algorithmic framework can be extended, similar to the guidelines
presented in Sec. 6.3.3, for synthesizing synchronization for concurrent pro-
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grams with an arbitrary (but fixed) number K of processes. While the naive
extension may exhibit a state explosion problem, we can adapt the more scalable synthesis algorithms presented in [3,4] to the synthesis of LCT L formulas.
Also, note that the compilation of CCRs into coarse-grained and fine-grained
synchronization code acts on individual processes directly, without construction or manipulation of the global model, and hence circumvents the stateexplosion problem for arbitrary K.
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Chapter 8
Bibliographic Notes

Automatic synthesis of programs has received a fair share of attention from
the formal methods community over the last three decades. While researchers
have proposed synthesis algorithms for both sequential (see [59] for a survey)
and concurrent programs, in what follows, we mainly restrict our attention to
relevant algorithms proposed for synthesis of synchronization for concurrent
systems.

Synthesis from temporal logic specifications. Early work in this domain included work on synthesis for CTL specifications [47] and LTL specifications
[91], using tableau-based decision procedures. While the core algorithm presented in [47] was promising, a primary limitation of the framework was its
remoteness from realistic concurrent programs and programming languages.
The limited modeling of shared-memory concurrency in this work did not include local and shared data variables, and hence, could not support specifications over the values of program variables. There was no explicit treatment of
processes with branching, observability of program counters or local variables,
and no attempt to synthesize synchronization based on lower-level synchro-
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nization primitives available in modern programming languages. In contrast,
our approaches
More recently, practically viable synthesis of synchronization has been
proposed for both finite-state [126] and infinite-state concurrent programs
[127]. However, in both [126], [127], the authors only handle safety specifications; in fact, it can be shown that synthesis methods that rely on pruning
a global product graph [72, 126, 127] cannot, in general, work for liveness.
Moreover, these papers do not support any kind of external environment; in
particular, these papers do not account for different (environment-enabled) initializations of the program variables. Finally, similar to [47], these papers only
synthesize high-level synchronization in the form in CCRs [126] and atomic
sections [127], and do not attempt to synthesize synchronization based on
lower-level synchronization primitives available in commonly used programming languages.
On the other end of the spectrum, there has been some important work
on automatic synthesis of lower-level synchronization, in the form of memory
fences, for concurrent programs running on relaxed memory models [84, 86].
There has also been work on mapping high-level synchronization into lowerlevel synchronization [32,132]. These paper do not prove that their high-to-low
compilations preserve correctness, and do not, in general, pursue correctness
by design. Instead they rely on verification-driven frameworks, which involve
verifying either the synthesized implementation [32] or the manually-written
high-level implementation [132]. These papers do not treat liveness proper169

ties and do not address refinement of locking granularity for access to shared
variables.
In contrast to the above approaches, the synchronization synthesis
framework presented in Chapter 7 (also presented in [106]) (a) supports both
safety and liveness properties over control and data variables, (b) supports
finite-state concurrent programs composed of processes that may have local
and shared variables, may be straight-line or branching programs, may be
ongoing or terminating, and may have program-initialized or user-initialized
variables, (c) is fully algorithmic, and (d) generates synchronized concurrent
programs that are correct-by-construction. The framework presented in Chapter 6 (also presented in [48]) (a) caters for both safety and liveness, (b) is fully
algorithmic, (c) automatically construct a high-level synchronization solution,
(d) can generate a low level solution based on widely used synchronization
primitives, (e) can generate both coarse-grained and fine-grained low-level solutions, and (f) is provably sound and complete.

Synthesis of fine-grained synchronization. Among papers that address refinement of locking granularity are [5] in which the authors provide a methodology
to refine the granularity of atomicity in the synchronization skeletons of [47]
to generate synchronization in which each instruction is an atomic read or
an atomic write. More recently, a multitude of papers ([25, 49] etc.) have
addressed the problem of compiler-based lock inference for atomic sections.
While these papers propose different levels of automation and lock granular170

ity, they do not, in general, support condition variables, and often rely on
the availability of high-level synchronization in the form of atomic sections.
Nevertheless, it may be possible and useful to adapt some of the ideas (multigranular locks, optimization with respect to costs) introduced in these papers
to our framework.
Sketching. Sketching [114, 115] is a search-based program synthesis technique
that can also be used for synthesizing optimized implementations of synchronization primitives, e.g. barriers, from partial program sketches. In contrast to
the correctness-by-design paradigm in our work, sketching is also a verificationdriven approach.
Synthesis based on discrete control theory. The authors in [41] and [129] synthesize maximally-permissive concurrency control for regular language (safety)
specifications, and deadlock-avoidance, respectively using discrete control theory. The authors in [7] handle a richer class of specifications expressible as
Petri nets for concurrent programs with dynamically instantiated/terminated
threads, using a limited lookahead-based supervisory control algorithm. Since
the attitude in [7] is one of avoidance of constraint violation rather than strict
prevention, in the presence of limited lookahead, their framework may not
always be maximally permissive. Note that our framework can be made maximally permissive. Finally, none of these papers address fine-grained concurrency control.
Besides the above topics, we mention that there also has been work
on automatic inference of synchronization for specific types of bugs such as
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atomicity violations [73, 79], trace-based synthesis of various concurrent program transformations (including lock insertion) for safety properties [124],
synthesis of Java monitor classes from process algebraic specifications [17] and
component- and interface-based synthesis [8, 14].
A note on reactive systems. A shared-memory concurrent program can also be
viewed as a reactive system. A reactive system [64,101] is described as one that
maintains an ongoing interaction with an external environment or within its
internal concurrent modules. Such systems cannot be adequately described by
relational specifications over initial and final states - this distinguishes them
from transformational or relational programs. An adequate description of a
reactive system must refer to its ongoing desired behaviour, throughout its
(possibly non-terminating) activity - temporal logic [100] has been recognized
as convenient for this purpose.
A reactive system may be terminating or not, sequential or concurrent, and implemented on a monolithic or distributed architecture. A reactive
system can also be open or closed [102, 103]. This has been a somewhat overlooked dichotomy in recent years. We have observed that it is not uncommon
to view reactive systems exclusively as open systems; this is especially true in
the context of synthesis. While the first algorithms on synthesis of concurrent
programs [4,47,91] were proposed for closed reactive systems, the foundational
work in [102, 103] set the stage for an extensive body of impressive results on
synthesis of open reactive systems (see [85, 120] for surveys).
We contend that the relatively simpler problem of synthesis of closed
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reactive systems is an important problem in its own right. This is especially
true in the context of shared-memory concurrent programs, where it is sometimes sufficient and desirable to model programs as closed systems and force
the component processes to cooperate with each other for achieving a common
goal. If one must model an external environment, it is also often sufficient to
model the environment in a restricted manner (as in this paper) or optimistically assume a helpful environment (see [29]).
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Part IV
Robustness Analysis
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In Part II and Part III, we presented program debugging and synthesis algorithms targeting traditional qualitative correctness properties such as safety
and liveness. In Part I, we have seen that today’s software systems often operate in uncertain environments. Left unchecked, such uncertainty can lead to
highly unpredictable system behaviour. Thus, a program may have a correct
execution on every individual input, but its output may be highly sensitive to
the minutest perturbation in its operating environment.
In this part of the dissertation, we focus on checking if a system is robust — small perturbations to the operating environment of the system do not
change the system’s observable behavior substantially. Reasoning about system robustness demands a departure from techniques to analyze and develop
traditionally correct systems, as the former requires quantitative reasoning
about the system behavior. We target robustness analysis of two classes of
systems — string transducers and networked systems. For each system, we
define robustness of the system with respect to a specific source of uncertainty.
In particular, we analyze the behaviour of transducers in the presence of input perturbations, and the behaviour of networked systems in the presence
of channel perturbations. Our overall approach is automata-theoretic. We
present decision procedures based on reducing the problem of robustness verification of our systems to the problem of checking the emptiness of carefully
constructed automata. Thus, the system under consideration is robust if and
only if the language of a particular automaton is empty.
In Chapter 9, we define the relevant transducer models and distance
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metrics, and present constructions for various distance-tracking automata. In
Chapter 10, we present decision procedures for robustness analysis of string
transducers with respect to input perturbations. Changes to input and output strings are quantified using weighted generalizations of the Manhattan
and Levenshtein distances over strings. In Chapter 11, we present decision
procedures for robustness analysis of networked systems, when the underlying
network channels are prone to errors. The distance metrics considered are the
Manhattan and Levenshtein distances over strings. Finally, we conclude this
part with a discussion of related work in Chapter 12.
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Chapter 9
Groundwork

Overview. In this chapter, we begin by defining the transducer models and
distance metrics considered in this part of the dissertation. Key components
of our approach to robustness analysis of systems are machines that can track
distances between two strings; some of these machines are reversal-bounded
counter machines. Hence, we also review reversal-bounded counter machines,
and present constructions for various distance-tracking automata.

In what follows, we use the following notation. Input strings are typically
denoted by lowercase letters s, t etc. and output strings by s0 , t0 etc. We
denote the concatenation of strings s and t by s.t, the ith character of string
s by s[i], the substring s[i].s[i + 1]. . . . .s[j] by s[i, j], the length of the string s
by |s|, and the empty string and empty symbol by .

9.1

Functional Transducers

A transduction R from a finite alphabet Σ to a finite alphabet Γ is an arbitrary
subset of Σ? × Γ? . We use R(s) to denote the set {t | (s, t) ∈ R}. We say that
a transduction is functional if ∀s ∈ Σ? , |R(s)| ≤ 1.
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A finite transducer (ft) is a finite-state device with two tapes: a readonly input tape and a write-only output tape. An ft scans the input tape from
left to right, and in each state reads an input symbol, possibly changes state,
writes a finite string to the output tape, and advances its reading head one
position to the right. In each such step, an ft nondeterministically chooses its
next state and an output string to write. The output of an ft is the string on
the output tape if the ft finishes scanning the input tape in some designated
final state. Formally, a finite transducer T is a tuple (Q, Σ, Γ, q0 , E, F ) where
Q is a finite nonempty set of states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, E is a set of
transitions defined as a finite subset of (Q × Σ × Γ? × Q), and F ⊆ Q is a set
of final states1 .
A run of T on a string s = s[1]s[2] . . . s[n] is defined in terms of
the sequence: (q0 , ), (q1 , w10 ), . . . , (qn , wn0 ), where for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
(qi−1 , s[i], wi0 , qi ) is a transition in E. A run is called accepting if qn ∈ F . The
output of T along a run is the string w10 .w20 . . . . .wn0 if the run is accepting, and
is undefined otherwise. The transduction computed by an ft T is the relation
JT K ⊆ Σ? × Γ? , where (s, s0 ) ∈ JT K iff there is an accepting run of T on s with
s0 as the output along that run. T is called single-valued or functional if JT K is

functional. Thus, a functional transducer may be nondeterministic, but must
define a function between regular sets of strings. Checking if an arbitrary ft
1

Some authors prefer to call this model a generalized sequential machine. In contrast,
a transducer is defined to allow -transitions; thus, a transducer is allowed to change state
without moving the reading head. Note that -transitions are disallowed in our definition
of transducers.
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is functional can be done in polynomial time [60]. The input language, L, of
a functional transducer T is the set {s | JT K(s) is defined}. When viewed as a
relation over Σ? × Γ? , JT K defines a partial function; however, when viewed as
a relation over L × Γ? , JT K is a total function.

Mealy Machines. These are deterministic, symbol-to-symbol, functional
transducers. Thus, from every state q ∈ Q, there exists exactly one transition,
and every transition in E is of the form (q, a, w0 , q 0 ) with |w0 | = 1. The input
language L of a Mealy machine T is the set Σ? (i.e., every state is accepting).
Hence, the transduction implemented by T is a total function JT K : Σ? → Γ? .
In what follows, we use the term finite transducers, or simply transducers, to refer to both functional transducers and Mealy machines, and distinguish between them as necessary. As a technicality that simplifies our proofs,
we assume that for all i > |s|, s[i] = #, where # is a special end-of-string
symbol not in Σ or Γ.

9.2

Distance Metrics

A metric space is an ordered pair (M, d), where M is a set and d : M × M →
R, the distance metric, is a function with the properties: (1) d(x, y) ≥ 0,
(2) d(x, y) = 0 iff x = y, (3) ∀x, y : d(x, y) = d(y, x), and (4) ∀x, y, z :
d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z).
The Hamming distance and Levenshtein distance metrics are popular
distance metrics for measuring distances (or similarity) between strings. The
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Hamming distance, defined for two equal length strings, is the minimum number of symbol substitutions required to transform one string into the other.
For strings of unequal length, the Hamming distance is replaced by its natural
extension — the Manhattan distance or L1 -norm — which also accounts for
the difference in the lengths. In particular, the Manhattan distance dM (s, t)
between strings s and t measures the number of positions in which s and t
differ, and can be defined using the following recurrence relations, for i ≥ 1,
and s[0] = t[0] = :
dM (s[0], t[0]) = 0
dM (s[0, i], t[0, i]) = dM (s[0, i-1], t[0, i-1]) + diff(s[i], t[i])

(9.1)

where, diff(a, b) is defined to be 0 is a = b and 1 otherwise.
The Levenshtein distance dL (s, t) between strings s and t is the minimum number of symbol insertions, deletions and substitutions required to
transform one string into another. The Levenshtein distance, also called the
edit distance, is defined by the following recurrence relations, for i, j ≥ 1, and
s[0] = t[0] = :
dL (s[0], t[0]) = 0,
dL (s[0, i], t[0]) = i,
dL (s[0], t[0, j]) = j
dL (s[0, i], t[0, j]) = min( dL (s[0, i-1], t[0, j-1]) + diff(s[i], t[j]),
dL (s[0, i-1], t[0, j]) + 1,
dL (s[0, i], t[0, j-1]) + 1)

(9.2)

The first three relations, that involve empty strings, are obvious. The Levenshtein distance between the nonempty prefixes, s[0, i] and t[0, j], is the minimum over the distances corresponding to three possible transformations: (1)
optimal (Levenshtein) transformation of s[0, i-1] into t[0, j-1] and substitution
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of s[i] with t[j] for an additional cost of diff(a, b), (2) optimal transformation
of s[0, i-1] into t[0, j] and deletion of s[i] for an additional cost of 1 (3) optimal
transformation of s[0, i] into t[0, j-1] and insertion of t[j] for an additional cost
of 1.
Example. Consider the strings s = baa and t = abca. We have dM (s, t) =
4, dL (s, t) = 2. The Manhattan transformation of s into t simply involves
4 substitutions. The Levenshtein distance of 2 is obtained by aligning the
t b a a
strings as:
where t is a special place-holder symbol. Thus, a
a b c a
Levenshtein transformation of s into t involves inserting the symbol a before
s and substituting the symbol a in s with the symbol c.
The Hamming/Manhattan and Levenshtein distances only track the
number of symbol mismatches, and not the degree of mismatch. For some applications, these distance metrics can be too coarse. Hence, we also consider
distance metrics equipped with integer penalties - pairwise symbol mismatch
penalties for substitutions and a gap penalty for insertions/deletions. We denote by gdiff(a, b) the mismatch penalty for substituting symbols a and b,
with gdiff(a, b) = 0 if a = b. We require gdiff(a, b) to be well-defined when
either a or b is #. We denote by α the fixed, non-zero gap penalty for insertion or deletion of a symbol. We now define these weighted extensions of the
Manhattan and Levenshtein distances formally.
The generalized Manhattan distance dgM (s, t) between strings s and t
is defined by the following recurrence relations, for i ≥ 1, and s[0] = t[0] = :
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dgM (s[0], t[0]) = 0
dgM (s[0, i], t[0, i]) = dgM (s[0, i-1], t[0, i-1]) + gdiff(s[j], t[i]).

(9.3)

The generalized Levenshtein distance dgL (s, t) between strings s and t is defined by the following recurrence relations, for i, j ≥ 1, and s[0] = t[0] = :

dgL (s[0], t[0]) = 0,
dgL (s[0, i], t[0]) = iα,
dgL (s[0], t[0, j]) = jα
dgL (s[0, i], t[0, j]) = min( dgL (s[0, i-1], t[0, j-1]) + gdiff(s[i], t[j]),
dgL (s[0, i-1], t[0, j]) + α,
dgL (s[0, i], t[0, j-1]) + α).
(9.4)

The generalized Levenshtein distance between the nonempty prefixes,
s[0, i] and t[0, j], is the minimum over the distances corresponding to three
possible transformations: (1) optimal (generalized Levenshtein) transformation of s[0, i-1] into t[0, j-1] and substitution of s[i] with t[j], with a mismatch
penalty of gdiff(a, b), (2) optimal transformation of s[0, i-1] into t[0, j] and
deletion of s[i], with a gap penalty of α, and, (3) optimal transformation of
s[0, i] into t[0, j-1] and insertion of t[j] with a gap penalty of α.
Example. Consider the strings s = baa and t = abca again. Let: gdiff(a, b) =
gdiff(b, c) = 1, gdiff(a, c) = 2 and α = 1. We have dgM (s, t) = 5 and
dgL (s, t) = 3, using the same transformations as in the previous example.
Observe that if gdiff(a, b) is defined to be equal to diff(a, b), the definitions for the generalized Manhattan and Levenshtein distances correspond
to the definitions for the usual Manhattan and Levenshtein distances in equations (9.1) and (9.2), respectively. In our work, we assume that gdiff(a, b)
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and α are external parameters provided to the algorithm by the user, and we
require that the resulting generalized Manhattan and Levenshtein distances
are distance metrics.

9.3

Reversal-bounded Counter Machines

A (one-way, nondeterministic) h-counter machine [68, 69] A is a (one-way,
nondeterministic) finite automaton, augmented with h integer counters. Let
G be a finite set of integer constants (including 0). In each step, A may
read an input symbol, perform a test on the counter values, change state, and
increment each counter by some constant g ∈ G. A test on a set of integer
counters Z = {z1 , . . . , zh } is a Boolean combination of tests of the form zθg,
where z ∈ Z, θ ∈ {≤, ≥, =, <, >} and g ∈ G. Let TZ be the set of all such
tests on counters in Z.
Formally, A is defined as a tuple (Σ, X, x0 , Z, G, E, F ) where Σ, X,
xo , F , are the input alphabet, set of states, initial state, and final states
respectively. Z is a set of h integer counters, and E ⊆ X × (Σ ∪ ) × TZ ×
X ×Gh is the transition relation. Each transition (x, σ, t, x0 , g1 , . . . , gh ) denotes
a change of state from x to x0 on symbol σ ∈ Σ ∪ , with t ∈ TZ being the
enabling test on the counter values, and gk ∈ G being the amount by which
the k th counter is incremented.
A configuration of a one-way multi-counter machine is defined as the
tuple (x, σ, z1 , . . . , zh ), where x is the state of the automaton, σ is a symbol of the input string being read by the automaton and z1 , . . . , zh are the
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values of the counters. We define a move relation →A on the configurations:
(x, σ, z1 , . . . , zh ) →A (x0 , σ 0 , z10 , . . . , zh0 ) iff (x, σ, t(z1 , . . . , zh ), x0 , g1 , . . . , gh ) ∈ E,
where, t(z1 , . . . , zh ) is true, ∀k: zk0 = zk + gk , and σ 0 is the next symbol in the
input string being read. A path is an element of →?A , i.e., a path is a finite
sequence of configurations µ1 , µ2 , . . . where for all i : µi →A µi+1 . A run of
A on a string s = s[1]s[2] . . . s[n] can be defined as a path beginning with
an initial configuration in which x = x0 , σ = s[1] and all counters are set to
0. An accepting configuration is one in which x ∈ F (with the counter values
being unconstrained). A string s ∈ Σ? is accepted by A if (x0 , s[1], 0, . . . 0) →?A
(x, s[j], z1 , . . . , zh ) for some x ∈ F and j ≤ n. The set of strings (language)
accepted by A is denoted L(A).
In general, multi-counter machines can simulate actions of Turing machines (even with just 2 counters). In [68], the author presents a class of
counter machines - reversal-bounded counter machines - with efficiently decidable properties. A counter is said to be in an increasing mode between two
successive configurations if the counter value is the same or increasing, and in
a decreasing mode if the counter value is strictly decreasing. We say that a
counter is r-reversal bounded if the maximum number of times it changes mode
(from increasing to decreasing and vice versa) along any path is r. We say that
a multi-counter machine A is r-reversal bounded if each of its counters is at
most r-reversal bounded. We denote the class of h-counter, r-reversal-bounded
machines by NCM(h, r).
Lemma 9.3.1. [61] The nonemptiness problem for A in class NCM(h, r) can
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be solved in NLogspace in the size of A.
Recall that for all i > |s|, s[i] = #. In what follows, let Σ# = Σ ∪ {#}.

9.4

Manhattan Distance-Tracking Automata

>δ
=δ
We now define automata DM
, DM
that accept pairs of strings (s, t) such

that dM (s, t) = δ, dM (s, t) > δ, respectively, where dM (s, t) is the Manhattan
>δ
=δ
, DM
distance between s and t. The automata DM
are 1-reversal-bounded

1-counter machines (i.e., in NCM(1,1)), and are each defined as a tuple (Σ# ×
Σ# , X, x0 , Z, G, E, F ), where (Σ# × Σ# ) is the input alphabet, X = {x0 , x, acc},
is a set of three states, x0 is the initial state, Z = {z} is a single 1-reversalbounded counter, G = {δ, 0, −1} is a set of integers, and F = {acc} is the
>δ
=δ
, DM
singleton set of final states. The transition relations of DM
both include

the following transitions:

1. An initialization transition (x0 , (, ), true, x, δ) that sets the counter z
to δ.
2. Transitions of the form (x, (a, a), z ≥ 0, x, 0), for a 6= #, that read a pair
>δ
=δ
of identical, non-# symbols, and leave the state and counter of DM
, DM

unchanged.
3. Transitions of the form (x, (a, b), z ≥ 0, x, −1), for a 6= b, which read a
pair (a, b) of distinct symbols, and decrement the counter z by 1.
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4. Transitions of the form (acc, (∗, ∗), ∗, acc, 0), which ensure that the machine stays in its final state upon reaching it.
>δ
=δ
The only difference in the transition relations of DM
, DM
is in their
=δ
transitions into accepting states. The accepting transitions of DM
are of the
=δ
form (x, (#, #), z = 0, acc, 0), and move DM
to an accepting state upon reading

a (#, #) pair when the counter value is zero, i.e., when the Manhattan distance
between the strings being read is exactly equal to δ. The accepting transitions
>δ
>δ
of DM
are of the form (x, (∗, ∗), z < 0, acc, 0), and move DM
to an accepting

state whenever the counter value goes below zero, i.e., when the Manhattan
distance between the strings being read is greater than δ.
>δ
=δ
or DM
Note that the size of DM
is O(δ + |Σ|2 ). The following lemma

states the correctness of the above automata constructions.
>δ
=δ
, DM
Lemma 9.4.1. DM
accept a pair of strings (s, t) iff dM (s, t) = δ,

dM (s, t) > δ, respectively.
Generalized Manhattan Distance-Tracking Automata.

The defini-

>δ
=δ
tions for the automata DgM
, DgM
that accept pairs of strings (s, t) such that

dgM (s, t) = δ, dgM (s, t) > δ, respectively, with dgM (s, t) being the generalized
=δ
Manhattan distance between s and t, are very similar to the definitions for DM
,
>δ
>δ
=δ
DM
, respectively. In particular, both DgM
, DgM
are in NCM(1,1), and are each

defined as a tuple (Σ# × Σ# , X, x0 , Z, G, E, F ), where (Σ# × Σ# ) is the input alphabet, X = {x0 , x, acc}, is a set of three states, x0 is the initial state, Z = {z}
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is a single 1-reversal-bounded counter, G = {δ, 0} ∪ ∪a,b∈Σ# {gdiff(a, b)} is
a set of integers, and F = {acc} is the singleton set of final states. The
>δ
>δ
=δ
=δ
transition relations of DgM
, DgM
are identical to the ones for DM
, DM
, re-

spectively, except for the set of transitions described in item 3 above. Thus,
>δ
=δ
instead of transitions of the form (x, (a, b), z > 0, x, −1), for a 6= b, DgM
, DgM

contain transitions of the form (x, (a, b), z > 0, x, −gdiff(a, b)), for a 6= b,
which read a pair (a, b) of distinct symbols, and decrement the counter z by
the corresponding mismatch penalty gdiff(a, b).
>δ
=δ
or DgM
Note that the size of DgM
is O(δ+|Σ|2 MAXgdiffΣ ), where MAXgdiffΣ

is the maximum mismatch penalty over Σ.The following lemma states the
correctness of the above automata constructions.
>δ
=δ
, DgM
Lemma 9.4.2. DgM
accept a pair of strings (s, t) iff dgM (s, t) = δ,

dgM (s, t) > δ, respectively.

9.5

Levenshtein Distance-Tracking Automaton

In [53], the authors show that for a given integer k, a relation R ⊆ Σ? × Σ?
is rational if and only if for every (s, t) ∈ R, |s| − |t| < k. It is known from
[44], that a subset is rational iff it is the behavior of a finite automaton. Thus,
it follows from the above results that there exists a dfa that accepts the set
of pairs of strings that are within bounded edit distance from each other.
However, these theorems do not provide a constructive procedure for such an
automaton. In what follows, we present novel constructions for dfa’s DL=δ ,
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DL>δ that accept pairs of strings (s, t) such that dL (s, t) = δ, dL (s, t) > δ,
respectively.
The standard algorithm for computing the Levenshtein distance dL (s, t)
is a dynamic programming-based algorithm using the recurrence relations in
eq.(9.2). This algorithm organizes the bottom-up computation of the Levenshtein distance with the help of a table t of height |s| and width |t|. The 0th
row and column of t account for the base case of the recursion. The t(i, j) entry stores the Levenshtein distance of the strings s[0, i] and t[0, j]. In general,
the entire table has to be populated in order to compute dL (s, t). However,
when one is only interested in some bounded distance δ, then for every i,
the algorithm only needs to compute values for the cells from t(i, i − δ) to
t(i, i + δ) [62]. We call this region the δ-diagonal of t, and use this observation
to construct the dfa’s DL=δ and DL>δ .
We define DL=δ , DL>δ to synchronously run on a pair of strings s, t, and
accept iff dL (s, t) = δ, dL (s, t) > δ, respectively. In each step, DL=δ , DL>δ read a
pair of input symbols and change state to mimic the bottom-up edit distance
computation by the dynamic programming algorithm.
Example Run. A run of DL>2 on the string pair s = accca, t = caca, that
checks if dL (s, t) > 2, is shown in Fig. 9.1. After reading the ith input symbol
pair, DL>2 uses its state to remember the last δ = 2 symbols of s and t that it
has read, and transitions to a state that contains the values of t(i, i) and the
cells within the δ-diagonal, above and to the left of t(i, i).
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(ac, cc, h2, 1, 1, 2, 2i)
(b, f )
> (cb, cf, h2, 2, 2, 2, >i)
>
>

# #
5 6

>
>
>
>

(c, f )
(bc, f f, h2, >, >, >, >i)
(d, #)
(cd, f #, h>, >, >, >, >i)
(#, #)
accept

Figure 9.1: Dynamic programming table emulated by DL>2 . The table t filled
by the dynamic programming algorithm is shown to the left, and a computation of DL>2 on the strings s = acbcd and t = ccf f is shown to the right.

As in the case of Manhattan distance, DL=δ , DL>δ are identical, except
for their accepting transitions. Formally, DL=δ , DL>δ are each defined as a tuple
(Σ# × Σ# , Q, q0 , ∆, {acc}), where (Σ# × Σ# ), Q, q0 , ∆, {acc} are the input
alphabet, the set of states, the initial state, the transition function and the
singleton set of final states respectively. A state is defined as the tuple (x, y, e),
where x and y are strings of length at most δ and e is a vector containing
2δ + 1 entries, with values from {0, 1, . . . , δ, ⊥, >} for each entry. A state of
DL=δ , DL>δ maintains the invariant that if i symbol pairs have been read, then x,
y store the last δ symbols of s, t (i.e., x = s[i-δ+1, i], y = t[i-δ+1, i]), and the
entries in e correspond to the values stored in t(i, i) and the cells within the
δ-diagonal, above and to the left of t(i, i) (i.e., entries in e correspond to the
values in t(i, i) and in the cells defined by the sets {t(i, j) | j ∈ [i-δ, i-1]}, and
{t(j, i) | j ∈ [i-δ, i-1]}. The values in these cells greater than δ are replaced
by >. The initial state is q0 = (, , h⊥, . . . , ⊥, 0, ⊥, . . . , ⊥i), where  denotes
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the empty string, ⊥ is a special symbol denoting an undefined value, and the
value 0 corresponds to entry t(0, 0).
Upon reading the ith input symbol pair, s[i], t[i], DL=δ , DL>δ transition
from state qi-1 = (xi-1 , yi-1 , ei-1 ) to a state qi = (xi , yi , ei ) as shown in Fig. 9.2.
First, note that xi , yi are the δ-length suffices of xi-1 .s[i], yi-1 .t[i], respectively.
Also, note that to compute values in ei corresponding to the ith row of t,
we need the substring t[i-δ, i-1], the values t(i-1-δ, i-1) to t(i-1, i-1), and
the symbol s[i]. From the state invariant, it follows that the values of the
required cells from t and the required substring t[i-δ, i-1] are present in qi-1 .
Similarly, to compute t(j, i), where j ∈ [i-1-δ, i] the string in yi−1 , values in
ei−1 and the input symbol suffice. Thus, given any state qi-1 of DL=δ , DL>δ and
an input symbol pair, we can construct the unique next state that satisfies the
state-invariant from xi-1 , yi-1 , ei-1 and the input symbol pair.
Finally, upon reading the symbol (#, #) in state (x, y, e), we add transitions to the single accepting state acc in DL=δ (and in DL>δ ) iff:
- |s| = |t|, i.e., x and y do not contain #, and the (δ + 1)th entry in e is δ
(> in the case of DL>δ ), or,
- |s| = |t| + `, i.e., y contains ` #’s, x contains no #, and the (δ + 1 − `)th
entry in e is δ (> in the case of DL>δ ), or,
- |t| = |s| + `, i.e., x contains ` #’s, y contains no #, and the (δ + 1 + `)th
entry in e is δ (> in the case of DL>δ ).
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(i-1, i-δ-1)

t

s[i-δ, i-1], t[i-δ, i-1],

(i-1-δ, i-1)

(i-1, i-1)

s[i], t[i]

(i, i-δ+1)

t
s[i-δ+1, i], t[i-δ+1, i],

(i-δ+1, i)

(i, i)

Figure 9.2: A transition of DL=δ , DL>δ
Upon reaching acc, DL=δ , DL>δ remain in it for all possible input symbol pairs.
Note that the size of DL=δ or DL>δ is O((δ|Σ|)4δ ). The following lemma
states the correctness of these constructions. The proof follows from the stateinvariants maintained by DL=δ , DL>δ and their accepting transitions.
Lemma 9.5.1. DL=δ , DL>δ accept a pair of strings (s, t) iff dL (s, t) = δ, dL (s, t) >
δ, respectively.
Generalized Levenshtein Distance-Tracking Automata. The defini>δ
=δ
tions for the automata DgL
, DgL
that accept pairs of strings (s, t) such that

dgL (s, t) = δ, dgL (s, t) > δ, respectively, with dgL (s, t) being the generalized
Manhattan distance between s and t, are essentially the same as the definitions
for DL=δ , DL>δ , respectively. The only difference lies in the fact that the transi-
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tions of the form shown in Fig. 9.2 involve a computation using the mismatch
and gap penalties, according to eq.(9.4).

0
0 0
a 1 1
c 2 2
c 3
c 4
a 5
# 6

c a c a #
1 2 3 4 5
1 2
2 1 2
1 2 1 2
2 > 2 > >
> > > >
> > >
> >

(, , h⊥, ⊥, 0, ⊥, ⊥i)
(a, c)
(a, c, h⊥, 1, 2, 1, ⊥i)
(c, a)
(ac, ca, h2, 1, 2, 1, 2i)
(c, c)
> (cc, ac, h2, >, 2, 1, 2i)
>
>
#
6

(c, a)
(cc, ca, h>, >, >, >, 2i)
(a, #)
(ca, a#, h>, >, >, >, >i)
(#, #)
accept

>2
Figure 9.3: Dynamic programming table emulated by DgL
. The table t filled
by the dynamic programming algorithm for δ = 2 is shown to the left, and
a computation of DL>2 on the strings s = accca, t = caca is shown to the
right. Here, Σ = {a, b, c}, gdiff(a, b) = gdiff(b, c) = gdiff(a, #) = 1,
gdiff(a, c) = gdiff(b, #) = 2, gdiff(c, #) = 3 and α = 1.

>2
Example Run. A run of DgL
on the string pair s = accca, t = caca that

checks if dgL (s, t) > 2, is shown in Fig. 9.3. The mismatch and gap penalties
are as enumerated in the caption.
>δ
=δ
Thus, the size of DgL
or DgL
is O((δ|Σ|)4δ ), and the following lemma

states the correctness of these constructions.
>δ
=δ
Lemma 9.5.2. DgL
, DgL
accept a pair of strings (s, t) iff dgL (s, t) = δ,

dgL (s, t) > δ, respectively.
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Chapter 10
Robustness Analysis of String Transducers

Overview. In this chapter, we target robustness analysis of string transducers with respect to input perturbations. We formally define our notion
of robustness and present a set of decision procedures based on reducing the
problem of robustness verification of a transducer to the problem of checking the emptiness of a reversal-bounded counter machine. In this chapter, we
choose to focus on the generalized Levenshtein and Manhattan distance metrics over strings. This is because string transducers are involved in a diverse
set of applications, as highlighted in Chapter 1, and the usual Levenshtein
and Manhattan distance metrics may be too coarse and inadequate for some
of these applications.

10.1

Robust String Transducers

Our notion of robustness for finite transducers is an adaptation of the analytic
notion of Lipschitz continuity. Given two metric spaces (M1 , d1 ) and (M2 , d2 ), a
function f : M1 → M2 is called Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant
K ∈ N such that ∀x, y ∈ M1 : d2 (f (x), f (y)) ≤ Kd1 (x, y). Intuitively, a
Lipschitz-continuous function responds proportionally, and hence robustly, to
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perturbations in its input. Thus, Lipschitz-continuity can be the basis of a
mathematical definition of robustness [24].
We define a transducer T to be robust if the function JT K encoded by
the transducer satisfies a property very similar to Lipschitz-continuity. The
one difference between the Lipschitz criterion and ours is that the output of a
Lipschitz-continuous function changes proportionally to every perturbation δ
to the input, however large δ might be. From the modeling point of view, this
requirement seems too strong; if the input is noisy beyond a certain point, it
makes little sense to constrain the behavior of the output. Accordingly, we
define robustness of a transducer T with respect to a fixed bound B on the
amount of input perturbation.
Definition 10.1.1 (Robust String Transducers). Given an upper bound B on
the input perturbation, a constant K ∈ N and a distance metric d : Σ∗ × Σ∗ ∪
Γ? × Γ? → N, a transducer T defined over a regular language L ⊆ Σ∗ , with
JT K : L → Γ? , is called (B, K)-robust if:
∀δ ≤ B, ∀s, t ∈ L : d(s, t) = δ =⇒ d(JT K(s), JT K(t)) ≤ Kδ.

10.2

Robustness Analysis

From Def. 10.1.1, it follows that checking (B, K)-robustness of a transducer
T is equivalent to checking if for each δ ≤ B, ∀s, t ∈ L : d(s, t) = δ

=⇒

d(JT K(s), JT K(t)) ≤ Kδ. Hence, we focus on the problem of checking robustness of a transducer for some fixed input perturbation δ. We reduce this
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problem to checking language emptiness of a product machine A δ constructed
from:
1. An input automaton AδI that accepts a pair of strings (s, t) iff d(s, t) = δ,
2. A pair-transducer P that transforms input string pairs (s, t) to output
string pairs (s0 , t0 ) according to T , and
3. An output automaton AδO that accepts (s0 , t0 ) iff d(s0 , t0 ) > Kδ.
We construct A δ such that T is robust iff for all δ ≤ B, the language of A δ is
empty.
Later in this section, we present specialized constructions for AδI , AδO
for checking robustness of Mealy machines and functional transducers, with
respect to the generalized Manhattan and Levenshtein distances. The definition of the pair-transducer P is standard in all these scenarios, and hence
we present it first. We next define the product machine A δ for two relevant
scenarios. Scenario 1 is when AδI and AδO are both dfas - as we will see, this
scenario presents itself while checking robustness of either type of transducer
with respect to the generalized Levenshtein distance. Scenario 2 is when AδI
and AδO are both 1-reversal-bounded counter machines - this scenario presents
itself while checking robustness of either type of transducer with respect to
the generalized Manhattan distance.
e = Σ# ×Σ#
Recall that Σ# = Σ∪{#}. Let Γ# = Γ∪{#}, Γ,# = Γ∪{, #}, Σ
e = Γ,# × Γ,# .
and Γ
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Pair-transducer, P . Given a transducer T , the pair-transducer P reads an
input string pair and produces an output string pair according to T . Formally,
e Γ,
e q0P , EP , FP )
given T = (Q, Σ, Γ, q0 , E, F ), P is defined as the tuple (QP , Σ,
where QP = Q × Q, q0P = (q0 , q0 ), FP = F × F , and, EP is the set of all transitions of the form ((q1 , q2 ), (a, b), (w0 , v 0 ), (q10 , q20 )) such that (q1 , a, w0 , q10 ) ∈ E
and (q2 , b, v 0 , q20 ) ∈ E. While for Mealy machines, in all transitions in EP ,
w0 , v 0 are symbols in Γ ∪ {#}, for arbitrary functional transducers, w0 , v 0 may
be strings of different lengths, and either or both could be . We define the
function JP K such that JP K(s, t) = (s0 , t0 ) if J→
− (s) = s0 and J→
− (t) =< t0 .
K

K

Product machine, A δ . Given input automaton AδI , pair transducer P and
output automaton AδO , the product machine A δ is constructed to accept all
string pairs (s, t) such that (s, t) is accepted by AδI and there exists a string
pair (s0 , t0 ) accepted by AδO with (s0 , t0 ) = JP K(s, t). Notice that while in each

of its transitions, AδO can only read a pair of symbols at a time, each transition
of P potentially generates a pair of (possibly unequal length) output strings.
Hence, A δ cannot be constructed as a simple synchronized product.
e q0I , ∆I , FI ), pair
Scenario 1. Given a dfa input automaton AδI = (QI , Σ,
e Γ,
e q0P , EP , FP ) and a dfa output automaton Aδ =
transducer P = (QP , Σ,
O
e q0O , ∆O , FO ), A δ is a dfa given by the tuple (Q, Σ,
e q0 , ∆, F ), where
(QO , Γ,
Q ⊆ QI × QP × QO , q0 = (q0I , q0P , q0O ), F = FI × FP × FO , and E is defined as
follows:
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∆((qI , qP , qO ), (a, b)) = (qI0 , qP0 , qO0 ) iff
1. ∆I (qI , (a, b)) = qI0 , and
2. there exist w0 , v 0 such that
(a) (qP , (a, b), (w0 , v 0 ), qP0 ) ∈ EP , and
(b) ∆∗O (qO , (w0 , v 0 )) = qO0 .
Scenario 2. For counter machines, one also needs to keep track of the coune XI , x0I , ZI , GI , EI , FI ) in NCM(hI ,1),
ters. Given input automaton AδI = (Σ,
e Γ,
e q0P , EP , FP ) and output automaton Aδ in class
pair transducer P = (QP , Σ,
O
e XO , x0O , ZO , GO , EO , FO ), A δ is in NCM(h,1), with
NCM(hO ,1), of the form (Γ,
e X, x0 , Z, G, E, F ), where X ⊆
h = hI + hO , and is given by the tuple (Σ,
XI ×QP ×XO , x0 = (x0I , q0P , x0O ), Z = ZI ∪ZO , G = GI ∪GO , F = FI ×FP ×FO ,
and E is defined as follows:
((xI , qP , xO ), (a, b), t, (x0I , qP0 , x0O ), gI 1 , . . . , gI hI , gO1 , . . . , gOhO ) ∈ E iff
1. (xI , (a, b), tI , x0I , gI 1 , . . . , gI hI ) ∈ EI with t ⇒ tI , and
2. there exist w0 , v 0 such that
(a) (qP , (a, b), (w0 , v 0 ), qP0 ) ∈ EP , and
0
0
(b) (xO , (w0 [1], v 0 [1]), zO1 , . . . , zOhO ) →?Aδ (x0O , (w0 [j], v 0 [`]), zO1
, . . . , zOh
),
O
O

0

0

with j = |w |, ` = |v |, t ⇒ tO where tO is the enabling test corre0
sponding to the first move along →?Aδ and ∀k: zOk
= zOk + gOk .
O
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Thus, in both scenarios, each transition of A δ corresponds to a single transition
of AδI , a single transition of P yielding some output string pair (w0 , v 0 ), and a
path of AδO , consisting of multiple transitions/moves on (w0 , v 0 ).
10.2.1

Mealy Machines

Generalized Manhattan Distance. For a Mealy machine T , it is easy to see
from the descriptions of AδI , AδO and from the constructions in Sec. 9.4, that AδI
>Kδ
=δ
is the same as DgM
and AδO is essentially the same as DgM
, with the alphabet

e Thus, Aδ and Aδ are both in NCM(1,1). Let A δ be the product
being Γ.
O
I
machine, as defined in Scenario 2 using AδI , P and AδO . From Lem. 9.4.2 and
the definition of A δ , it follows that A δ accepts all input strings (s, t) such that
dM (s, t) = δ, and there exists (s0 , t0 ) = JP K(s, t) with dM (s0 , t0 ) > Kδ. Thus,

any pair of input strings accepted by A δ is a witness to the non-robustness of
T ; equivalently T is robust iff A δ is empty for all δ ≤ B.
The product machine A δ is in NCM(2, 1) and its size is polynomial in
size(T ), δ, K, |Σ|, |Γ| and MAXdiff , where MAXdiff is the maximum mismatch
penalty over Σ and Γ. Since, we need to check nonemptiness of A δ for all
δ ≤ B, we have the following theorem using Lem. 9.3.1.
Theorem 10.2.1. Robustness verification of a Mealy machine T with respect
to the generalized Manhattan distance can be accomplished in NLogspace in
size(T ), B, K, |Σ|, |Γ| and MAXdiff (maximum mismatch penalty).

Generalized Levenshtein Distance. For a Mealy machine T , AδI is the
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>Kδ
=δ
same as DgL
and AδO is the same as DgL
(as defined in Sec. 9.4), with alphabet

e Thus, AδI and AδO are both dfas. Let A δ be a product machine, as defined in
Γ.
Scenario 1 using AδI , P and AδO . As before, from Lem. 9.5.2 and the definition
of A δ , it follows that T is robust iff A δ is empty for all δ ≤ B.
The size of A δ is O(size2 (T )|Σ|4δ (|Γ|K)4Kδ δ 4δ(1+K) ). Since the emptiness of the dfa A δ can be checked in NLogspace in the size of A δ , and we
need to repeat this for all δ ≤ B, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 10.2.2. Robustness verification of a Mealy machine T with respect
to the generalized Levenshtein distance can be accomplished in PSpace in B
and K.
10.2.2

Functional Transducers

Checking robustness of functional transducers is more involved than checking
robustness of Mealy machines. The main reason is that P may produce output
symbols for two strings in an unsynchronized fashion, i.e., the symbols read
by AδO may be of the form (a, ) or (, a). While this does not affect the input
automata constructions, the output automata for functional transducers differ
from the ones for Mealy machines.

Generalized Manhattan Distance. As stated above, AδI is the same as
=δ
DgM
. The construction of AδO is based on the observation that if s0 , t0 are

mismatched in 1 + Kδ positions, dgM (s0 , t0 ) is guaranteed to be greater than
Kδ. Let η = 1 + Kδ. We define AδO to be in class NCM(1 + 2η, 1) with a
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distance counter z and two sets of position counters c1 , . . . , cη and d1 , . . . , dη .
The counter z is initialized to Kδ and for all j, position counters cj , dj are
initialized to hold guesses for η mismatch positions in s0 , t0 , respectively. In
particular, the position counters are initialized such that for all j, cj = dj ,
cj ≥ 0, and cj < cj+1 , thereby ensuring that the counter pairs store η distinct
position guesses 1 . For notational convenience, we denote the initial position
guess stored in the position counter cj (or dj ) by pj .
Intuitively, for each j, AδO uses its position counters to compare the
δ
symbols at the pth
j position of each string. For all j, AO decrements cj , dj

upon reading a nonempty symbol of s0 , t0 , respectively. Thus, AδO reads the
0
0
th
pth
j symbol of s , t when cj = 0, dj = 0, respectively. If the pj symbols

are mismatched symbols a, b, then AδO decrements the distance counter z by
gdiff(a, b). Now, recall that the symbol at the pth
j position for one string may
arrive before that for the other string. Thus, for instance, cj may be 0, while
dj is still positive. In this case, AδO needs to remember the earlier symbol in
its state till the delayed symbol arrives. Note that AδO has to remember at
most η symbols corresponding to the η guessed positions. When the delayed
symbol at position pj of the trailing string arrives, i.e. dj finally becomes 0,
AδO compares it to the symbol stored in its state and decrements z as needed.
1

Note that this can be done nondeterministically as follows. First all 2η counters are
incremented by 1, and at some nondeterministically chosen point, the machine stops incrementing the c1 , d1 counters, then at some further point stops incrementing the c2 , d2
counters, and so on. This ensures that for each j, cj = dj , and the higher index counters
have higher (distinct) values.
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Formally, a state of AδO is a tuple of the form (pos, id, vec), where pos ∈
[1, η] is a positive integer (initially 0) that keeps track of the earliest position
for which AδO is waiting to read symbols of both strings, id ∈ {0, 1, 2} is
used to track which of the strings is leading the other, and vec is a η-length
vector that stores the symbols of the leading string. Initially, all entries of vec
are ⊥. The invariant maintained by the state is as follows: if pos = j, (a)
id = 0 iff cj > 0, dj > 0 and vecj = ⊥, (b) id = 1 iff cj ≤ 0, dj > 0 and
vecj = s0 [pj ], and (c) id = 2 iff cj > 0, dj ≤ 0 and vecj = t0 [pj ]. Thus, if cj
becomes zero while dj is non-zero, id is set to 1, and vecj is set to the symbol
0
read, s0 [pj ]; when dj eventually becomes zero due to the pth
j symbol of t being

read, then vecj is set to ⊥, z is decremented by gdiff(s0 [pj ], t0 [pj ]) and pos is
0
0
incremented. The case when the pth
j symbol of t is output before that of s is

handled symmetrically. AδO moves to an accepting state whenever the value in
z goes below 0, i.e. dgM (s0 , t0 ) > Kδ, and stays there. AδO moves to a special
rejecting state if the value in z is nonnegative and either the string pairs or
all position guesses are exhausted, i.e., if AδO reads a (#, #) symbol or if all
position counters are negative. In effect, the construction ensures that if AδO
accepts a pair of strings (s0 , t0 ), then dgM (s0 , t0 ) > Kδ. On the other hand, note
that if dgM (s0 , t0 ) > Kδ, then there exists a run of AδO in which it correctly
guesses some mismatch positions (whose number is at most η) such that their
cumulative mismatch penalty exceeds Kδ.
Lemma 10.2.3. The above AδO accepts a pair of strings (s, t) iff dgM (s, t) >
Kδ.
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Note that the size of AδO is O(Γ2Kδ ). Let A δ be a product machine, as defined
in Scenario 2 using AδI , P and AδO . From Lem. 9.4.2, Lem. 10.2.3 and the
definition of A δ , it follows that T is robust iff A δ is empty for all δ ≤ B. A δ
is in class NCM(2 + 2η, 1), and its size is O(size2 (T )(δ + |Σ|2 MAXdiffΣ )Γ2Kδ ),
with MAXdiff being the maximum mismatch penalty over Σ. Since we need to
repeat this for all δ ≤ B, we have the following theorem using Lem. 9.3.1.
Theorem 10.2.4. Robustness verification of a functional transducer T with
respect to the generalized Manhattan distance can be accomplished in PSpace
in B and K.
Generalized Levenshtein distance. The input automaton AδI is the same
=δ
as DgL
. In order to track the generalized Levenshtein distance between the un-

synchronized output strings generated by P , AδO needs to remember substrings
of the leading string in its state, and not simply the symbols at possible mismatch positions. A natural question to ask is whether there exists a bound on
the length of the substrings that AδO needs to remember in its state. We first
address this question before defining AδO .
Consider AδI ⊗ P , the synchronous product of the input automaton
e Γ,
e q0I ⊗P , EI ⊗P , FI ⊗P ) be
AδI and the pair transducer P . Let TI ⊗P = (QI ⊗P , Σ,
obtained by trimming AδI ⊗P , i.e., by removing all states that are not reachable
from the initial state or from which no final state is reachable. The set EI ⊗P of
transitions of TI ⊗P can be extended in a natural way to the set EI∗⊗P of paths
of TI ⊗P . Note that for any path (q0I ⊗P , (w, v), (w0 , v 0 ), qfI ⊗P ) from the initial
state to some final state qfI ⊗P ∈ FI ⊗P , dgL (w, v) = δ and JP K(w, v) = (w0 , v 0 ).
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We define the pairwise-delay of a path π of TI ⊗P , denoted pd(π), as the
difference in lengths of its output string labels: for π = (q, (w, v), (w0 , v 0 ), q 0 ),
pd(π) = abs (|w0 | − |v 0 |). TI ⊗P is said to have bounded pairwise-delay if the
pairwise-delay of all its paths is bounded. For TI ⊗P with bounded pairwisedelay, we denote the maximum pairwise-delay over all paths of TI ⊗P by D(TI ⊗P ).
Let `max be the length of the longest output string in any transition of T , i.e.,
`max = max{|w0 | | (q, a, w0 , q 0 ) ∈ E}, and let QI , Q be the set of states of AδI ,
T.
Lemma 10.2.5. TI ⊗P has bounded pairwise-delay, with D(TI ⊗P ) bounded by
|Q|2 |QI |`max , iff the pairwise-delay of all cyclic paths in TI ⊗P is 0.
Proof. If there is a cyclic path c = (q, (w, v), (w0 , v 0 ), q) in TI ⊗P with pd(c) 6= 0,
then for n traversals through c, pd(cn ) = n(pd(c)), and hence D(TI ⊗P ) is not
bounded. If for all cycles c, pd(c) = 0, then for any path π, pd(π) = pd(πacy ),
where πacy is the acyclic path obtained from π by iteratively removing all cycles
from π. Thus, D(TI ⊗P ) is bounded by the maximum possible pairwise-delay
along any acyclic path of TI ⊗P . This maximum delay is (|QI ⊗P | − 1)`max and
is exhibited along an acyclic path of maximum length |QI ⊗P | − 1, with the
output string pair along each transition being  and a string of length `max .
By definition of TI ⊗P , |QI ⊗P | ≤ |Q|2 .|QI |. The result follows.
Corollary 10.2.6. TI ⊗P has bounded pairwise-delay iff each simple cycle of
TI ⊗P is labeled with equal length output strings.
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Lemma 10.2.7. If TI ⊗P does not have bounded pairwise-delay, T is nonrobust.
Proof. We exhibit a witness for non-robustness of T . If TI ⊗P does not have
bounded pairwise-delay, there is some simple cycle c : (q, (wc , vc ), (wc0 , vc0 ), q) in
6 |vc0 |. Consider the paths π1 = (q0I ⊗P , (w1 , v1 ), (w10 , v10 ), q) and
TI ⊗P with |wc0 | =
π2 = (q, (w2 , v2 ), (w20 , v20 ), qfI ⊗P ), with qfI ⊗P ∈ FI ⊗P . Let us assume that |w10 | >
|v10 |, |wc0 | > |vc0 | and |w20 | > |v20 | (the other cases can be handled similarly). Let
|wc0 | − |vc0 | = lc and |w10 .w20 | − |v10 .v20 | = l.
Then, given δ, K, there exists n ∈ N such that l + nlc > Kδ. The
witness path π to non-robustness of T can now be constructed from π1 , followed
by n-traversals of c, followed by π2 . By definition of TI ⊗P , the generalized
Levenshtein distance, dgL (w1 .(wc )n .w2 , v1 .(vc )n .v2 ), of the input string labels
of π, equals δ, and by construction of π, the difference in the lengths, and
hence the generalized Levenshtein distance, gdL (w10 .(wc0 )n .w20 , v10 .(vc0 )n .v20 ) of
the output string labels of π exceeds Kδ.
Lem. 10.2.5 is helpful in constructing an output automaton AδO that
accepts a pair of output strings (s0 , t0 ) iff dgL (s0 , t0 ) > Kδ. The construction
Kδ
e with one crucial
of AδO is very similar to that of DgL
, defined over alphabet Γ,

difference. Having read the j th symbol of s0 , in order to compute all entries
in the j th row of the Kδ-diagonal in the dynamic programming table, we
need to have seen the (j + Kδ)th symbol of t0 . However, the maximum delay
between s0 and t0 could be as much as D(TI ⊗P ) (by Lem. 10.2.5). Hence,
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Kδ
unlike DgL
, which only needs to remember strings of length Kδ in its state,

AδO needs to remember strings of length D(TI ⊗P ) + Kδ in its state. Thus, a
state of AδO is a tuple (x, y, e), where x and y are strings of length at most
D(TI ⊗P ) + Kδ, and e is a vector of length 2Kδ + 1. Note that AδO is a dfa
with size O(|Γ|4(Kδ+D(TI ⊗P )) ), where D(TI ⊗P ) is the maximum pairwise-delay of
T and is O(size2 (T )|Σ|4δ δ 4δ `max ).
Lemma 10.2.8. If TI ⊗P has bounded pairwise-delay, AδO as described above
accepts a pair of strings (s0 , t0 ) iff dgL (s0 , t0 ) > Kδ.
Summarizing our robustness checking algorithm for a functional transducer T ,
we first check if TI ⊗P does not have bounded pairwise-delay. To do this, we
check if there exists a simple cycle c in TI ⊗P for which pd(c) 6= 0. If yes, T is
non-robust by Lem. 10.2.7. If not, we construct the product machine A δ , as
defined in Scenario 1 using AδI , P and AδO . By Lem. 9.5.2, Lem. ?? and the
definition of A δ , it follows that T , with bounded pairwise-delay, is robust iff
A δ is empty for all δ ≤ B.
Checking if there exists a simple cycle c in TI ⊗P with pd(c) 6= 0 can be
done in NLogspace in the size of TI ⊗P 2 , which is O(size2 (T )|Σ|4δ δ 4δ ). Also,
the nonemptiness of A δ can be checked in NLogspace in its size, as given by
the product of size(TI ⊗P ) and size(AδO ). Repeating this for all δ ≤ B, we have
the following theorem.
2

This can be done using a technique similar to the one presented in [122](Theorem 2.4)
for checking nonemptiness of a Büchi automaton.
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Theorem 10.2.9. Robustness verification of a functional transducer T with
respect to the Levenshtein distance can be accomplished in ExpSpace in B.
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Chapter 11
Robustness Analysis of Networked Systems

Overview. In this chapter, we target robustness analysis of networked systems with respect to perturbations in the network channels. We formally
define our model for synchronous networked systems and our notion of robustness for such systems. We present automata-theoretic decision procedures for
checking robustness with respect to the Levenshtein and Manhattan distance
metrics.
In what follows, we sometimes denote vectors of objects using bold letters such
as s, ε, with the ith object in the vector denoted si , εi respectively.

11.1

Robust Networked Systems

In this section, we present a formal model for a synchronous networked system.
We then introduce a notion of robustness for computations of such networked
systems when the communication channels are prone to errors.
11.1.1

Synchronous Networked System

A networked system, denoted N , can be described as a directed graph (P, C),
with a set of processes P = {P1 , . . . , Pn } and a set of communication channels
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M3

C1,3 , δ1

Cin

C2,3 ,
δ3
M2

Cout , ε

C3,2 ,
δ2

M1
C2,1 , δ4
Figure 11.1: Networked system
C. The set of channels consists of internal channels N , external input channels
I, and external output channels O. An internal channel Cij ∈ N connects a
source process Pi to a destination process Pj . An input channel has no source
process, and an output channel has no destination process in N .

Process Definition and Semantics. A process Pi in the networked system
is defined as a tuple (In i , Out i , Mi ), where In i ⊆ (I ∪ N ) is the set of Pi ’s
input channels, Out i ⊆ (O ∪ N ) is the set of Pi ’s output channels, and Mi is
a machine describing Pi ’s input/output behavior. We assume a synchronous
model of computation: (1) at each tick of the system, each process consumes
an input symbol from each of its input channels, and produces an output
symbol on each its output channels, and (2) message delivery through the
channels is instantaneous. We further assume that a networked system N has a
computation alphabet Σ for describing the inputs and outputs of each process,
and for describing communication over the channels. Please see Fig. 11.1 for
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an example networked system. Observe that a process may communicate with
one, many or all processes in N using its output channels. Thus our network
model subsumes unicast, multicast and broadcast communication schemes.
In this work, we focus on processes described as Mealy machines. In
each tick, a Mealy machine process in a networked system N consumes a
composite symbol (the tuple of symbols on its input channels), and outputs
a composite symbol (the tuple of symbols on its output channels). Thus,
the input alphabet for M i is Σ|In i | , and the output alphabet is Σ|Out i | . Let
(Qi , Σ|In i | , Σ|Out i | , , q0i , Ei ) be the tuple describing the Mealy machine underlying process Pi . Recall from Sec. 9.1 that every state of a Mealy machine is
an accepting state; hence, we do not include a set F of accepting states in the
tuple describing a Mealy machine.

Operational Semantics of a Network. We define a network state q as the
tuple (q1 , . . . , qn , c1 , . . . , c|N | ), where for each i, qi ∈ Qi is the state of Pi , and
for each k, ck is the state of the k th internal channel, i.e., the current symbol
in the channel. A transition of N has the following form:
(q1 , . . . , qn , c1 , . . . , c|N | )
(a1 , . . . , a|I| ), (a0 1 , . . . , a0 |O| )
(q 0 1 , . . . , q 0 n , c0 1 , . . . , c0 |N | )

Here (a1 , . . . , a|I| ) denote the symbols on the external input channels, and
(a0 1 , . . . , a0 |O| ) denote the symbols on the external output channels. During a
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transition of N , each process Pi consumes a composite symbol (given by the
states of all internal channels in In i and the symbols in the external input
channels in In i ), changes state from qi to qi0 , and outputs a composite symbol.
The generation of an output symbol by Pi causes an update to the states of
all internal channels in Out i and results in the output of a symbol on each
output channel in Out i .
Thus, we can view the networked system N itself as a machine that in
each step, consumes an |I|-dimensional input symbol a from its external input
channels, changes state according to the transition functions Ei of each process, and outputs an |O|-dimensional output symbol a0 on its external output
channels.
Formally, we define the semantics of a computation of N using the
tuple (Σ|I| , Σ|O| , Q, q0 , E), where Q = (Q1 × . . . × Qn × Σ|N | ) is the set of
states and E ⊆ (Q × Σ|I| × Σ|O| × Q) is the network transition function. The
initial state qo = (q0 1 , . . . , q0 n , c01 , . . . , c0|N | ) of N is given by the initial process
states and internal channel states. An execution ρ(s) of N on an input string
s = s[1]s[2] . . . s[m] is defined as a sequence of configurations of the form (q0 , ),
(q1 , s0 [1]), . . . , (qm , s0 [m]), where for each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, (qj−1 , s[j], s0 [j], qj ) ∈
?

E. The output function computed by the networked system JN K : (Σ|I| ) →
?

(Σ|O| ) is then defined such that JN K(s[1]s[2] . . . s[m]) = s0 [1]s0 [2] . . . s0 [m].
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11.1.2

Channel Perturbations and Robustness

An execution of a networked system is said to be perturbed if one or more of
the internal channels are perturbed one or more times during the execution.
A channel perturbation can be modeled as a deletion or substitution of the
current symbol in the channel. To model symbol deletions1 , we extend the
alphabet of each internal channel to Σ = Σ ∪ . A perturbed execution
includes transitions corresponding to channel perturbations, of the form:
(q1 , . . . , qn , c1 , . . . , c|N | )
, 
(q 0 1 , . . . , q 0 n , c0 1 , . . . , c0 |N | ),

Here, for each i, the states qi0 and qi are identical, and for some k, ck 6= c0k .
Such transitions, termed τ -transitions2 , do not consume any input symbol
and model instantaneous channel errors. We say that the k th internal channel
is perturbed in a τ -transition if ck 6= c0k . A perturbed network execution
ρτ (s) on an input string s = s[1]s[2] . . . s[m] is a sequence of configurations
(q0 , ), . . . , (qτ , s0 [m]), where for each j either (qj−1 , s[`], s0 [`], qj ) ∈ E, for
some `, or (qj−1 , , , qj ) is a τ -transition.
1

Note that though a perturbation can cause a symbol on an internal channel to get
deleted in a given step, we expect that the processes reading from this channel will output
a nonempty symbol in that step. In this sense, we treat an empty input symbol simply as
a special symbol, and assume that each process can handle such a symbol.
2
Note that a network transition of the form ((q1 , . . . , qn , c1 , . . . , c|N | ), , a0 ,
0
(q 1 , . . . , q 0 n , c0 1 , . . . , c0 |N | )) where for some i, qi 6= qi0 is not considered a τ -transition: such
a transition involves a state change by some process on an empty input symbol along with
the generation of a nonempty output symbol.
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Note that there can be several possible perturbed executions of N on a
string s which differ in their exact instances of τ -transitions and the channels
perturbed in each instance. Each such perturbed execution generates a different perturbed output. For a specific perturbed execution ρτ (s) of the form
(q0 , ), (q1 , s0 [1]), . . . , (qτ , s0 [m]), we denote the string s0 = s0 [1]s0 [2] . . . s0 [m]
output by N along that execution by Jρτ K(s). We denote by JNτ K(s) the set of
all possible perturbed outputs corresponding to the input string s. Formally,
JNτ K(s) is the set {s0 | ∃ρτ (s) such that s0 = Jρτ K(s)}.
Robustness. Let d : Σ∗ × Σ∗ → N be a distance metric over a set Σ∗
of strings. We can extend this metric to vectors of strings in the standard
fashion. Let w = (w1 , . . . , wL ), v = (v1 , . . . , vL ) be two vectors of strings; then
d(w, v) = (d(w1 , v1 ), . . . , d(wL , vL )).
Let τk denote the number of perturbations in the k th internal channel in
ρτ (s). Then, the channel-wise perturbation count in ρτ (s), denoted kρτ (s)k is
given by the vector (τ1 , . . . , τ|N | ). We define robustness of a networked system
as follows.
Definition 11.1.1 (Robust Networked System). Given an upper bound δ =
{δ1 , . . . , δ|N | } on the number of possible perturbations in each internal channel,
and an upper bound ε = (ε1 , . . . , ε|O| ) on the acceptable error in each external
output channel of a networked system N , we say that N is (δ, ε)-robust if:
?

∀s ∈ (Σ|I| ) , ∀ρτ (s) :

kρτ (s)k ≤ δ =⇒ d( JN K(s), Jρτ K(s) ) ≤ ε.
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11.2

Robustness Analysis

Checking if a networked system N is (δ, ε)-robust is equivalent to checking
if, for each output channel o` ∈ O (with an error bound of ε` ), N is (δ, ε` )robust. Thus, in what follows, we focus on the problem of checking robustness of the networked system N for a single output channel. Rephrasing
the robustness definition from Def. 11.1.1, we need to check if for all input
strings s ∈ (Σ|I| )? .(#|I| )? , and all runs ρτ (s) of N , kρτ (s)k ≤ δ implies that
d(JN K|` (s), Jρτ K|` (s)) ≤ ε` . Here, JN K|` (s), Jρτ K|` (s) respectively denote the

projections of JN K(s) and Jρτ K(s) on the `th output channel. For simplicity in
notation, henceforth, we drop the ` in the error bound on the channel, and
denote it simply by ε.
Similar to the semantics of a networked system N with multiple output channels, we can define the semantics of N for the `th output channel using the tuple (Σ|I| , Σ, Q, q0 , E|` ). Here, E|` denotes the projection of
the transition relation E of N onto the `th output channel. To incorporate
the addition of # symbols at the end of strings, the semantics of N is further modified to the tuple (Σ|I| ∪ {#|I| }, Σ# , Q, q0 , E # ), where E # = E|` ∪
{(q, ((#, . . . , #), #), q) : q ∈ Q}. Similarly, the tuple defining Nτ is modified
to (Σ|I| ∪ {#|I| 1 , . . . , #|I| , }Σ# , Q, q0 , Eτ# ), where Eτ# includes E # and all possible
τ -transitions from each state.
In what follows, we define composite machines A that accept input
strings certifying the non-robust behavior of a given networked system N . In
other words, A accepts a string s ∈ (Σ|I| )? .(#|I| )? iff there exists a perturbed
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execution ρτ (s) of Nτ such that: kρτ (s)k ≤ δ and d(JN K|` (s), Jρτ K|` (s)) > ε.
Thus, the networked system N is (δ, ε)-robust iff L(A) is empty.
11.2.1

Robustness Analysis for the Manhattan Distance Metric

The composite machine Aδ,ε
M certifying non-robustness with respect to the
Manhattan metric, is a nondeterministic, 1-reversal-bounded (|N |+1)-counter
machine, i.e., in the class NCM(|N | + 1, 1). In each run on an input string s,
Aδ,ε
M simultaneously does the following: (a) it simulates an unperturbed execution ρ(s) of N and a perturbed execution ρτ (s) of Nτ , (b) keeps track of all
the internal channel perturbations along ρτ (s), and (c) tracks the Manhattan
distance between the outputs generated along ρ(s) and ρτ (s).
>ε
Recall from Sec. 9.4, that the automaton DM
, accepting pairs of strings

with Manhattan distance greater than ε from each other, is in the class
>ε
NCM(1,1). Let DM
= (Σ# × Σ# , XM , x0M , ZM , GM , EM , {accM }), with all

components of the tuple as defined in Sec. 9.4.
Formally, the machine Aδ,ε
M , in the class NCM(|N | + 1, 1) is defined as
the tuple (Σ|I| ∪ {#|I| }, X, x0 , Z, G, E, F ), where X, x0 , Z, G, E, F are respectively the set of states, initial state, set of counters, a finite set of integers, the
transition relation and the final states of Aδ,ε
M . We define these below.
The set of states X = Y ∪ {acc, rej }, where Y ⊆ (Q × Q × XM ). Each
state x ∈ Y of Aδ,ε
M is a tuple (q, r, xM ), where the component labeled q tracks
the state of the unperturbed network N , the component r tracks the state of
>ε
. The initial state x0 is
the perturbed network Nτ , and xM is a state in DM
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(q0 , q0 , x0 M ). The set of counters Z = {z1 , . . . , z|N | } ∪ {z}, where the counters
{z1 , . . . , z|N | } track the number of perturbations in each internal channel of N ,
and the counter z tracks the Manhattan distance of the output strings. The
initial value of each counter is 0. The set G = {0, −1, δ1 , δ2 , . . . , δ|N | , ε} is the
set of all integers that can be used in tests on counter values, or by which any
counter in Z can be incremented. The set F of final states is the singleton set
{acc}.
The transition relation E of Aδ,ε
M is constructed using the following
steps:

1. Initialization transition:
We add a single transition of the form:


|N |



(q0 , q0 , x0 M ), ,

^

zk = 0 ∧ z = 0, (q0 , q0 , x0 M ), (+δ 1 , . . . , +δ |N | , +ε)

k=1

In this transition, Aδ,ε
M initializes each counter zk for k ∈ [1, |N |] to the
error bound δk on the k th internal channel, and also initializes the counter
z to the error bound ε on the output channel. Note that no input symbol
is consumed and there’s no state change. Also, note that the counter
test ensures that this transition can be taken only once from x0 .
2. Unperturbed network transitions:
For each pair of transitions in E # and Eτ# from the same state, with
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the same input symbol and output symbol, i.e., (q, a, b, q0 ) ∈ E # and
(r, a, b, r0 ) ∈ Eτ# , and transitions of the form (xM , (b, b), z ≥ 0, xM , 0) ∈
EM , we add a transition of the following form to Aδ,ε
M :


|N |

(q, r, xM ), a,

^


zk ≥ 0 ∧ z ≥ 0, (q0 , r0 , xM ), (0, . . . , 0, 0) .

k=1

For each pair of transitions in E # and Eτ# from the same state, with
the same input symbol and different output symbols, i.e., (q, a, b, q0 ) ∈
E # and (r, a, b0 , r0 ) ∈ Eτ# , and transitions of the form (xM , (b, b0 ), z ≥
0, xM , −1) ∈ EM , we add a transition of the following form to Aδ,ε
M :


|N |

(q, r, xM ), a,

^


zk ≥ 0 ∧ z ≥ 0, (q0 , r0 , xM ), (0, . . . , 0, −1) .

k=1

For each pair of transitions in E # and Eτ# from the same state, with
the same input symbol and different output symbols, i.e., (q, a, b, q0 ) ∈
E # and (r, a, b0 , r0 ) ∈ Eτ# , and transitions of the form (xM , (b, b0 ), z <
0, accM , 0) ∈ EM , we add transitions of the following form to Aδ,ε
M :


|N |

(q, r, xM ), a,

^


zk ≥ 0 ∧ z < 0, (q0 , r0 , accM ), (0, . . . , 0, 0) .

k=1

In each of the above transitions, Aδ,ε
M consumes an input symbol a and
simulates a pair of unperturbed transitions on a in the first two components of its state. The distance between the corresponding outputs of N
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(b and b0 above) is tracked by the counter z and the third component of
the state of Aδ,ε
M . Note that the values of all counters zk , for k ∈ [1, |N |]
are required to be non-negative in the source state and remain unmodified in each transition.
3. Perturbed network transitions:
From each state x ∈ Y , we add transitions of the form:


|N |



(q, r, xM ), ,

^

zk ≥ 0, (q, rτ , xM ), g

k=1

#
In each such transition, Aδ,ε
M simulates a τ -transition (r, , , rτ ) ∈ Eτ .

In the transition, g denotes a (|N | + 1)-length vector, with entries in
{0, −1}: for k ∈ [1, |N |], gk = −1 iff the k th internal channel is perturbed
in (r, , , rτ ), and g|N |+1 = 0. Thus, we model a perturbation on the k th
internal channel by decrementing the (non-negative) zk counter of Aδ,ε
M .
Note that in these transitions, no input symbol is consumed, and the
first and third components, i.e. q and xM remain unchanged.
4. Rejecting transitions:
From each state x ∈ Y , we add transitions of the form:


|N |



(q, r, xM ), ,

_

zk < 0, rej , 0

k=1
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From the state rej , for all a, we add a transition: (rej , a, true, rej , 0).

Thus, we add a transition to a designated rejecting state whenever the
value of some counter zk , for k ∈ [1, |N |] goes below 0, i.e., whenever
the perturbation count in some k th internal channel exceeds the error
bound δk . Once in the state rej , Aδ,ε
M ignores any further input read,
and remains in that state.
5. Accepting transitions:
Finally, from each state (q, r, accM ) ∈ Y , we add transitions of the form:


|N |



(q, r, xM ), ,

^

zk ≥ 0, acc, 0

k=1

We add a transition to the unique accepting state whenever xM = accM
V|N |
and k=1 zk ≥ 0. The first criterion ensures that dM (JN K|` (s), Jρτ K|` (s)) >
>ε
ε (as indicated by reaching the accepting state in DM
). The second cri-

terion ensures that kρτ (s)k ≤ δ, i.e., the run ρτ (s) of N on s models
perturbations on the network that respect the internal channel error
bounds.
Theorem 11.2.1. Given an upper bound δ on the number of perturbations
in the internal channels, and an upper bound ε on the acceptable error for a
particular output channel, the problem of checking if the networked system N
is (δ, ε)-robust with respect to the Manhattan distance can be accomplished in
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NLogspace in the number |Q| of network states, the number |Eτ# | of perturbed
network transitions, δ and ε.
Proof. We note that the construction of Aδ,ε
M reduces the problem of checking
(δ, ε)-robustness for N (w.r.t. the Manhattan distance) to checking emptiness
δ,ε
δ,ε
of Aδ,ε
M . From the construction of AM , we further note that the size of AM

is polynomial in the number |Q| of network states, the number |Eτ# | of the set
of perturbed network transitions (which dominates the size |E| of the set of
unperturbed network transitions) and in δ and ε. The theorem then follows
from Lem. 9.3.1, which states that emptiness checking of Aδ,ε
M can be solved
in NLogspace in its size.
11.2.2

Robustness Analysis for the Levenshtein Distance Metric

The composite machine Aδ,ε
L , certifying non-robustness with respect to the
Levenshtein distance metric, is a nondeterministic 1-reversal-bounded |N |counter machine, i.e., in the class NCM(|N |,1). Similar to Aδ,ε
M , in each run
on an input string s, Aδ,ε
L simultaneously does the following: (a) it simulates
an unperturbed execution ρ(s) of N and a perturbed execution ρτ (s) of Nτ ,
(b) keeps track of all the internal channel perturbations along ρτ (s), and (c)
tracks the Levenshtein distance between the outputs generated along ρ(s) and
ρτ (s).
Recall from Sec. 9.5, that the automaton DL>ε , accepting pairs of strings
with Levenshtein distance greater than ε from each other, is a dfa. Let DL>ε
= ((Σ# × Σ# ), QL , q0 L , ∆L , {accL }).
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|I|
Formally, Aδ,ε
L , in the class NCM(|N |,1), is defined as the tuple (Σ ∪

{#|I| }, X, x0 , Z, G, E, F ), where X, x0 , Z, G, E, F are respectively the set of
states, initial state, set of counters, a finite set of integers, the transition
relation and the final states of Aδ,ε
L . We define these below.
The set of states X = Y ∪ {acc, rej }, where Y ⊆ (Q × Q × QLev ).
The initial state of Aδ,ε
L , x0 , is given by the tuple (q0 , q0 , q0 L ). The set
of counters Z = {z1 , . . . , z|N | } tracks the number of perturbations in each
internal channel of N , and the initial value of each counter is 0. The set
G = {0, −1, δ1 , δ2 , . . . , δ|N | }, and the set of final states is the singleton set
{acc}.
The transition relation E of Aδ,ε
L is constructed using the following
steps:

1. Initialization transition:
From the initial state x0 , we add a single transition of the form:


|N |



(q0 , q0 , q0 L ), ,

^

zk = 0, (q0 , q0 , q0 L ), (+δ 1 , . . . , +δ |N | )

k=1

In this transition, Aδ,ε
L sets each counter zk to the error bound δk on the
k th internal channel, without consuming an input symbol or changing
state. The counter test ensures that this transition can be taken only
once from x0 .
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2. Unperturbed network transitions:
For each pair of transitions in E # and Eτ# on the same input symbol
from the same state, i.e., (q, a, b, q0 ) ∈ E # and (r, a, b0 , r0 ) ∈ Eτ# , and
transitions of the form (qL , (b, b0 ), q0L ) ∈ ∆L , we add a transition of the
following form to Aδ,ε
L :


|N |



(q, r, qL ), a,

^

zk ≥ 0, (q0 , r0 , q0L ), 0

k=1

|I|
|I|
In each such transition, Aδ,ε
L consumes an input symbol a ∈ Σ ∪ {# }

and simulates a pair of unperturbed transitions on a in the first two
components of its state. The distance between the corresponding outputs
of N (b and b0 above) is tracked by the third component. Note that in
such transitions, all counter values are required to be non-negative in
the source state and are not modified.
3. Perturbed network transitions:
From each state x ∈ Y , we add transitions of the form:


|N |



(q, r, qL ), ,

^

zk ≥ 0, (q, rτ , qL ), g

k=1

#
In each such transition, Aδ,ε
L simulates a τ -transition (r, , , rτ ) ∈ Eτ .

In the transition, g denotes a |N |-length vector with entries in {0, −1},
where gk = −1 iff the k th internal channel is perturbed in (r, , , rτ ).
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Note that in these transitions, no input symbol is consumed, and the
first and third components, i.e. q and qL remain unchanged.
4. Rejecting transitions:
From each state x ∈ Y , we add transitions of the form:


|N |



(q, r, qL ), ,

_

zk < 0, rej , 0

k=1

From the state rej , for all a, we add a transition: (rej , a, true, rej , 0).

5. Accepting transitions:
Finally, from each state (q, r, accL ) ∈ Y , we add transitions of the form:


|N |



(q, r, qL ), ,

^

zk ≥ 0, acc, 0

k=1

We add a transition to the unique accepting state whenever qL = accL
V|N |
and k=1 zk ≥ 0. The first criterion ensures that dL (JN K|` (s), Jρτ K|` (s)) >
ε (as indicated by reaching the accepting state in DL>ε ). The second criterion ensures that kρτ (s)k ≤ δ, i.e., the run ρτ (s) of N on s models
perturbations on the network that respect the internal channel error
bounds.
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Theorem 11.2.2. Given an upper bound δ on the number of perturbations
in the internal channels, and an upper bound ε on the acceptable error for a
particular output channel, the problem of checking if the networked system N
is (δ, ε)-robust with respect to the Levenshtein distance can be accomplished in
PSpace in ε.
Proof. We first note that the construction of Aδ,ε
L reduces the problem of
checking (δ, ε)-robustness of N (w.r.t. the Levenshtein distance) to checking
δ,ε
>ε
emptiness of Aδ,ε
L . From the construction of AL and DL , we further note
4ε
that Aδ,ε
L belongs to the class NCM(|N |, 1) and its size is O((ε|Σ|) ), and is

polynomial in the number |Q| of network states, the number |Eτ# | of the set
of perturbed network transitions (which dominates the size |E| of the set of
unperturbed network transitions) and in δ. The theorem then follows from
Lem. 9.3.1, which states that emptiness checking of Aδ,ε
L can be solved in
NLogspace in its size.
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Chapter 12
Bibliographic Notes

Many tasks in computing involve the evaluation of functions from strings to
strings. Such functions are often naturally represented as finite-state string
transducers [19, 62, 93, 125]. For example, inside every compiler is a transducer that maps user-written text to a string over tokens, and authors of
web applications routinely write transducers to sanitize user input. Systems
for natural language processing use transducers for executing morphological
rules, correcting spelling, and processing speech. Many of the string algorithms at the heart of computational biology or image processing are essentially functional transducers. The transducer representation of functions has
been studied thoroughly over the decades, and many decision procedures and
expressiveness results about them are known [93, 125]. However, the behavior
of finite-state transducers under uncertain operating environments has been
less well-studied.
Recently, there has been a growing interest in the study of robustness in
the formal methods and software engineering communities. The initial papers
by Majumdar and Saha [88] and by Chaudhuri et al [22–24] study continuity
and robustness analysis of infinite-state programs. While these papers reason
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about programs that manipulate numbers, we focus on robustness analysis of
programs manipulating strings [108]. As the underlying metric topologies are
quite different, these approaches are essentially complementary to ours. It is
also important to note that the analyses presented in these papers is incomplete
and their scope does not extend to networked systems with channel errors like
ours [107].
More recent papers have aimed to develop a notion of robustness for
reactive systems. In [119], the authors present polynomial-time algorithms for
the analysis and synthesis of robust transducers. Their notion of robustness
is one of input-output stability, that bounds both the deviation of the output
from disturbance-free behaviour under bounded disturbance, as well as the
persistence of the effect on the output of a sporadic disturbance. Unlike our
distance metrics which quantify the cost of transforming one string into another, their distances are measured using cost functions that map each string
to a nonnegative integer.
In [16, 89, 123], the authors develop different notions of robustness for
reactive systems, with ω-regular specifications, interacting with uncertain environments. In [89], the authors present metric automata, which are automata
equipped with a metric on states. The authors assume that at any step, the
environment can perturb any state q to a state at most γ(q) distance away,
where γ is some function mapping states to real numbers. A winning strategy
for a finite-state or Büchi automaton A is a strategy that satisfies the corresponding acceptance condition (stated as reachability of states in F or as
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infinitely often visiting states in F respectively). Such a winning strategy is
defined to be σ-robust if it is a winning strategy for A where the set F 0 characterizing the acceptance condition includes all states at most σ.supq∈F γ(q)
distance away from the F . We note that while there are some similarities in
how a disturbance is modeled, our approach is quite different, as we quantify
and analyze the effect of errors over time, and do not associate metrics with
individual states.
In [40], the authors study robustness of sequential circuits w.r.t. a common suffix distance metric. Their notion of robustness essentially bounds the
persistence of the effect of a sporadic disturbance in the input of a sequential
circuit. To be precise, a circuit is said to be robust iff the position of the last
mismatch in any pair of output sequences is a bounded number of positions
from the last mismatch position in the corresponding pair of input sequences.
The authors present a polynomial-time algorithm to decide robustness of sequential circuits modeled as (single) Mealy machines. The metric and its
subsequent treatment developed in this paper is useful for analyzing circuits;
however, for networked systems communicating via strings, metrics such as
the Manhattan and Levenshtein distances provide a more standard way to
measure the effect of errors.
In [43], the authors present modeling techniques for cyber-physical systems. Further, the authors also discuss the challenges of including a network in
a cyber-physical system. A key observation is that to maintain discrete-event
semantics of components in such a system, it is important to have a common
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sense of time across all components. A critical requirement in such systems
is that the communication remain synchronized, which is typically fulfilled by
using protocols that bound the allowed drift in the value of the global clock. In
our model, we do not analyze such details, and abstract them away, assuming
that some underlying protocol ensures synchronous communication. Recent
papers on wireless control networks [98, 99], classic models like Kahn process
networks [80], and languages like Esterel [18] have made similar assumptions
about synchronous communication.
Work in the area of robust control seeks to analyze and design networked control systems where communication between sensors, the controller,
and actuators occurs over unreliable networks such as wireless networks [1].
On the other hand, work on wireless control networks [98, 99] focuses on design of distributed controllers where the components of the controller communicate over unreliable wireless networks. In such applications, robustness
typically means desirable properties of the control loop such as stability. We
note that these papers typically assume a synchronous communication schedule as supported by wireless industrial control protocols such as ISA 100 and
WirelessHART.
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Part V
Conclusions
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Chapter 13
Conclusions

Software systems today are increasingly complex, ubiquitous and
often interact with each other or with the physical world. While
their reliability has never been more critical, these systems remain
vulnerable to the fallibility of human programmers as well as the
unpredictability of their operating environments. The only solution
that holds promise is increased usage of meta-programs to help
analyze, debug and synthesize programs, given a precise characterization of reliable program behaviour.

In this dissertation, we have presented several meta-programs, i.e., algorithms, to help analyze, debug and synthesize various models of programs. In
particular, we have developed algorithms for debugging sequential programs,
for synthesizing synchronization for concurrent programs and for verifying the
robustness of certain systems modeled using transducers. In this chapter, we
conclude this dissertation by summarizing our contributions in each of these
domains, and outlining avenues for future work.
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13.1

Summary of Contributions

13.1.1

Debugging of Sequential Programs

A broad and informal statement of the (automated) program debugging probb that is obtained by suitably modifying
lem is to compute a correct program P
an erroneous program P. This problem is undecidable in general; it is hard
to formalize; moreover, it is particularly challenging to assimilate and mechanize the customized, expert human intuition involved in the choices made in
manual program debugging. Our contributions in this domain are as follows.

1. Methodical Problem Formulation:
We present several problem definitions that help formalize the program
debugging problem and enable automation.
(a) Update Schemas: We propose a problem formulation in which, along
with an erroneous program P, we are given a set U of update
schemas, describing a class of permissible modifications of a stateb that is
ment in P. The goal is to compute a correct program P
obtained from P by applying suitable update schemas from U to
the statements in P. While a typical debugging routine begins with
fault localization and is followed by error elimination, our update
schema-based formulation obviates the need for a separate fault
localization phase, and enables us to directly focus on error elimination or program repair.
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(b) Cost-awareness: We further propose a problem formulation in which,
we are also given a repair budget and a cost function that charges
each application of an update schema to a program statement some
user-defined cost. The goal is now to compute a repaired program
b whose total modification cost does not exceed the repair budget.
P
(c) Template-based Repair: Finally, we propose a template-based probb
lem formulation, in which the additional goal is to compute P
such that the syntax of any repaired expression matches some userspecified expression template.
All of the above problem formulations provide ways to incorporate expert programmer intuition and intent in automated program debugging.
Insightful choices for update schemas, cost functions and templates can
help prune the search space for repaired programs, and help compute a
repaired program similar to what the programmer may have in mind.
2. Predicate abstraction-based Solution Framework:
We present a predicate abstraction-based solution framework for the
above problems that can repair infinite-state, imperative, sequential programs. As part of this framework, we make the following contributions.
(a) We present a sound and complete algorithm for automatic repair
of Boolean programs that meet some syntactic requirements and
can be repaired by a single application of an update schema. Our
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approach targets total correctness with respect to a specification in
the form of a precondition, postcondition pair.
(b) We present a sound and complete algorithm for automatic repair
of arbitrary Boolean programs (or, pushdown systems), annotated
with multiple assertions, with respect to partial correctness. This
algorithm can repair Boolean programs by modifying them in multiple program locations using suitable update schemas. Along with
a repaired program, the algorithm also generates a proof of correctness composed of inductive assertions.
(c) We present techniques to concretize a repaired Boolean program,
with and without user-supplied expression templates, to obtain a
b
concrete repaired program P.
(d) We present experimental results for repairing C programs, using a
prototype implementation based on SMT solving.
13.1.2

Synchronization Synthesis for Concurrent Programs

Extant work in this domain has focused on either propositional temporal logic
specifications with simplistic models of concurrent programs, or more refined
program models with the specifications limited to just safety properties. Moreover, there has been limited effort in developing adaptable and fully-automatic
synthesis frameworks that are capable of generating synchronization at different levels of abstraction and granularity. Our contributions in this domain are
as follows.
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1. Synthesis of Low-level Synchronization:
(a) We present a framework that takes unsynchronized sequential process skeletons along with a propositional temporal logic specification
of their global concurrent behaviour, and automatically generates
a concurrent program with synchronization code ensuring correct
global behaviour. The synthesized synchronization code can be
coarse-grained or fine-grained, and is based on readily-implementable
synchronization primitives such as locks and condition variables.
The overall method is fully automatic, sound and complete.
(b) As part of the framework, we present algorithms to compile highlevel synchronization actions in the form of guarded commands into
coarse-grained and fine-grained synchronization code based on locks
and condition variables. The ability to automatically synthesize
fine-grained synchronization code is noteworthy; programmers often restrict themselves to using coarse-grained synchronization for
its inherent simplicity. In fact, manual implementations of synchronization code using wait/notify operations on condition variables
are particularly hard to get right in the presence of multiple locks.
(c) We provide detailed proofs of the correctness of the compilations
with respect to a useful subset of propositional CTL.
(d) We use our prototype tool to successfully synthesize synchronization
code for concurrent Java programs such as an airport ground traffic
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simulator program, readers-writers and dining philosophers.
2. Generalized Synchronization Synthesis:
(a) We propose a generalized framework that can synthesize synchronization for real-world shared-memory concurrent programs, given
unsynchronized processes, and temporal logic properties over both
control and data variables.
(b) For the specification language, we propose an extension of propositional CTL that facilitates expression of both safety and liveness
properties over control and data variables.
(c) We present an extension of the synthesis procedure of [47] for our
proposed specification language and program model. This extension enables synchronization synthesis for finite-state concurrent
programs composed of processes that may have local and shared
variables, may be straight-line or branching programs, may be ongoing or terminating, and may have program-initialized or userinitialized variables.
(d) We further present compilations of high-level synchronization actions into lower-level coarse-grained or fine-grained synchronization
based on locks and condition variables for our proposed class of
programs and specifications.
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13.1.3

Robustness Analysis of Discrete Systems

On the one hand, techniques and results from relevant, mature areas such as
robust control are not directly applicable to robustness analysis of systems
with large amounts of discretized, discontinuous behavior. On the other hand,
traditional program verification techniques do not provide a quantitative measure of the sensitivity of system behaviour to uncertainty in the operating
environment. Hence, robustness analysis of software programs used in heterogeneous settings necessitates development of new theoretical frameworks and
algorithms. Our contributions in this domain are as follows.

1. Methodical Problem Formulation: We develop notions of robustness for certain systems modeled using transducers with respect to specific sources of uncertainty.
(a) We formally define a notion of robustness for functional string transducers in the presence of input perturbations.
(b) We present a formal model of a synchronous networked system of
processes (Mealy machines), and define a notion of robustness for
computations of such networked systems when the communication
channels are prone to perturbation.
2. Distance-tracking Automata Constructions:
We provide constructions for automata that can track various distance
metrics between two strings.
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(a) We define reversal-bounded counter machines that can track the
the traditional and generalized versions of the Manhattan distance
between strings.
(b) We define deterministic finite automata that can track the the traditional and generalized versions of the Levenshtein distance between
strings.
3. Automata-theoretic Framework for Robustness Analysis:
We present automata-theoretic decision procedures that utilize distancetracking automata to reduce the problem of robustness verification of our
systems to the problem of checking the emptiness of certain carefully
constructed automata.
(a) For robustness verification of Mealy machines and functional transducers, we define product machines, composed of input automata,
pair-transducers and output automata, that essentially accept all input string pairs that certify the non-robustness of the transducer under consideration. For Mealy machines, the automata constructions
are fairly straight-forward, and the decision procedures for checking
robustness with respect to the generalized Manhattan and Levenshtein distances are in NLogspace and PSpace, respectively. For
functional transducers, the output automata constructions are more
involved, and the decision procedures for checking robustness with
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respect to the generalized Manhattan and Levenshtein distances are
in PSpace and ExpSpace, respectively.
(b) For robustness verification of synchronous networked systems of
transducers, we define composite machines that accept input string
pairs certifying the non-robust behavior of the networked system
under consideration. Our decision procedures for checking robustness with respect to the Manhattan and Levenshtein distances are
in NLogspace and PSpace, respectively.

13.2

Future Work

While we have presented several algorithms in this dissertation to help analyze,
debug and synthesize various program models with respect to different characterizations of reliable program behaviour, our work is by no means complete.
In what follows, we discuss extensions that can enhance the scope and performance of our current body of work. When applicable, we also outline avenues
for future work that go beyond the specific methodologies of this dissertation,
but share the same goals.
13.2.1

Debugging of Sequential Programs

It may be possible to extend the approach presented in Chapter 3 to repair
Boolean programs using simultaneous applications of multiple update schemas.
The basic idea would be to formulate a suitable QBF over variables representing unknown/suspect expressions in the incorrect Boolean program, and
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extract the repaired expressions from the certificate of validity of the QBF
using a QBF solver. However, we believe, the approach presented in Chapter 4 has more potential as an automated program debugging methodology.
We describe some possible extensions below:

1. Our current tool can be improved in many ways. We can generalize
the tool to permit different kinds of cost functions, statement deletions,
handling of procedures and fully-automatic concretization. Moreover, we
believe the performance of our current implementation can be improved
by experimenting with different SMT-encodings of the cost-aware repairability conditions.
2. As mentioned in Chapter 4, our algorithm can be extended to handle
total correctness by additionally computing ranking functions and using
the method of well-founded sets along with the method of inductive
assertions.
3. While the algorithm presented in Chapter 4 separates the computation
b this
of a repaired Boolean program Bb from its concretization to obtain P,
separation is not necessary. In fact, the separation may be sub-optimal
— it may not possible to concretize all modified statements of a comb while there may exist some other concretizable B.
b The solution
puted B,
is to directly search for Bb such that all modified statements of Bb are
concretizable. This can be done by combining the constraints presented
in Sec. 4.3 with the one in (4.4). In particular, the set U nknown in (4.4)
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can be modified to include unknown expressions/template parameters
needed in the formulas in Sec. 4.3, and CRCP C (π) can be modified to
include the inner quantifier-free constraints in the formulas in Sec. 4.3.
4. In our algorithm, we set Ientry0 to true and require the other inductive
assertions to simply ensure the validity of all the CRCP C (π) conditions.
Note however, that since both the program Bb and its set IΛ of inductive assertions are unknown, it is possible to pick Bb and IΛ such that
the inductive assertions are needlessly restrictive and Bb has only a few
feasible execution paths. The solution to this problem is to compute
b
the weakest possible set of inductive assertions and a least restrictive B.
The first part may be accomplished by iteratively weakening the inductive assertions inferred from (4.4), and the second part may be similarly
accomplished by iteratively weakening the expression modifications inferred from (4.4).
5. Our framework can be used to define and handle more interesting update
schemas. In particular, one may choose to permit insertion of statements
to significantly expand the search space for repaired programs. It may
be possible to adapt program synthesis techniques (such as [82]) to compute localized repairs consisting of inserted program fragments. Besides
statement modification, it should also be possible to use our framework
to infer modified program preconditions by keeping Ientry0 unknown as
well.
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6. In our experiments, we found that the non-determinism inherent to
Boolean programs can interfere with the scalability of the technique.
Hence, it is worth investigating the efficiency and effectiveness of applying the method of inductive assertions to repair concrete programs
directly. We emphasize that the method of inductive assertions for arbitrary concrete programs would be incomplete in general and might have
to rely on user-supplied templates for all unknown inductive assertions
and expressions, thereby necessitating more user involvement.
We note that Boolean programs can model both sequential and combinational
circuits, and hence, our techniques can be used for repairing such circuits.
13.2.2

Synchronization Synthesis for Concurrent Programs

We wish to extend our current framework for efficient synthesis of synchronization for large finite-state or infinite-state concurrent programs. In particular,
we wish to focus on defining and computing sound, finitary abstractions of
the tableaux corresponding to large finite-state or infinite-state concurrent
programs. To this end, it might be helpful to investigate the adaption of
automata-theoretic approaches for deciding the satisfiability of various constraint temporal logics [31, 54] as well as predicate abstraction-based tableaux
construction.
Another approach for efficient synthesis of synchronization is to avoid
constructing and exploring the entire product graph or tableaux corresponding
to the concurrent program, and instead use clever techniques to decompose the
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task at hand. One such technique is to explore the set of feasible permutations
of the statements in a given execution trace of the concurrent program in one
step [124], before moving on to a new execution trace with a different set of
statements. One of the challenges here is to ensure that the synchronization
synthesized in different steps can be composed with each other, and that the
overall synchronization is as permissive as possible.
Finally, we note that a related goal is repair of existing synchronization
code in incorrect concurrent programs. This is an important problem in legacy
code as it may not always be easy to remove existing synchronization code [79]
before synthesizing new synchronization code.
13.2.3

Robustness Analysis of Discrete Systems

There are a few directions in which our robustness analysis frameworks can be
developed further. The first is a more extensive treatment of distance metrics.
It is clear that that the right distance metric to use to measure perturbation
depends on the task at hand. For instance, for natural language or image processing or even compiler applications, the Levenshtein or Manhattan distance
metrics are likely to suffice. For sequential circuits, the authors in [40] argue
that the common suffix distance metric is more suitable. For cyberphysical
systems, where the symbol sequences could represent a wide range of digital
signals, one must track the magnitude of the signals. This necessitates defining and computing distances that are based on mapping individual symbols
or symbol sequences to numbers [119]. To summarize, it would be interesting
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to identify specific applications and related distance metrics, and extend our
robustness analysis framework accordingly.
The second direction is a generalization of the error model and subsequently, the robustness definition. In our work, we only focus on internal
channel errors in a network or, on input perturbations. However, in a realworld scenario, there can be multiple simultaneous sources of uncertainty such
as sensor and actuator noise, modeling errors and process failures. A comprehensive robustness analysis should thus check if small disturbances in the
inputs or internal channels or processes result in small deviations in the system
behaviour.
We also wish to investigate robustness analysis of other program models
such as traditional software sequential and concurrent programs, and perhaps
synthesis of robust programs.
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Appendix 1
Select Proofs

In this appendix, we present the proofs of Lem. 6.3.1 and Lem. 6.3.2.
We begin by introducing some preliminary definitions (cf. [45, 92, 95]).

1.1

Basic Definitions

Definition 1.1.1. (Stuttering Equivalent Paths)
Let Mu = (Su , Ru , Lu ) and Mv = (Sv , Rv , Lv ) be two structures/models over
the same set of atomic propositions AP , and let B ⊆ Su × Sv be a relation.
Paths πu = u0 , u1 , . . . and πv = v0 , v1 , . . . are called stuttering B−equivalent
iff there exist infinite sequences of natural numbers i0 = 0 < ii < i2 < . . . and
k0 = 0 < k1 < k2 such that for all j ≥ 0, the following condition is true:
∀q, r ∈ N : (ij ≤ q ≤ ij+1 ) ∧ (kj ≤ r ≤ kj+1 ) ⇒ (uq , vr ) ∈ B.
If B is defined such ∀u ∈ Su , v ∈ Sv : (u, v) ∈ B iff Lu (u) = Lv (v), then the
paths πu and πv are simply called stuttering equivalent.
Definition 1.1.2. (Stuttering Path Equivalence)
Structures Mu = (Su , Ru , Lu ) and Mv = (Sv , Rv , Lv ), with the same set of
atomic propositions AP , are called stuttering path equivalent (denoted Mu ≡SP E
Mv ) iff
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1. for every path πu starting from an initial state u0 ∈ Su , there exists a
stuttering equivalent path πv starting from an intial state v0 ∈ Sv , and
2. a symmetric condition holds with the roles of u0 and v0 reversed.
Lemma 1.1.1. Given structures Mu , Mv with Mu ≡SP E Mv , and a CTL∗ \ X
formula φ of the form A ψ or E ψ, where ψ is in LTL \ X, Mu |= φ iff Mv |= φ.
Definition 1.1.3. (Stuttering Simulation)
Given a structure M = (S, R, L), a relation B ⊆ S×S is a stuttering simulation
iff for any (u, w) ∈ B:
1. L(u) = L(w),
2. for every path starting from u, there exists a stuttering B-equivalent
path starting from w in M .
Definition 1.1.4. (Well-founded Simulation)
Given a Kripke structure M = (S, R, L), a relation B ⊆ S ×S is a well-founded
simulation iff for any (u, w) ∈ B
1. L(u) = L(w), and,
2. there exist functions rank1 : S × S × S 7→ N, and rank2 : S × S 7→ W ,
with hW, ≺i well-founded, such that ∀t : (u, t) ∈ R
(a) ∃v : ((w, v) ∈ R ∧ (t, v) ∈ B) ∨
(b) (t, w) ∈ B ∧ rank2 (t, w) ≺ rank2 (u, w) ∨
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(c) ∃v : ((w, v) ∈ R ∧ (u, v) ∈ B ∧ rank1 (v, u, t) ≺ rank1 (w, u, t)).
Lemma 1.1.2. Given Kripke structure M = (S, R, L), a relation B ⊆ S × S
is a well-founded simulation iff B is a stuttering simulation.
Lemma 1.1.3. Given Kripke structure M = (S, R, L), a stuttering simulation
B, and a formula φ in ACTL∗ \X, if (u, w) ∈ B and M , w |= φ, then M , u |= φ.
Definition 1.1.5. Given structures Mu = (Su , Ru , Lu ), Mv = (Sv , Rv , Lv ) with
atomic propositions APu , APv , respectively, we say Mu ≡APv Mv iff
1. APv ⊆ APu
2. there exists a bijection h : Su → Sv such that h(u) = v iff Lu (u)|APv =
Lv (v), where Lu (u)|APv is the set of atomic propositions in APu ∩ APv
that label state u, and,
3. (u, t) ∈ Ru iff (h(u), h(t)) ∈ Rv .
Thus, Mu and Mv have the exact same branching structure, with the
only difference being in the labeling of their corresponding states. In particular, the set of labels in each state u of Mu is a superset of the set of labels
in each corresponding state h(u) of Mv . Note that since h is a bijection, h−1
exists. Thus, even though two states of Mu can be mapped into two states of
Mv with the exact same labels, the two states of Mv are unique and distinguishable from each other, and can be mapped back to the two states of Mu
via h−1 .
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Let φ(AP ) denote a property φ over the set of atomic propositions AP .
An obvious consequence of the above definition is the following lemma.
Lemma 1.1.4. If Mu ≡APv Mv , then for any formula φ(APv ) in CTL∗ , Mu |=
φ(APv ) iff Mv |= φ(APv ).
In what follows, we fix AP to be the set {S1,1 , . . . , S1,n1 , S2,1 , . . . , S2,n2 }
of code regions of P1 , P2 , and AP 0 to be the set {s1,1 , . . . , s1,n1 , s2,1 , . . . , s2,n2 }
of all the Boolean shared variables declared in Sec. 6.3.2 to represent these
code regions. Recall the states of the model M obtained in the first step of
our algorithm in Sec. 6.3.1 are labeled with code region names and the values of
shared synchronization variables x̄. Let M 0 be a structure over AP 0 obtained
from M by replacing each code region Sk,i label in every state of M by its
corresponding counterpart sk,i ∈ AP 0 , and suppressing the x̄ label. We can
state the following result.
Lemma 1.1.5. For any formulas φ(AP ), φ(AP 0 ) in CTL∗ , M |= φ(AP ) iff
M 0 |= φ(AP 0 ).

1.2

Lem. 6.3.1: Constructions and Proofs

To prove Lem. 6.3.1, we first construct refined synchronization skeletons, corresponding to P1c and P2c , using the semantics of lock(`), wait(c,`) and
notify(c) presented in Sec. 6.1.2. We then define the global model M c composed of these two synchronization skeletons, and establish the desired relation
between M and M c .
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Figure 1.1: Partial refined synchronization skeleton corresponding to the implementation in Fig. 6.8a
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In lieu of a formal definition, we present, in Fig. 1.1, the part of the refined synchronization skeleton that corresponds to the implementation shown
in Fig. 6.8a. Each labeled transition between the states labeled with S1,i−1
and S1,i in P1s is implemented as a series of labeled transitions between states
labeled with s1,i−1 and s1,i in P1c . To distinguish between identically labeled
states, we name the states using uai−1 , uzi etc. as shown in Fig. 1.1. In particular, we name any state labeled with s1,i as upi for some p, and any state labeled
with s2,j as vjp for some p (when p is not important, we leave it out and simply
use ui , vj , respectively). Also, we denote the first state labeled with s1,i , in
which P1 is trying to acquire lock `, as uai , and the first state labeled with s1,i ,
with P1 holding lock `, as uzi (and similarly use via , viz , for these respective
states in P2 ).
Recall that our coarse-grained implementation creates a unique condie1,i of code region S1,i ,
tion variable cv1,i corresponding to the overall guard G
and we model the semantics of wait(cv1,i ,`)/notify(cv1,i ) by associating a
queue q1,i (of waiting processes) with cv1,i . We simulate this queue q1,i by
using a Boolean variable in(P1 , q1,i ), which is set to 1 when P1 is added to
q1,i and set to 0 when P1 is removed from q1,i . Note that the actions in the
labeled transitions of P1c do not affect the state labels as long as the actions
only update the shared synchronization variables x̄. In fact, the state label
can only be changed by the parallel assignment statement s1,i−1 , s1,i := 0, 1,
corresponding to the transition from state udi−1 to state uzi . The transitions
following this state label change correspond to the various notification signals
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sent by P1 to P2 , with P1 releasing the lock in the final transition into state
uai .
The refined synchronization skeleton for P1c (and P2c ) can be obtained
by extending the construction in Fig. 1.1 to all synchronization regions.
We now define the global model M c corresponding to P1c k P2c . Let
S1c and S2c denote the sets of states of the refined synchronization skeletons of
P1c and P2c , respectively. Let X denote the set of possible valuations of the
shared synchronization variables x̄ in M . Let Lk = {0, 1, 2}, IN1,i = {0, 1}
for i = 1, . . . , n1 , and IN2,j = {0, 1} for j = 1, . . . , n2 represent the sets of
possible values of the shared synchronization variables introduced in P1c k P2c .
Then, M c = (S c , Rc , Lc ), where S c = S1c × S2c × X × Lk × IN1,1 × . . . × IN2,n2
is the set of global states. Thus, each state w of M c is a tuple of the form
(u, v, x̄, `, in1,1 , . . . , in2,n2 ), with u ∈ S1c and vinS2c , and Lc (wc ) is an assignment
of values to the members of this tuple from their respective domains. The
transition relation Rc is defined such that it includes a transition from state
G→A

w to state w0 in M c iff there exists a transition u −−−→ u0 in the refined
synchronization skeleton for P1c such that Lc (w) contains the set of labels of
state u, Lc (w0 ) contains the set of labels of state u0 , the guard G is true given
Lc (w), and the action A results in the new valuation of the synchronization
variables x̄, as captured in Lc (w0 ), or, there exists a similar labeled transition
in the refined synchronization skeleton for P2c .
We present a portion of M c in Fig. 1.2 that mimics the transitions
shown in the refined synchronization skeleton for P1c shown in Fig. 1.1, with
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the following assumptions: (1) there are no shared synchronization variables
in P1c , P2c , (2) there is a single transition from S1,i−1 to S1,i in P1s , which is
enabled on S2,j and disabled on S2k and (3) for each code region S2,k , . . . , S2,j+1
of P2c , there is a single outgoing transition, which is enabled on S1,i−1 . We do
not show transitions of M c that do not change any label, e.g., transitions
corresponding to redundant notification signals sent to P2c . As illustrated in
Fig. 1.2, M c ’s states can be partitioned into classes [i, j]h which can be defined
as shown below (the classes in Fig. 1.2 are of the form [i, j] as we assumed the
absence of x̄ variables).
Definition 1.2.1. (Class [i, j]h )
1. Any state w = (ui , vj , x̄h , . . .) of M c where x̄h is the hth valuation of the
shared synchronization variables belongs to class [i, j]h .
2. Any state w = (ui , vj , x̄p , . . .) of M c such that p 6= h, and there exists a
transition from a state in class [i, j]h to w belongs to class [i, j]h .
3. No other state belongs to class [i, j]h .
The reason we make the labels i, j in the class [i, j]h explicit, and leave
the label h implicit will become clear a little later. For now, note that the
classes [i, j]h induce a partition on the set of states of M c . We can relate this
partition of M c to the set of states of M , as stated in the following lemma.
We denote a state w in a class [i, j]h with no predecessors in [i, j]h as an entry
state and with no successors in [i, j]h as an exit state of the class [i, j]h .
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Lemma 1.2.1. [Properties of class [i, j]h ]
1. A class [i, j]h exists in M c iff there exists a state (S1,i S2,j x̄h ) in M .
2. A transition from a state in the class [i, j]h to a state in the class [i+1, j]p
exists in M c iff a transition (S1,i S2,j x̄h ) → (S1,i+1 S2,j x̄p ) exists in M ,
and the same holds true with the roles i and j reversed.
3. If there exists a transition (S1,i S2,j x̄h ) → (S1,i+1 S2,j x̄p ) in M , then there
exists a path from each entry state in the class [i, j]h to an entry state
in the class [i + 1, j]p , and the same holds true with the roles i and j
reversed.
4. A path that starts in a state in the class [i, j]h , and only involves transitions among states in the same class [i, j]h , is bounded.
Proof. We prove each part of the lemma below.
1. A state (S1,i S2,j x̄h ) exists in M iff there exists some transition of the
form (S1,i−1 S2,j x̄p ) → (S1,i S2,j x̄h ), or there exists some transition of
the form (S1,i S2,j−1 x̄q ) → (S1,i S2,j x̄h ) in M . Without loss of generality,
we focus our attention on the transition (S1,i−1 S2,j x̄p ) → (S1,i S2,j x̄h )
in M . The transition (S1,i−1 S2,j x̄p ) → (S1,i S2,j x̄h ) exists in M iff there
exists a transition in P1s from S1,i−1 to S1,i , which is enabled on S2,j ∧ x̄p ,
and which assigns x̄h to x̄ (if x̄p 6= x̄h ). This in turn is true iff there
exists a transition in P1c from a state ui−1 to a state ui , which is enabled
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on s2,j ∧ x̄p , and assigns x̄h to x̄. This is true iff there exists a transition
(ui−1 , vj , x̄p , ` = 1, . . .) → (ui , vj , x̄h , ` = 1, . . .) in M c , and hence, iff
there exists a state w = (ui , vj , x̄h , . . .) in M c , in other words, iff the
class [i, j]h exists in M c .
2. This can be proven using a similar series of arguments as above.
3. We first note from the construction of M c (and the example shown in
Fig. 1.2) that each path originating at an entry state in the class [i, j]h
has to contain a transition to a state (ui , vj , x̄h , ` = 0, . . .). Now suppose
there exists a transition (S1,i S2,j x̄h ) → (S1,i+1 S2,j x̄p ) in M . Then,
there exists a series of transitions in M c (which can be inferred from the
structure of the refined synchronization skeleton of P1c shown in Fig. 1.1),
which start from (ui , vj , x̄h , ` = 0, . . .) and lead to a state (ui+1 , vj , x̄p , ` =
1, . . .). Hence, there exists a path from each entry state in [i, j]h to a
state in [i + 1, j]p . The proof can be similarly applied to the case when
the roles of i and j are reversed.
4. Recall that the transition relation of M is total. Moreover, note that
there are no self-loops in M . This follows from the interleaved model of
concurrent computation in which some process with an enabled transition in its synchronization skeleton is selected to be executed next, and
each transition in the synchronization skeleton of a process is from one
code region to a different code region. Thus, every state in M has an
outgoing transition to a different state in M .
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We can now prove this claim by arriving at a contradiction of the above
fact. Suppose there exists a path of unbounded length within the states
of class [i, j]h . Since there are a finite number of states in any class, this
means there exists a cycle among the states of class [i, j]h . Referring
e1,i+1 and G
e2,j+1 are
to Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.1, this can happen iff both G
e1,i+1 and G
e2,j+1 are false, both processes will
false1 . However, if both G
be waiting on their respective condition variables, and hence, there will
not be any transition out of class [i, j]h . Hence, by claims (2) and (3) of
this lemma, there will not be any transition out of the state (S1,i S2,j x̄h )
in M , which contradicts the assumption that the transition relation of
M is total. Hence, there are no cycles within the states of any class of
M c.

0

0

0

0

0

Let M c = (S c , Rc , Lc ) be a structure over alphabet AP 0 with M c ≡AP 0 M c .
0

Thus M c preserves the branching structure of M c , with the only difference
0

being that the labels of the states in M c are restricted to atoms in AP 0 (the
labels corresponding to all the synchronization variables are suppressed in
1

e 2,j+1 is true and P2 acquires lock `, then P2 perhaps updates the values of
If, say, G
the shared synchronization variables to x̄p , and then updates the Boolean shared variables,
thereby forcing a transition to a state in class [i, j + 1]p within a bounded number of steps.
e 2,j+1 is true and P2 does not acquire lock `, i.e., P1 acquires lock `, then either G
e 2,i+1
If G
is true and P1 similarly forces a transition to class [i + 1, j]q within a bounded number
e 2,i+1 is false, P1 yields the lock ` to P2 , which forces a transition to class
of steps, or G
[i, j + 1]p within a bounded number of steps.
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0

M c ). In fact, the form of AP 0 is the reason why we only make the i, j labels
in a class [i, j]h of M c explicit. The following lemma is a direct consequence
of Lem. 1.1.4.
0

Lemma 1.2.2. For any formula φ(AP 0 ) in CTL∗ , M c |= φ(AP 0 ) iff M c |=
φ(AP 0 ).
0

0

Moreover, we can define a partition of M c akin to M c . Since M c is
0

structurally the same as M c , Lem. 1.2.1 applies to the classes of M c .
0

Lemma 1.2.3. Any class [i, j]h of M c has all properties stated in Lem. 1.2.1.
We can now state and prove the following important lemmas relating
0

M c to M 0 , both of which are structures over the alphabet AP 0 .
0

0

0

0

Lemma 1.2.4. Let M be the disjoint union of M c = (S c , Rc , Lc ) and M 0 =
0

(S 0 , R0 , L0 ). There exists a stuttering simulation B ⊆ S c × S 0 on the states of
M.
Proof. Let B be a relation on the states of M such that (wc , w) ∈ B iff wc
0

belongs to some class [i, j]h in M c and s1,i , s2,j , x̄h ∈ L(y), where y is the unique
state in M corresponding to w. Note that B is well-defined (see Lem. 1.2.3
0

and the definition of M 0 ), and that (wc , w) ∈ B implies Lc (wc ) = L0 (w).
Further note that B is an equivalence relation on the states of M , where each
0

equivalence class [i, j]hB is the union of the equivalence class [i, j]h of M c , and
exactly one state w from S 0 such that L0 (w) = {s1,i , s2,j }, and x̄h ∈ L(y) for
the corresponding y. Now let rank(a, b), be defined as follows:
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1. rank(a, b) = 0 if a has a successor outside its equivalence class, and,
2. rank(a, b) = 1 + maxc rank(c), where c is a successor of a in the same
equivalence class.
As defined above, rank is a well-founded function, whose maximum value is
bounded by Lem. 1.2.3, and minimum value is 0 by definition.
0

Consider a state wc ∈ S c which belongs to the equivalence class [i, j]hB ,
0

and let w ∈ S 0 be a state in the same class, i.e., (wc , w) ∈ B. Let wc be an
arbitrary successor of wc . We have the following cases:
0

1. rank(wc ) = 0: This implies that wc lies outside the class [i, j]hB as from
0

the structure of M c , the exit state wc can have exactly one successor.
0

0

In fact, either wc ∈ [i + 1, j]pB or wc ∈ [i, j + 1]qB , for some p and q.
0

Suppose wc ∈ [i + 1, j]pB . Then, from Lem. 1.2.3, we know that there
0

exists a successor w0 of w such that w0 ∈ [i+1, j]pB . Hence, (wc , w0 ) ∈ B.
0

The case when wc ∈ [i, j + 1]qB can be handled similarly.
0

2. rank(wc ) 6= 0: This implies that wc has a successor wc ∈ [i, j]hB such
0

0

that (wc , w) ∈ B, and rank(wc , w) ≤ rank(wc , w) − 1, by the definition
of rank.
Thus, we meet the requirements of Def. 1.1.4 for all successors of wc
for any (wc , w) ∈ B. Hence, B is a well-founded simulation, and a stuttering
simulation (by Lem. 1.1.2) over M .
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0

Lemma 1.2.5. Given an ACTL∗ \ X formula φ(AP 0 ), M 0 |= φ(AP 0 ) ⇒ M c |=
φ(AP 0 ).
Proof. This follows from Lem. 1.1.3 and Lem. 1.2.4.
Proof. Lem. 6.3.1:
This follows from Lem. 1.2.2, Lem. 1.1.5 and Lem. 1.2.5, and by replacing each
AP 0 state label in M c by its corresponding counterpart in AP .
As mentioned in Sec. 6.3.3, the translation from M to M c preserves a
larger class of properties than just ACTL \ X. This claim in already validated
by Lem. 1.2.5, which proves preservation of ACTL∗ \ X properties. We present
the following lemmas to further support this claim.
0

Lemma 1.2.6. M c ≡SP E M 0 .
Proof. The first part of the proof involves proving that for every path starting
0

from an initial state w0c in M c , there exists a stuttering equivalent path starting
from an initial state w0 in M 0 . This follows directly from Lem. 1.2.4.
The second part of the proof involves proving the reverse direction.
This follows from (1) and (3) of Lem. 1.2.1 and Lem. 1.2.3.
Lemma 1.2.7. Given a CTL∗ \ X formula φ(AP ) of the form A ψ(AP ) or
E ψ(AP ), where ψ(AP ) is an LTL \ X formula over AP , M c |= φ(AP ) iff
M |= φ(AP ).
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Proof. This follows from Lem. 1.2.2, Lem. 1.1.5, Lem. 1.1.1 and Lem. 1.2.6, and
again, by replacing each AP 0 state label in M c by its corresponding counterpart
in AP .

1.3

Lem. 6.3.2: Constructions and Proofs

We only provide a brief treatment of the constructions and proofs involved in
proving Lem. 6.3.2 as they are similar in spirit to those involved in proving
Lem. 6.3.1. As before, to prove Lem. 6.3.2, we first construct refined synchronization skeletons, corresponding to the implementations P1f and P2f . Again, in
lieu of a definition, we present, in Fig. 1.3, the refined synchronization skeleton
that corresponds to the implementation shown in Fig. 7.4b. The basic structure of the refined synchronization skeleton remains the same, except for the
sequences of transitions corresponding to acquisition and release of multiple
locks (instead of just one lock). The global model M f can be defined similar
to M c as well, with the difference being in the larger number of states in M f .
Let S1f and S2f denote the sets of states of the refined synchronization skeletons
of P1f and P2f , respectively. Let Lkcv1,1 = {0, 1, 2}, . . . , Lkcv2,n2 = {0, 1, 2} represent the values of the lock variables associated with the condition variables
cv1,1 , . . . , cv2,n2 , respectively. Let Lks1,1 = {0, 1, 2}, . . . , Lks2,n2 = {0, 1, 2} represent the values of the lock variables associated with the Boolean shared
variables s1,1 , . . . , s2,n2 , respectively. Thus, M f = (S f , Rf , Lf ), where S f =
S1f ×S2f ×X ×Lkcv1,1 ×. . .×Lkcv2,n2 ×Lks1,1 ×. . .×Lks2,n2 ×IN1,1 ×. . .×IN2,n2 ,
Lf is an assignment of values from appropriate domains to each member of a
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state tuple, and Rf is defined similar to Rc .
Having defined the refined synchronization skeletons corresponding to
P1f and P2f , and M f , we can now extend all the definitions and lemmas leading
to the proof of Lem. 6.3.1, to corresponding definitions and lemmas leading to
the proof of Lem. 6.3.2.
The states of M f can be partitioned into classes [i, j]h defined according
to Def. 1.2.1, which in turn can be related to the states of M as stated in
Lem. 1.2.1. The proof of Lem. 1.2.1 for the classes of M f is similar in spirit
to that presented already. Intuitively, this is due to the similarity in the
structures of the refined synchronization skeletons for P1c , P2c and P1f , P2f .
One only needs to account for a longer sequence of transitions corresponding
to acquisition and release of locks in the proof.
The rest of the lemmas: Lem. 1.2.2, Lem. 1.2.3, Lem. 1.2.4 and Lem. 1.2.5
extend in a straight-forward manner, leading to the proof of Lem. 6.3.2.
Note that Lem. 1.2.6 and Lem. 1.2.7 also hold for the fine-grained case.
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Figure 1.2: A partial representation of M c
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Figure 1.3: Refined synchronization skeleton corresponding to implementation
in Fig. 6.8b
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